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Resumen

Esta memoria recoge un extenso estudio sobre las celdas solares de
perovskita (CSP). Después de un período de investigación de aproximada-
mente 60 años, la tecnología utilizando perovskitas híbridas metal-orgánicas
ha revolucionado el campo de la fotovoltaica tras alcanzar eficiencias por
encima del 22% debido principalmente a sus excelentes propiedades opto-
electrónicas y a un proceso de fabricación de bajo coste. Los dispositivos
fotovoltaicos de perovskita se componen generalmente de varias capas, por
lo que, para la obtención de altas eficiencias es necesario optimizar no solo
los distintos materiales que componen cada capa sino también su espesor.
Además, este material permite la modificación de sus propiedades cuando
se incorpora o intercambian tanto los cationes orgánicos como los iones
haluro. Una variación en la composición química puede resultar en un
incremento de absorción y en las propiedades ópticas de la perovskita. Sin
embargo, una de las principales desventajas que presenta este material
es su degradación en condiciones ambientales, que se puede ver acelerada
cuando además de la humedad, está expuesto a altas temperaturas o alta
iluminación. En este contexto general, el primer capítulo de esta memoria
se focaliza en el estudio de las capas adicionales para la extracción de car-
gas. Aunque el material de perovskita presenta un carácter ambipolar, (la
capacidad de transportar tanto huecos como electrones), generalmente se
utilizan capas adicionales transportadoras de huecos y electrones respecti-
vamente que favorecen la extracción de cargas disminuyendo así la recom-
binación. En esta memoria, se investigaron varios materiales transporta-
dores de huecos, desde polímeros semiconductores a pequeñas moléculas
orgánicas y se examinó cómo afectan los distintos niveles energéticos, las
propiedades transportadoras de carga, el contacto entre interfaces y su
degradación. Por otro lado, el material comúnmente utilizado para la ex-
tracción de electrones consiste en nanopartículas de TiO2 depositadas por
técnicas en disolución (spin-coating). Con el objetivo de obtener una de-
posición homogénea y controlada, en este trabajo se utilizó la técnica de de-
posición física en fase vapor (PVD-OAD), Con esta técnica es posible variar
el ángulo de incidencia para depositar nanocolumnas verticales 1D. Éstas
estructuras 1D resultaron incrementar no solo la extracción de carga (y así
la eficiencia) sino también la estabilidad frente a la estructura mesoporosa
3D. En el segundo capítulo, se realizó un estudio de la estabilidad de las
fases, la morfología de la capa de perovskita, la histéresis, y el rendimiento
general de los dispositivos en función de la composición química de la per-
ovskita. Además, el empleo de la técnica de deposición de un solo paso
con la adición de un disolvente apolar conlleva una mejora en la estruc-
tura cristalina de la perovskita. Ello disminuye las fronteras de grano y la
recombinación lo cual mejora de manera notable la eficiencia de los dispos-
itivos.



El objetivo final de esta tesis es la fabricación de celdas solares de per-
ovskitas eficientes y estables, así como la comprensión de su funcionamiento
a nivel fundamental. Por este motivo en el tercer capítulo se realizó un
estudio del impacto de la degradación en los dispositivos. Para ello, las
muestras con diferentes composiciones químicas de perovskita y diferentes
materiales transportadores de huecos se expusieron a altos porcentajes de
humedad y se estudiaron sus modificaciones tanto morfológicas como su
variación en la dinámica de cargas. Se concluyó que aunque los mate-
riales poliméricos presentan una mayor resistencia a la degradación por
humedad, la acumulación de carga en la interfaz HTM/perovskita, puede
generar una degradación más rápida. Además, como posible solución para
evitar la degradación del material de perovskita, en el cuarto y último capí-
tulo se introdujo como dopante un líquido iónico prefluorinado que posee un
carácter hidrofóbico. Tras la adición y optimización de este dopante, se con-
siguieron capas de perovskita que eran estables más de 100 días cuando se
expusieron a altos índices de humedad.



Abstract

In this dissertation a comprehensive study on hybrid organic-inorganic
perovskite solar cells (PSCs) has been carried out. After sixty years of
extensive research on photovoltaic (PV),PSCs has emerged and revolution-
ized the PV field during the last 6 years,due to its outstanding opto-electronics
properties with efficiencies over 22%,and cost-effective fabrication process.
PSCs has stacks of layers, thus to harvest maximum sunlight and to achieve
the best performance from the devices,layers optimization in with ideal ma-
terials and thickness needs to be designed. Moreover, the active layer per-
ovskites can be tuned with the incorporation of different organic cations
or mixture of halide anion. A variation in the perovskite composition en-
hances its electro- optical properties. Nevertheless, one of the main draw-
backs of this new born technology is the fast degradation under ambient
conditions which further accelerated when other external factors such as
heat or light are involved. In this context, the first chapter of this work
will focus on the effect of different charge selective layers i.e. electron
and hole selective layers. Although perovskite has ambipolar character,
charge extraction layers are used to reduce recombination rate. For study-
ing the effect of hole selective layer, several hole transport materials such
as semiconducting polymers or organic small molecules were investigated
to examine the energy level, alignment, nature of the molecules, charge
transporting properties, interfacial contact and degradation. On the other
hand, for electron transport layer mainly mesoporous structure made from
inorganic metal oxides nanoparticles, mainly TiO2, is being used and de-
posited through solution process techniques.We have undertaken physi-
cal vapour deposition at oblique angle incidence (PVD-OAD) technique to
obtain a homogeneous deposition over large area and 1D-nanoforest like
structure of TiO2, which exhibits improved charge extraction as well as
stability compare to 3D-mesoporous layer. In the second chapter, we have
investigated phase stability, morphology of the perovskite layer, hysteresis
behaviour in current–voltage curve, and overall performance by tuning the
chemical composition. Employing one-step deposition method using anti-
solvent entails an improvement of perovskite crystal structure, minimizing
grain boundaries and charge recombination. Thus, it was considered as an
important breakthrough to increase device efficiency. The ultimate goal
of this thesis is the fabrication and understanding of efficient and stable
PSCs. Thus, in the third chapter, a degradation study was carried out. For
this purpose, samples of different perovskite composition as well as hole
transport materials were exposed to high humidity conditions. Microscopy
and spectroscopy techniques were employed to unravel first, morphologic
degradation processes and second charge dynamics effect in degraded so-
lar cells. Additionally, to overcome stability issue, in chapter four we have
described the use of hydrophobic dopant such as perfluorinated compounds.
They were added to perovskite precursor’s solution and an increment in the
device stability of over 100 days under ambient atmosphere was found.
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1 Introduction

1.1 General context: energy production

Global energy consumption is continuously increasing due to the population
growth and fast-paced industrialization in recent decades. However, almost
90% of the current energy production is based on fossil fuels such as oil, coal
and natural gas[1]. The growing concerns towards global warming together with
fossil fuels limited sources are the main reasons in order to shift from fossil fu-
els to renewable energy sources[2]. In this context, renewable energies (hydro,
marine, wind, solar, geothermal and bioenergy) are gradually replacing conven-
tional fuels, while solar technology being the one the best bet.

1.2 Solar energy

Solar energy, which is in abundant and sustainable source of energy, has at-
tracted enormous interest in terms of research and development during last
decades. Although solar photovoltaic (PV) and onshore wind together represent
in the last year 75% of global renewable electricity capacity,[3] the difficulty has
always been converting solar energy in an efficient and cost-effective way. Nev-
ertheless, this trend is changing not only due to the developments in emerging
PV technology which are taking place at a rapid pace, but also due to govern-
ment’s commitment. As examples, India’s solar power prices have fallen at May
2017 to 0.014 C per kilowatt hour[4], China is set to build a giant solar power
station in the Gobi desert, which could generate enough energy to supply one
million homes[5] or France who plan to triple its PV energy production before
year 2023[6].

Figure 1: World total solar PV market scenarios 2017 - 2021.[7]
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1.3 Progress in photovoltaic technology

Since the discovery of the PV effect by Ed Becquerel in 1839[8], several ways
have been investigated for the conversion of light into electrical energy.[9] PV
devices are the most promising route, which converts directly photons into elec-
tricity.The uses of semiconductors that absorb light in the solar spectrum re-
gion have been the most successful. Among them,only those semiconducting
materials are being considered who can generate free carriers or excitons when
exposed to photons with energies above their optical band gap. These charges,
once separated are propagated through the device and extracted at the contacts,
generating electricity[10].

1.3.1 Evolution: 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation

Historically, the development of PV technology has gone through numerous
changes resulting in different kinds of cells that can be placed into different
generations.

Silicon solar cells, known as first generation PV cells, are currently dom-
inant in the PV with efficiencies (PCE) close to 25%. However, its high pro-
duction cost, is partially compensated through government subsidies, this is
due to high usage of materials(>200 microns), for being an indirect band gap
semiconductor limits their large-scale application[11].

The search for alternatives to silicon has generated a second generation
technologies based on thin film solar cells that reduce significantly the manu-
facturing cost. Among them, semiconductors such as cadmium telluride (CdTe)
or copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) achieved efficiencies close to (22.6%),
comparable to mono-crystalline Si, but with the usage of exotic material[12].
The challenge was to push the efficiency further,with the use of vacuum manu-
facturing techniques,however the high material cost of indium limits its large-
scale production.Solar cells based on the kesterite mineral structure, includ-
ing Cu2ZnSnS4(CZTS), Cu2ZnSnSe4(CZTSe)are being explored as thin-film PV
candidates as they are earth-abundant and non toxic elements.[13] However,
its low VOCdue to high rate of recombination or poor optimized interface entails
modest efficiency value such as 13.8% reported in 2016 for small-area device.[14]

In the last decades, a “new concept” in PV cells based on nanostructured mate-
rials which are inexpensive and can be solution processes made great progress.
The usage of low cost organic materials with high optical absorption placed
them in a third generation category. In addition, Dye-sensitized solar cell
(DSSCs) introduced by Grätzel[15] reduces the material quality requirements
necessary with Si solar cells, owing to the separate transport of photo-generated
electrons and holes in different materials. However, organic sensitizers[16] have
been limited by their low light-harvesting ability and poor lifetime stability.

4
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In order to replace conventional organic-type sensitizers, inorganic semicon-
ductor suchas quantum dots[17] or extremely thin absorber (ETA) solar cells[18]

were investigated.
Recently, the emergence and development of organic–inorganic halide PSCs

have sparked tremendous research interest, dueto their ideal combination of
high efficiency and low cost solution based fabrication process.

Figure 2: Evolution of photovoltaic technology.

1.3.2 Perovskite solar cell

Presently, organic-inorganic halide perovskite solar cells have been the most
significant development in the field of photovoltaics in recent decades and are
the competitive candidate to fulfil the need for high efficiencies at low cost.

Though perovskite-structure based hybrid halide compounds were studied
by Weber in 1978[19] it was not recognised as PV materials untill 2009, when
Miyasaka et al.[20] introduced methyl ammonium lead halide based perovskiteas
sensitizers in a liquid electrolyte based DSSCs, obtaining a PCE of 3.8%. The
devices suffered from stability and reproducibility issues due to the rapid dis-
solution of perovskite nanoparticles into the liquid electrolyte. In 2011, Park et
al.[21] reported a higher PCE of 6.5% optimizing TiO2 film thickness and elec-
trolyte formulation. In a subsequent year, the efficiency was pushed to 9.7% by
replacing the liquid with a solid-state hole-transporting material,while improv-
ing cell stability[22] significantly.
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Since then, there has been a huge research effortin the PSCs field.In 2015,
Yang et al.[23] achieved an impressive efficiency of 20.2% using an intermolec-
ular exchange in formamidinium leadiodide (FAPbI3). More recently, Saliba et
al.[24] also attained a stabilized efficiency of 21.1% with the use of a mixture of
Cs/MA/FA triple cation. Nevertheless, the best efficiency of 22.1% was obtained
by KRICT group[25] which can be seen in NREL chart (see figure 3).

6
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Part II

Motivation and scope of this thesis
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2 Motivation and scope of this thesis

The arrival of metal halide perovskite in the PV field has made revolution in
terms of high efficiency and low-cost fabrication process. This material has
unique advantages such as better opto-electronic properties, easy processabil-
ity, being solution-processable as well as power conversion efficiency close to
crystalline silicon. Despite, the technological progresses reported, some issues
as the intrinsic mechanism of this material or the long-term stability under op-
erating conditions are still under debate.The understanding of such processes
is a key milestone in order to exploit this technology in real-world scenarios.
The main purpose of this thesis is to unravel the whole process of a perovskite
based solar cell in order to fabricate highly efficient and stable devices. For this,
the thesis would be divided in four different chapters:

1.- Selective layers can introduce additional path for recombination as well as
favor the charge extraction process, therefore the study of their effect in the
functioning of the cell is a keystone to understand and improve the perfor-
mance of the devices. Publications summarized for this purpose are:

• “Interface play between Perovskite and Hole Selective Layer on the Per-
formance and Stability of Perovskite Solar Cells”

• “1-dimensional TiO2 nano-forests as photo-anodes for efficient and sta-
ble perovskite solar cells fabrication”

2.-One of the striking properties of perovskite material is the possibility to tune
its opto-electronic properties by varying the halide as well as the organic cation
composition and nature. For this, a complete study was carried out to mod-
ify perovskite composition. Publications derived from this purpose are:

• “Influence of mixed organic cation ratio in lead iodide based perovskite
on the performance of solar cells”

• “ Identifying the charge generation process in a Cs+ - based triple cation
mixed perovskite solar cell”

3.- Long-term stability has become one of the key factors for up-scaling and
future commercialization of perovskite solar cells. Although the degradation
mechanism is not fully understood yet, many efforts have been undertaken to
improve the devices stability. In this chapter, the degradation mechanism
was studied.

10
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• “Impact of moisture on efficiency-determining electronic processes in per-
ovskite solar cells”

4.- Additionally, possible future alternative for highly stable devices were
presented. The use of perfluorinated compounds as dopants in perovskite so-
lar cells increases their stability over 100 days. Publications selected for this
purpose are:

• “Extending the Lifetime of Perovskite Solar Cells using a Perfluorinated
Dopant”

• “Towards extending solar cells life time: addition of a fluorous cation to
triple-cation based perovskite films”

11
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Part III

Theoretical background
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3 Theoretical background

Photovoltaic energy conversion can be defined as the direct conversion of light
into electricity. This was made possible due to advance materials has the ca-
pability of absorbing photons from light and releasing electrons. Generally,
photovoltaic energy conversion takes place in following two steps:

- A light absorption process which causes the generation of an electron-
hole pair in the absorbing material.

- A discriminating charge separation mechanism, which splits electrons
(negative charges) to one contact (anode) and holes (positive charges) to the
other contact (cathode).

3.1 Solar spectrum

The Sun, situated at the centre of our solar system is responsible for the
Earth’s climate and weather. It generates energy which fulfils the solar sys-
tem; however, not the entire direct sunlight incident on earth’s atmosphere
(1.37 kilowatts per square meter (kW/m2) (AM0)) arrives at the earth’s surface
(AM1.5G). There are many factors affecting the amount of radiation on earth
that must be taken into account: absorption (X-Ray and UV), scattering,or re-
flection on the surface, for example.

Figure 4: In blue solar spectrum at the top of atmosphere (Air Mass 0), while in green solar
spectrum at Earth’s surface for temperate zones (Air Mass 1.5). Modified from ASTM E-49027[27]

and ASTM G-173-0328[28] respectively.

14
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3.2 Physics in solar cells

Bonds between atoms in a crystal as well as electric transport phenomena
are due to interactions between electrons, in particular those farthest from the
nucleus, with electrons from other atoms determining the way in which like or
dissimilar atoms combine creating a field of accessible levels (band). At T = 0K,
those electrons (valence electrons) fill the lower energy band, termed valence
band (VB). On the other hand, the upper energetic allowed levels in a band are
known as conduction band (CB). (figure 5)

Figure 5: Excitation mechanism of an electron from the valence band (VB) to the conduction
band (CB) by the absorption of a photon. The thermalization and recombination dynamics are
also reported. Adapted from[29]

Earlier it was noted that the absorption of light entails the generation of an
electron-hole pair. At an energy that is specific to the material and its atomic
structure, light can produce an electron from its atomic bond rather than just
making the bond to vibrate.In this context, a band gap is defined as a separa-
tion in energy between the highest occupied state (valence band, VB) and the
lowest unoccupied state (conduction band, CB). Depending on the value of this
band gap, different types of materials can be classified. An ideal crystalline
semiconductor, the presence of a band gap (0.5-3 eV), allow the conversion of
energy in the sunlight into usable electric energy. In this type of materials,
when an electron is excited it quickly decays to the minimum energy of the con-
duction band (femtoseconds time process), however radiative recombination to
the valence band occurs with a slower mechanism (microseconds time process)
giving enough time to the solar cell to extract the electron.

15
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Nevertheless, this process will not take place in conducting materials as it has
no band gap (0 eV), thus it is not possible to collect excited electrons neither in
insulating materials as its band gap is too big (≈3 eV) that will require high
energy to excite the electron. Since the Sun’s spectrum has a wide variety of
energies and intensities (figure 4), the key is to match a material and its charac-
teristic band gap energy with the solar spectrum so that the maximum amount
of energy falls just above the characteristic energy.

3.3 Generation and Recombination processes

The two processes which generally rule the functioning of a solar cell are the
electronic excitation of electrons by photons (photo-generation) and the elec-
tronic relaxation of free charges (recombination). Generation process starts
with the absorption of a photon and the promotion of an electron from the VB
to the CB, creating an electron-hole pair, while desirable recombination is the
decay of the electron from the CB back to the lower energy state. Photons
with energy higher than the band gap promote electrons to the conduction
band with an excess of energy (figure 5).This is lost in a fast thermalization
process, which relaxes the electron to the minimum energy of the conduction
band. On the other hand charge-carrier relaxation dynamics play an important
role in the electronic device as the carrier lifetime limits the time available to
extract charges before recombination occurs. Recombination process includes
one or more mechanisms that reduce the number of mobile electrons and holes.
Generally, there are two kind of recombination: radiative and non-radiative.
Recombination mechanisms include:

- Monomolecular recombination (k1) (non-radiative): indirect recombina-
tion through a recombination center (e.g., an electron captured by a recombina-
tion center and then recombined with a hole, each process involving only one
carrier). Depending on the nature of the recombination center, it can be classi-
fied into:

*Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) recombination: due to deep traps.
*Surface recombination: interfaces.

- Bimolecular recombination (k2) (radiative): direct band-to-band recombi-
nation, where an electron drops back down to its equilibrium energy band and
radiates a photon

- Trimolecular recombination (k3) (non-radiative): a three-body collision in
the Auger intrinsic recombination[30] (in which one electron in the conduction
band recombines with a hole in the valence band and the energy released is
taken up by a third particle-electron). This energy can be used to promote an
electron to a higher energy band or just emitting the energy as a phonon.

16
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The decay of free-charge- carrier density n(t) in terms of different contribut-
ing mechanisms can be expressed as

dn

dt
= −k3n3 − k2n2 − k1n (1)

where, k1, k2 and k3 correspond to the rate constants associated to monomolec-
ular, bimolecular and trimolecular recombination mechanisms, respectively.

Figure 6: Schematic diagram indicating recombination mechanisms active in organic-
inorganic metal halide perovskites.(a) trap-assisted recombination (b) bimolecular recombina-
tion (c) trimolecular or Auger recombination. Abbreviations: CB, conduction band; VB, valence
band. Adapted from [31]

3.4 Current-Voltage (J-V) characteristics

As discussed in section 3.1, the generation of photocurrent occurs when an
electron-hole pair is generated by absorption of a photon and then the charges
are separated and collected forward in the selective contacts. Nevertheless,
photocurrent also depends on the incident solar spectrum (figure 4), which due
to its lack of uniformity, spectrum losses, non-radiative recombination and so
on, reduces the maximum theoretical efficiency to 33.7% in the case of single
junctions (p-n) solar cells as calculated by Schockley-Queisser.[32]

Generally a solar cell is considered as a diode, in an ideal case because it
favours the current flow only in one direction. It behaviour can be described
through an equivalent electrical circuit (like the one showed in figure 7,(black
part). Theoretically in an ideal diode, the current absorbed by a device when a
direct potential is applied between the two contacts, can be expressed as

17
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ID = I0 ∗ (e
qV

KBT − 1) (2)

Where, I0 is defined as the saturation current density, q is the elementary
charge in Coulombs, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature
in Kelvin degrees.

Figure 7: Equivalent circuit of an ideal solar cell (black lines), parasitic resistances (red lines)
appear as results of recombination processes (real solar cell).

However, under illuminated or forward bias conditions, some recombination
processes appear (figure 6), introducing parasitic resistances to the solar cells
(red part in figure 7) lessening the generated photocurrent. In this configura-
tion, RS represents the resistance introduced by the interfaces present in the
device; therefore, its value depends on charge mobility and layers thicknesses.
On the other hand, RSH describes the quantity of charges that recombines be-
fore it is collected, principally due to defects (recombination centres) introduced
during cell fabrication. Under illuminated conditions, the net extracted pho-
tocurrent in real devices is given to,

I = IL − ID − ISH (3)

Here, IL represents the light-generated current in the cell, ID represents dark
current, and ISH represents the current lost due to shunt resistances. The last
parameter from the equation is defined by,

ISH =
V + I ∗RS

RSH
(4)

18
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To evaluate the performance of solar cell devices, three parameters are usu-
ally used. First one of them is the Short-circuit photocurrent (ISC). As we
have aforementioned, at short circuit conditions the externally measured cur-
rent is ISC, defined as short-circuit current. In addition, assuming no series or
shunt resistances RS = 0 and RSH = α, the extracted photocurrent expression
gives,

I = ISC + I0 ∗ (e
qV

KBT − 1)] (5)

The second characteristic parameter is the Open-circuit voltage (VOC),
which corresponds to the maximum voltage available from the solar cell. This is
obtained when contacts are blocked (connected to an infinite series resistance)
and no current is running through the device. From equation (5), we can obtain,

VOC =
KBT

q
ln(

ISC
I0

+ 1) (6)

VOC value is characteristic on the nature of the absorber by means of I0 (sat-
uration current density), which depends in turn on recombination in the solar
cell. In an ideal scenario, at conditions of zero non-radiative recombination,
VOC is equal to the optical band gap (Eg) of the absorber material minus losses.

Figure 8: Current-voltage characteristic of a solar cell in light (red line) and in dark (black
line). Adapted from[33]
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The third parameter, the Fill factor (FF) represents the ratio between (IMMP
* VMMP) [blue square] to (ISC * VOC) [green square] depicted in Figure 8, whose
vertexes are identified by the operating points that deliver the maximum elec-
tric power attainable by the solar cell. It can be expressed by,

FF =
IMMP ∗ VMMP

VOC ∗ ISC
(7)

Finally, energy-conversion efficiency, η, is given by

η =
IMMP ∗ VMMP

Pin
=
VOC ∗ ISC ∗ FF

Pin
(8)

where, Pin is the power of the incident light. Standard illumination conditions
are defined by the AM 1.5 spectrum under a total integrated power density of
1000 W/m2. It is worth to mention that the generated photocurrent intensity
values are usually replaced by current density (J) as it is normalized by an
area. In this way, material properties can be extracted.

3.5 Organic-Inorganic halide perovskites

As discussed in 1.3.2, organic-inorganic halide perovskites are a very promis-
ing candidates for future solar energy conversion, mainly due to its high power
conversion efficiency (≈ 22%) and its easy and inexpensive fabrication process.

3.5.1 Material

In 1839, Gustav Rose discovered calcium titanate (CaTiO3)from Ural Moun-
tains and named after by the Russian mineralogist Lev Perovski. Any family
of material having similar crystal structures like CaTiO3 are known as per-
ovskites and can be represented by general formula ABX3. Oxides perovskite
material (ABO3) composed by a tetravalent metal (B), a divalent cation (A) and
oxygen, exhibits many interesting and intriguing properties from both the the-
oretical and the application point of view. Their main fields of applications are
microelectronics and telecommunication, due to its superconductivity, magneto
resistance, ionic conductivity, and dielectric properties. For PV applications, A
and B correspond to organic and inorganic cations respectively, while X repre-
sents the halide anion. This family of perovskite presents interesting properties
which make them suitable as great absorber material for PV technology[34].
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3.5.1.1. Crystal structure

The crystal structure in figure 9 presents an ideal perovskite structure where
B site is occupied by a divalent metal ion which is octahedrally coordinated
with halides anion (X site), sharing every corner to create a three-dimensional
network. The cation in A site fills the hollow form for every 8 octahedra and
thus balancing the charge of the entire network. [34]

Figure 9: Schematic representation of the perovskite crystal structure with respect to A,B and
X lattice sites. Adapted from[35]

The perovskite crystal structure was first described by Victor Goldschmidt in
1926, in his work on tolerance factors.[36] Although A site cations do not have
any contribution to the band structure of the perovskite, their size can notably
affect the symmetry of the octahedral network.[37] Goldschmidt’s tolerance fac-
tor evaluates the stability and distortion of crystal structures as a function of
ionic radii. It is represented by the equation,

t =
RA ∗RX√
2(RB +RX)

(9)

where, subscripts indicate the position of the atom in the structure.

Depending on the value of the tolerance factor, different crystal structures
can be found. Generally, it can be classified in four categories, t>1 presents
hexagonal structures, 0.9>t>1 exhibits cubic structure, 0.71>t>0.9, perovskite
presents octahedral rotations and finally t>0.71 the structure is composed by
trigonal crystals. A second parameter known as the octahedral factor µ, de-
fined by µ = rB

rX
is used to evaluate the stability of the octahedral network and,

together with the tolerance factor, provides a general idea about the geometrical
perovskite stability.[37]
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Figure 10: Formability of three-dimensional lead (red) and tin (blue) halide perovskites as
a function of A-site cation and halide anion radii. Solid and dashed lines mark the bounds
of the tolerance and octahedral factors, respectively. Organic cations shown in the graph are
abbreviated by (MA=methylamonium; FA= formamidinium and EA= ethylamonium)[38]

Although in the crystal structure of typical CH3NH3PbI3, methylammonium
cation (2.70 Å) satisfies perfectly the tolerance factor (t=0.89), the organic cation
presents an oriental disorder in the crystal with respect to the temperature. In
this circumstance, three different crystal phases occurs at different tempera-
ture. At low-temperature orthorhombic phase (T <-108°C), methylammonium
cation is fully ordered with a space group Pnma. When temperature increases
(-108-54°C), the structure changes to the tetragonal with space group I4/mcm
in which the organic cations are no longer in a fixed position but with a 2D dis-
order. At temperatures above 54°C, molecular disorder increases to 3D which
entails a cubic phase transition with a space group Pm3m.[39, 40, 41]

Larger organic cation such as formamidinium (2.79 Å)which involve a toler-
ance factor close to 1, has been also employed [42], however at room temper-
ature it has a Pm3m space group similar to high temperature CH3NH3PbI3
cubic phase. [43] Moreover, formamidinium based perovskite exhibits a corner-
sharing α perovskite structure (black colour) or a face-sharing δ phase per-
ovskite (yellow colour) when the film is annealed above or under 150°C, respec-
tively. A similar behaviour has been also found in cesium based perovskites.[44, 45, 46]
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In order to stabilize these phases in formamidinium based perovskite, differ-
ent approached were carried out. In 2014, Pellet et al.[47] studied the mix-
ture of methylammonioum (MA+) and formamidinium (FA+), and they con-
cluded that the addition of 20% MA avoided the undesirable formation of the
δ-phase while maintaining the red-shifted band gap of FAPbI3, obtaining their
best result with an addition of 40% MA. Recently, Yi et al.[48] demonstrated
that the best performance of the mixture were only with the addition of 10%
MA. A stable “quasi-cubic” phase at room temperature is formed, achieving im-
pressive efficiencies of 20.2%. Other inorganic cations were also used such as
cesium[49]or rubidium,[50] paving a way towards replacement of organic cations
in lead halide perovskites. In addition, triple cations (MA)/(FA)/(Cs) have been
studied by different groups24,52, the addition of a low percentage of cesium,
helps to stabilized the structure and increases thermal stability. Seok et al.[25]

demonstrated that a careful control of the growth conditions of perovskite lay-
ers taking into account deficiency in halide anions is essential for achieving
high-efficiency perovksite devices. Nevertheless, it is important to consider
that, with the addition of a mixture of different cations and halides[51] de-
vices are not constituted by a perfectly homogeneous crystalline structure, but
a nanoscale segregation of multiple perovskite compositions.[52, 53]

Table 1: Summary of the highest PCEs of perovskite solar cells with different composi-
tions.Adapted from [54]

Perovskite Tolerance factor RT phase RT phase post-anneal Band-gap (Eg) Best PCE (%) Ref.

MAPbI3 0.89 Tetragonal Tetragonal 1.55 20.3 [55]

CsPbI3 0.79 Orthorhombic Orthorhombic, yellow 1.72 10.77 [56]

CsPb(I0.67Br0.33)2 0.81 Orthorhombic Cubic 1.9 6.5 [57]

FA0.85Cs0.15PbI3 0.99 Tetragonal Tetragonal 1.52 17.3 [58]

FA0.85MA0.15Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 1.01 Cubic Cubic 1.62 22.1 [23, 25, 26]

FA0.85Cs0.15Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 1.01 Tetragonal Tetragonal 1.74 20.0 [50]

The large versatility that presents the perovskite structure, allows the incor-
poration of large organic cation such as ethylammonium [59, 60], or guanidinium.[61]

Although, these organic cations do not adjust the tolerance factor, authors sug-
gest that they situate in the grain boundaries reducing the charge accumula-
tion and increasing stability of devices.[62] These large cation mostly produce
2D[63] structure, which is more stable than 3D, due to their superior stability
and water resistance.[64] Bearing this in mind, some authors proposed a multi-
dimensional concept in order to improve stability in perovskite solar cells.[65]
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3.5.1.2. Opto-electronic properties

Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites shows very strong absorption proper-
ties in the UV-visible part of spectra. With a band edge at 780 nm of CH3NH3PbI3
which can be red-shifted further with the addition of formamidinium cation,[47, 66]

is able to absorb the entire visible spectrum. This strong optical absorption is
one of the key characteristics for a PV material as it reduces the need of thicker
films, avoiding recombination losses.

Electrical structure has been investigated in order to understand the prop-
erties of perovskites.[67] As it was explained before, the electronic band gap
is determined by the states at the valence band maximum (VBM) and con-
duction band minimum (CBM). In case of perovskite, the VBM is formed of
an anti-bonding Pb 6s/n p combination,where n depends on the nature of the
halide.[67]On the other hand, the conduction band is created of the anti-bonding
combination of empty Pb 6p orbitals, that with a formal oxidation state of 2+

has the ground-state electronic configuration 5d10 6s2 6p0, and only in small
portion by the halide ns orbitals. It means that,unlike organic cations, halo-
gen anions do significantly affect the band structure of the perovskite. Solis-
Ibarra et al.[68] interchanged from Cl- to Br- to I-, observing as the band gap of
the perovskite was gradually decreased, resulting in a gradual red shift of the
optical-absorption edge.

Figure 11: Bonding diagram of CH3NH3PbI3 crystal where the value of n depends on the
halide (Cl-=3, Br-=4 and I-=5). Adapted from[69]

One of the main differences which have been attributed to perovskite is that
it acts as a direct-band gap semiconductor.[70, 71, 72] This gives great advantage
against previous known semiconductorsuch as silicon in which both absorption
and recombination involve not only photons, but also phonons.
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However, some works suggest[73, 74] a direct-indirect character of the band-gap
in CH3NH3PbI3 due to the presence of second-order recombination, and was
attributed to direct excitation from the VB to the CBM, which forms an indirect
band gap with the VBM. In addition, excess of organic cation concentration or
ion migration can also cause a slightly displacement of energy bands.[75]

For efficient charge-carrier separation in a solar-cell material,besides wide
absorption spectra, it is important that the binding energy (EB), which deter-
mines the fraction of free carriers, must be small. In organic–inorganic halide
perovskite it is clearly difficult to measure directly the binding energy; a broad
range of binding energy values from 2 to 55 meV [76, 77, 78] have been reported
in the literature depending on the characterization technique used.Hirasawa,
et al.[79] demonstrated that the photo-excited states can be divided in Wannier-
type excitons with binding energies ranging from 20 meV to 98 meV or Frenkel
excitons which have much higher binding energies (>100 meV). However, ex-
tremely low binding energy values, gives rise to the idea of spontaneous free
charge carrier generation (non-excitonic process) after photo-excitation in the
perovskite, which could explain the impressive performance of this kind of
absorbers.[80]

Another interesting property observed in perovskite materials is the high car-
rier mobility together with an ambipolar character.[81] The combination of two
factors, the small effective mass of carriers (electrons and holes)[82, 83] and the
relative weak carrier-phonon interaction,[80] has been attributed to the origin
of large carrier mobility. In addition, diffusion lengths for charge carriers have
been shown to be in the order of over 100 nm in the case of CH3NH3PbI3,[84]

while in the case of mixed halides perovskite, it can be over 1 µm.[72]

Table 2: Summary of transport characteristics of perovskites and comparison to previous gen-
erations. Adapted from [85]

CH3NH3PbI3 CH3NH3PbBr3 Si GaAs

Material Poly crystalline single crystal Poly crystalline single crystal e- h+ e- h+

Diffusion length (µm) 0.1–1 2–8 0.3–1 3–17 1000 600 7 1.6

Carrier lifetime (µs) 0.01–1 0.5–1 0.05–0.16 0.3–1 1000 ≈ 0.01–1

Mobility (cm2 V −1 s−1) 1–10 24–105 30 24–115 1450 500 8000 400

Effective mass (m0) ≈ 0.10–0.15 0.13 0.19 0.16 0.063 0.076

Trap density (cm−3) 1015 – 1016 (1–3)*1010 (0.6–3)*1010

References [86, 87, 80, 84, 72, 88, 89, 90], [91, 92, 93] [87, 94, 92, 95, 96] [91, 92] [33] [33, 97]

Previously in section 3.3, main processes which are taking place into the per-
ovskite have been discussed.The existence of different materials and layers that
compose the photovoltaic device entails an emergence of desirable and undesir-
able process that will affect the final performance of the devices.
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Although the presence of different undesirable processes injection of electron
and hole in selective contacts occur on a much faster time scale that charge
recombination processes leading to the high performance of the PV device.

Figure 12: General review of the possible different process inside the whole devices. Adapted
from[98]

3.5.2 Device architecture

Although, there exists a variety of possible device architectures and mate-
rials, but the perovskite solar cells are composed by three main functional
units. The transparent front electrode (generally Fluorine doped Tin Oxide
(FTO),IndiumTin Oxide(ITO) or Aluminum doped Zinc Oxide (AZO)). On top of
it, a compact or blocking layer is usually deposited in order to reduce the re-
combination. The absorber layer is perovskite and the counter electrode (Au,
Ag, Ni or C). As it has been cited, perovskite presents an ambipolar charac-
ter; however, one or two auxiliary layers can be added in order to have an effi-
cient charge extraction (electron transport layer (ETL) or hole transport layer
(HTL)).

Photovoltaic characteristic parameters (section 3.4) are highly dependent on
the quality ofthe perovskite film, its composition and the interfacial contact as
well as the device architecture. Therefore, it is important to develop architec-
tures where the parasitic series resistance (RS) and shunt resistance(RSH) of
devices are minimized, as they are dependent in turn on the bulk conductivity
of each of the layers, and the contact resistance between them.
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Thus, in order to optimize charge extraction from perovskite to selective con-
tacts,three different architectures (mesoscopic,planar and inverted) have been
proposed.[99] The mesoscopic architecture consists of porous titanium oxide (TiO2)
or aluminium oxide (Al2O3) nanoparticles in which the perovskite is infiltrated
while they are absent in planar or inverted structure. To date, several elec-
tron transport layers (ETLs) have been reported, including metal oxides (such
as TiO2, ZnO, SnO2, SiO2, ZrO2), metal oxide composites, and metal oxide het-
erostructure nanoparticles(Al2O3/ZnO[100], TiO2/MgO [101] and WO3/TiO2.[102]

The use of TiO2 as electron transport layer was based on the typical structure
of a dye-sensitized solar cell[15], where the liquid electrolyte is in direct con-
tact with sintered TiO2 nanoparticles. [103, 104] Contrary to TiO2, mesoporous
Al2O3

[105] acts only as a scaffold as its VBM is higher than perovskite, there-
fore electron injection is not possible.Similar to mesoporous Al2O3, the use of
dielectric materials such as SiO2

[106] and ZrO2,[107] do not achieve high effi-
ciencies, but increases the recombination resistance due to its lower CBM and
higher VBM. Although some studies[108] suggest some detrimental effects, the
presence of the electron transport material provides advantages such as large
contact area after perovskite deposition, prolongation of light-absorption length
or a reduction of charge transport length. In this context, optimized deposi-
tion characteristics as well as different shapes were studied. Ultra-thin amor-
phous TiOx provides uniformity and homogeneity giving highly stable electronic
properties than thicker TiO2 layer which affects the VOC due to an increase of
electron transport resistance.[109] In addition, one-dimensional nanorods,[110]

nanocolumns,[111] nanowires,[112] nanosheets,[113] or nanoneedles[114] provide
better surface morphology, roughness, and efficient electron injection and a
short carrier path for the electron, therefore a fast charge extraction occurs.The
use of core-shell nanoparticles or adding dopant to the mesoporous layer are
other strategies that can improve the efficiency by retarding charge recombina-
tion.

Han et al.[101] fabricated MgO-coated TiO2 nanoparticle which improved open
circuit-voltage and fill factor in the order of 4.7% and 6.1% higher respectively.
Other approach involves the n-type-doping of TiO2 in order to enhance the elec-
tronic properties by increasing its CBM and therefore reducing charge recom-
bination processes. Most n-type dopants used for this purpose include Y,[115]
Sn,[116] Mg,[117] Al,[118] or Li.[119] However, due to the need of high tempera-
ture in the TiO2 deposition process (500°C), SnO2 appears as a good substitute
due to high electron mobility, anti-reflection properties, and deeper conduction
band also with a lower temperature process (150°C).[120, 121]
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The use of polymer as electron extraction layer is another possibility to fabri-
cate flexible devices at lower temperature. Many research groups have reported
organic ETL such as PET,[122, 123] PCBM,[124, 125] to achieve high efficiency in
inverted architecture. However the hydrophobic nature of the polymers often
leads to pinhole generation and poor surface coverage when perovskite film is
grown on it.Improved coverage together with high conductivity was achieved
with the incorporation of graphene oxide into PCBM [126] or the use of evapora-
tion techniques. [122]

It is worth to mention here, that though the best performing devices re-
ported entail the presence of TiO2 layer,recently, planar devices have also im-
proved their efficiencies over 21%.[120] In addition,fabrication of planar devices
is relatively easier and less energy consuming compared to mesoscopic devices.

It is reported that perovskite solar cell requires an ETL but not necessarily a
HTL.[127] The role of HTL is the most extensively studied as it is responsible to
achieve high open circuit voltage.[128] The most used HTL can be classified into
inorganic and organic, which can be divided further into polymers and small
molecules.2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis-(N,N-di-4-methoxyphenylamino)-9,9’spirobifluorene
(Spiro - OMeTAD) is the most studied small molecule based HTM in perovskite
solar cell, albeit it presents poor hole conductivity and an expensive produc-
tion process due to its multi-step synthesis and difficult purification steps.[129]

The need to dope it with tris[2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine]cobalt(III)
tris[bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide] (FK209),4-tert-butylpiridine (t-BP) and
bis-(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide lithium salt(LiTFSI) reduces its commer-
cial application because of its instability in ambient conditions.[130] In order to
mimic the good performance, similar structure to Spiro-OMeTAD were synthe-
sized by Ko and co-workers [131] coded as OMeTPA-FA and OMeTPA-TPA. These
compounds presented absorption bands at 395 and 490 nm with an efficiency of
13.6% after adding dopants. Another approach made by Ko and co-workers,[132]

was to use a donor–π–acceptor (D–π–A) systems to synthesized Triazine-Th-
OMeTPA and Triazine-Ph-OMeTPA. By using these molecules, similar perfor-
mance to Spiro-OMeTAD based devices were achieved.

On the other hand, different core-based small molecules were investigated
in order to replace Spiro-OMeTAD, such as quinolizino acridine,[133] carbazole,[134, 135]

thiophenes[136] or triazatruxenes.[137, 138] Although the use of small molecules,
was demonstrated as they can achieve performance over 20% PCE, further de-
velopment need to be done to establish their long-term stability under high tem-
perature conditions as well as under light stress.[139] Conducting polymers have
been already applied in organic photovoltaic (OPV) technology.[140] The most
used conducted polymers in perovskite solar cells include poly(3,4 ethylene
dioxythiophene)(PEDOT),[122, 141, 142, 143, 144] poly (3-hexylthiophene -2,5 -diyl)
(P3HT) [145, 146, 147] and poly(triarylamine) (PTAA).[148, 149, 150] Among them, the
best performing HTM is PTAA, which yields an impressive PCE of over 20%
when used in a PSC device.[151]
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However, improvement of the quality of the interface with the perovskite,
batch-to-batch reproducibility and purity, need to be addressed. Other inter-
esting approach is the use of carbon-based materials (e.g. graphene related
materials,[144, 152] carbon nanotube,[153]carbon paste,[154]) to improve interfaces
of the devices. Carbon materials was also demonstrated as promising candi-
dates for addressing stability or hysteresis problems in perovskite solar cells.
For instance, employing perovskite/fullerene hetero-junction can achieve PCE
of over 20% with negligible hysteresis behaviour due to a passivation of the
defects of perovskite.[155, 156, 157] In addition, it can also be seen as advantage
of the impressive electric properties of graphene[158] and carbon nanotubes[159]

to enhance the charge transport or to replace the traditional metal electrode.
Recently, Nazeerudin et al. have presented a seminal work where, PSCs with a
stability of >10,000 hours was reported in ambient air under full sunlight, us-
ing conductive carbon as electrode.[65] These brilliant achievements prove the
attractive perspective of carbon materials based perovskite solar cells.

Inorganic compounds have also been used as a replacement of expensive
and low conductive organic HTMs.CuI was the first inorganic material tested
as HTM which achieved better FF than devices fabricated with Spiro-OMeTAD
due to its higher conductivity.[160, 161, 162, 163] However, it presented high recom-
bination rate, limiting therefore the VOC. Inorganic NiO thin films were em-
ployed successfully as a HTM.[164] Recently an outstanding 16.4% efficiency
was achieved when an ultrathin layer was deposited by atomic layer deposition
(ALD) technique with a VOC of 1.04V.[165] Nevertheless, CuSCN presented the
best performance due to its highly stable crystalline structure and its robust-
ness even at high temperatures.[166] Seok et al.[167] compared thermal stability
under humidity conditions with commonly used Spiro-OMeTAD. Although both
materials presented efficiencies close to 18%, after 2 hours at 125°C and 40%
RH, inorganic based device maintain approximately 60% of the initial value.

In the hunt for stable and efficient PSCs, different architecture were ex-
plored which provides a large number of combinations in order to reduce re-
sistances and increase VOC. Different possibilities are offered for both ETL and
HTL. Nevertheless, it is important to optimize not only the different layer which
compose the devices but also the ideal architecture for future commercial appli-
cations. Figure 13, summarizes the different possible architectures and their
advantages/disadvantages.
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Figure 13: Different possible architectures of perovskite solar devices; a) mesoporous[26] b)
Planar[120] and c) Inverted.[168] Best efficiencies achieved and advantages/disadvantages are also
shown.

3.5.3 Deposition techniques

The performance of PSCs highly depends on the perovskite film quality. This
involves different properties such as grain size, crystallinity, homogeneous mor-
phology with a full surface coverage. The factors influencing the film morphol-
ogy such as the deposition method, material composition, additives and film
treatment are explained below.

• The ratio of organic-inorganic component largely affects perovskite film
quality. However, this ratio depends on the precursors used or the method used
for perovskite deposition. In 2013, sequential step deposition technique[169]

was explored using 1:3 inorganic-organic ratioand high reproducibility and ef-
ficiency close to 15% was achieved. A year later, a new one step deposition
method[170] came up which provides an extremely uniform and dense perovskite
layer. In this case, a molar ratio of 1:1 was used. However, subsequent stud-
ies suggested that the excess of PbI2 has positive effect in final device perfor-
mance since it has been proposed to passivate the defects in perovskite grain
boundaries.[171, 172, 173, 174]
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• Temperature treatment has a huge influence during the PSC fabrication,
in particularly in the annealing step. Over heating of perovskite can entail a
loose of light harvesting properties or degradation of the perovskite.Dualeh et
al.[175] studied role of the temperature used in the annealing process required to
convert as deposited solution into the perovskite. It was suggested that in the
case of sequential deposition process of CH3NH3PbI3, annealing temperature
must be in the range of 80-100°C. An excess of this temperature entails the for-
mation of PbI2, which has detrimental effects of device performance. However,
Khatiwada et al.[176] showed that there was a significant change in crystal for-
mation, when annealing temperature was increasedfor mixed halide perovskite
(CH3NH3PbI3-xClx). Besides, (FAPbI3)1-x(MAPbBr3)x presents a complex sys-
tem. Chen et al.[177]suggested that the optimal annealing temperature was
135°C in order to unstable avoid the δ-FAPbI3 phase formation. Annealing
step, especially when one-step deposition with solvent engineering is used, has
extremely importance as the perovskite crystals are formed during spin coating
while the solvent is evaporating. Some authors[178] recommend a multi-step
annealing process in order to achieve a more uniform film as well as a pinhole
free high surface coverage.

• The number of solvents with sufficient solubility for both components
are limited therefore could highly affect the final properties of the perovskite.
γ-butyrolactone (GBL), Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and Dimethylformamide
(DMF) are the common polar solvents in the precursor solution. Wang et al.[179]

investigated the effect of mixing halide using DMF and DMSO as precursor
solvents in the sequence deposition. They demonstrated that the PbI2(DMSO)x
complex formed with the solvent mixture provides full surface coverage com-
pared to pure DMF.The emergence of the deposition method of one-step with
solvent engineering expands the range of solvent to employ in the perovskite
film fabrication. Seok et al.[170] were the first to report this technique by
using a mixture of GBL and DMSO as the precursor solvent and toluene as
anti-solvent during the spinning step. This outstanding work improved PSCs
efficiency as well as controlled the morphology. The good results obtained with
this method, enforces the research of new anti-solvents in order to optimize this
technique. Recently, Paek et al.[180] presented a complete work, wherea set of
six anti-solvents with different dielectric constants (ε, solvating abilities) and
other physicochemical properties were tested. Anti-solvents studied were tri-
fluorotoluene (TFT), toluene (TL), chlorobenzene (CB), p-xylene (Xyl), diethyl
ether (ether), and dichloromethane (DCM). They obtained a promising PCE
of 20.3% with the use of TFT as a new anti-solvent. Moreover, ultra smooth
surfaces were achieved using a novel ethyl ether/n-hexane mixed anti-solvent
(MAS).[181]
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Other possibility to improve the quality of perovskite films is the addition of
small amounts of different chemical additives, such as diiodoctane,[182] methy-
lammonium chloride[183] or hydroiodic acid (HI),[42] in the perovskite precursor
solutions which provides advantages in terms of crystallinity and film coverage.
In addition, Grätzel and Han et al.[184] reported that the addition of alkylphos-
phonic acid ω-ammonium also improved the device stability.

• Perovskite films are generally deposited inside a glove-box in the pres-
ence of nitrogen or dry-air, albeit there exist discrepancies if humidity affects
positive or negatively in the final device performance. Some studies[185] indi-
cate that less than 30% of humidity could improve the properties. Cronin et
al.[186] reported recently the effect of humidity and annealing time. Results
showed that at around 20% RH, device performance is independent of the an-
nealing time, but at higher (30 - 40% RH) or lower (0 - 15% RH) humidity, it
becomes very sensitive.On the other hand, Tai et al.[187] have obtained high-
quality (CH3NH3PbBr3-xSCNx) perovskite films even when the relative humid-
ity exceeds 70%. Moreover, humidity in the precursor solvents also could lead
to films with poor morphology. Aranda et al.[188] indicated the importance of
precursor´s stoichiometry during fabrication process step. Under not adequate
humidity conditions, the presence of hydrates induces recombination centres,
thus reducing the open circuit voltage.

Generally, the fabrication of a complete perovskite solar cell is based on
a layer-by-layer process as shown figure 14. First a TiO2 blocking layer is
deposited onto the substrates by spray pyrolysis at 450 °C, using a titanium
diisopropoxidebis(acetylacetonate) solution diluted in ethanol, with oxygen as
carrier gas. Then a mesoporous TiO2 layer (in case of mesoscopic structure) is
deposited by spin coating using a TiO2 paste diluted (30 nm nanoparticle) in
ethanol. After drying at 100 °C for 10 min, the TiO2 mesoporous layer is heated
at 500 °C for 30 minutes using a progressive heating and later cooled to room
temperature. Perovskite films can be deposited by different methods, but here
one-step deposition is presented with solvent engineering. After deposition, the
substrate is annealed at 100 °C for 60 minutes. Then, the perovskite film is
covered with the hole-transporting material (HTM) by spin coating. Finally, a
very thin layer (70 nm) of gold is thermally evaporated on top of the device to
form the electrode contacts.
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Figure 14: Typical perovskite solar cells fabrication process using one-step deposition with
anti-solvent.

For the deposition of the perovskite layer, four different methods can be used
so far, depending on the device architecture, substrate size, etc. selected.At first
glance, deposition methods can be divided into solution-base and vapour-based
deposition, besides they can be classified further into one step and two step de-
position. One-step with anti-solvent (Figure 15a) is the simplest method and
most commonly used, albeit the latter three methods permit a better control of
the perovskite film with respect to the crystallinity, morphology, and homogene-
ity.In one-step both precursors components are previously dissolved in an apro-
tic solvent such as DMF, DMSO or GBL and then spin coated on the substrate,
in case of dual-source both are evaporated in vacuum condition onto a rotating
substrate.Regarding two step deposition, first the inorganic part is deposited
onto the substrate and then it is created a close contact with the organic part
by dipping or vapour assisted obtaining a better control of the crystal growth.

One-step solution deposition. In this method (figure 15a), the precur-
sor solution of the perovskite is prepared by dissolving powdered organic cation
halide and Pb halide at a specific mole ratio (usually at 1:1) in aprotic polar
solvents such as (γ-butyrolactone (GBL), dimethyl formamide (DMF), dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), to get a clear solution. Secondly, the solution is spin-coated.
Finally, an annealing process at approximately 100-150°C is required to trans-
form the precursor to crystalline perovskite. This method presented low cover-
age and a non-uniform perovskite layer,however the use of an anti-solvent[151]

during the spinning step not only improve the crystal structure as it reduces
Gibbs energy but also affects the electronic properties of the perovskite.

Two-step sequential solution deposition. Burschka et al.[169](figure
15b) presented this method in order to improve pore filling of the perovskite. In
this deposition procedure, the solution of PbI2 in DMF was first spin-coated onto
the nanocrystalline TiO2 film and subsequently transformed into the perovskite
by dipping into a solution of methyl ammonium (MA) halide in iso-propanol.The
close contact during the dipping step permits much better control over the per-
ovskite morphology than achieved with the common one-step method.
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Dual-source vapour deposition. In this process,[81] the organic and in-
organic precursor, evaporate simultaneously from separate sources under vac-
uum conditions with a specific molar ratio, onto a rotating substrate (figure
15c). This deposition technique can be used for large scale extremely uni-
form and nano crystalline perovskite films without any voids between the per-
ovskite crystals, which is rarely observed in solution-processed films. Modified
version[189] of this as vacuum-flash solution process has obtained a maximum
efficiency of 20.5%.

Vapour- assisted solution process. The vapour-assisted solution process
can be viewed as a modified two-step sequential solution deposition whose sec-
ond step is replaced by a vapour deposition process. [190, 191, 192] The perovskite
layer made by this technique featured full surface coverage, low surface rough-
ness, grain sizes up to the microscale level, and 100% precursor transformation
completeness due to the incorporation of the organic through vapour phase.
(figure 15d)

Figure 15: Different perovskite deposition method.a) and c) represents one step deposition,
while b) and d) shows two step deposition process.

3.5.4 Characterization techniques

For perovskite solar cells a qualitative characterization by a standard J-V mea-
surement is helpful for a brief glance whether fabricated solar cells are working
or not. Nevertheless, to obtain a whole understanding of the process governed
in the devices, additional characterization needs to be carried out. Below, some
characterization techniques both basis and application are explained.
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Incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE)

The incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) is a measure of the ratio of
the photocurrent (converted to an electron transfer rate) versus the rate of inci-
dent photons as a function of wavelength.The general equation for calculating
the IPCE is,

IPCE(λ) = EQE(λ) =
collectedelectrons(λ)

incidentphotons(λ)
=
hc

q

JSC(λ)

λPin(λ)
(10)

where, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, q is the elementary
charge and λ is the wavelength in nanometers.

Measuring the IPCE is also useful to determine the optical band gap. How-
ever, the band gap obtained from IPCE may be higher than that obtained by
optical spectroscopy techniques, since the onset of photocurrentmay be limited
by slow kinetics and/or electron transport. Optical band gap can be calculated
by the following equation,

Eg =
hc

λ
=

1239.8

λ
(ineV ) (11)

Where λ is the threshold wavelength (in nm) that allows for absorption
across the band gap.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

AFMs operate by measuring the attractive and repulsive forces between a
probe and the sample. Generally, the probe is a sharp tip, which is a 3-6 µm
tall pyramid with 15-40 nm end radius (Figure 16a). Although AFM technique
was used to obtain a surface profile of the samples, new variants as Kelvin probe
force microscope (KPFM) and Conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) have
risen as useful techniques to study charge dynamics in perovskite solar cells.
Remarkable studies were performed by Bergmann et al.[193] who reported holes
accumulation at the interface perovskite/HTM due to unbalanced charge trans-
port in the devices. Li et al.[194] investigated the influence of DMF in the an-
nealing process with both techniques in order to unravel the effect of grain
boundaries as recombination sites. On the other hand, Scanning electron mi-
croscopy is extensively used in the morphological characterization of the films.
Thicknesses of the different layer which composed perovskite devices are fun-
damental information when optimization needs to be done (figure 16b).In addi-
tion, environmental-SEM can also be used to monitor the degradation processes
when perovskite samples are exposed to different humidity conditions.[195]
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(a) Theoretical basics of AFM (b) Cross-sectional image of a perovskite
device

Figure 16: Microscopy techniques used in perovskite film characterization.

X-Ray diffraction (XRD)

As we have seen, high quality perovskite crystal formation is a key-stone
in theopto-electronics and final performance of the device. Therefore, several
works have investigated the crystal growth orientation by means of XRD. X-Ray
characteristic peaks of CH3NH3PbI3 are situated at 14.1° and 28.4°, which are
attributed to the tetragonal structure of a 3D hybrid perovskite(I4/mcm space
group). However, the existence of different crystal phases depending on the
temperature, together with the fabrication of complex mixed perovskites make
difficult to identify every single phase present in the films. Additionally, in or-
der to gain more quantitative information of perovskite samples several authors
have performed depth profile analysis with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). As a result, the oxidation states of the individual elements which com-
posed the perovskite film as well as the energies binding can be extracted from
this technique. Moreover, both techniques have been used to evaluate degrada-
tion process in perovskite films. The presence of moisture causes the formation
of PbI2, which has a characteristic peak at 12.6°. Evaluating the intensity of
this peak and the extinction of the peaks a 14.1° and 28.4°, is a clear indication
that degradation is taken place.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

In general, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a non-destructive tech-
nique that consists in applying a voltage (small perturbation) to the system and
measure the ac electrical current response at a certain angular frequency. This
relationship can be expressed by the equation,

Z(ω) =
V (ω)

I(ω)
(12)
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Where, ω is the radial frequency (expressed in radians/second) which can be
convert into frequency f (expressed in hertz) through the equation ω = 2πf .

EIS was commonly applied in charge dynamic analysis on DSSCs.[196, 197]

During an impedance measurement, the system is (ideally) kept at a fixed
steady state by imposing stationary constraints, i.e usually under illumina-
tion. Then, the Z (ω) is measured by scanning the frequency at a multitude
of values, typically over a wide range of frequencies, i.e., from 10-2Hz to 106

Hz. This technique makes it possible to extract physically meaningful proper-
ties of the electrochemical system by modeling the impedance data in terms of
an equivalent circuit composed of ideal resistors (R), capacitors (C), inductors
(I), etc.. However, because of the lack of ideally of the system, it is needed to
use more complex elements as constant phase element (CPE). From the analy-
sis of the equivalent circuit physical parameters of the charge transport in the
perovskite and on the different layers interfaces can be obtained. Specifically,
several authors utilize this simple technique to explain the capacitive charging
of the selective contacts, as well as exploring the low-frequency ‘slow’ response
of the perovskite layer.[198] Recombination and dielectric relaxation resistances
are frequent parameters extracted from the analysis of this technique, which
indicate possible collecting charges in the interfaces of the different layers.[199]

On the other hand, other spectroscopic techniques based on magnetic exci-
tation have been used to reveal useful information concerning the device oper-
ation.As examples, Optical pump–terahertz probe (OPTP), or Time-resolved ter-
ahertz spectroscopy (TRTS) are powerful techniques to study charge dynamics
by through a magnetic excitation on femtosecond time scales in PSCs. Very re-
cently, researchers from Ames Laboratory,[200] were able to capture the moment
when a particle of light hits a solar cell and becomes energy by TRTS.
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3.5.5 Device stability and hysteresis phenomena

By far, the main concern raised in the development of perovskite solar cell is
their long-term stability.[201, 202] It is well documented that moisture and heat
have been identified as major causes for the instability in the perovskite.[203, 204]

According to some author, degradation mechanism will follow a cascade of re-
actions where at some point, the degradation would be irreversible.

Table 3: Proposed reactions of perovskite degradation depending on different external factors.
Adapted from 207
External

factor
Degradation process

Humidity [205, 206]

CH3NH3PbI3 (s)
H2O−−−⇀↽−−− PbI2 (s) + CH3NH3I (aq)

CH3NH3I (aq) −−⇀↽−− CH3NH2 (aq) + HI (aq)
4 HI (aq) + 02 −−⇀↽−− 2 I2 (s) + 2 H2O (aq)

2 HI (aq) −−⇀↽−− H2 (g) + I2 (s)

Temperature [37, 207, 208, 209] PbI2 (s) + CH3NH3I −−⇀↽−− CH3NH3PbI3 (s)

CH3NH3PbI3 (s)
4−−⇀↽−− PbI2 + CH3NH3 + HI

Light and humidity [201, 150, 210] CH3NH3PbI3 (s) hν−−→ PbI2 + CH3NH3 + HI
2 I– hν−−→ I2 + 2 e– ( at TiO2 / CH3NH3PbI3 interface)

3 CH3NH3
+ hν−−→ 3 CH3NH2 + 3 H+

I– + I2 + 3 H+ + 2 e– hν−−→ 3 HI

Light [211, 212]
CH3NH3PbI3 (s) hν−−→ CH3NH3PbI3*

O2
CH3NH3PbI3*−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−− O*-

CH3NH3PbI3 + O2
deprotonation−−−−−−−−→ CH3NH2 + PbI2 + 1

2 I2 + H2O

However, several advances in improving the chemical stability of perovskite
materials have been achieved.[213] As mentioned in section (3.5.2) different sorts
of HTMs were used with the final aim of protecting the perovskite layer from
the ambient humidity. To conclude, carbon based HTM were proposed as a
promising alternative for stable hole extraction material due to its hydrophobic
properties. Snaith et al.[159] proposed the used of carbon nanotubes, Zhenget
al.[214] used perthiolatedtrisulfur-annulated hexa-perihexabenzocoronene
(TSHBC) doped with graphene and very recently Nazeerudin et al.[65] reported
a very high stable cell when conductive carbon is employed as electrode.

Besides, different strategies such as shielding with molecularly designed
materials or enclosing the perovskite molecular structure in a protecting chem-
ical environment, as fluoropolymers, have also been reported for improved hu-
midity and UV-induced degradation.[215, 216, 217, 184] However, increasing the sta-
bility generally results in a reduction of PCEs. Despite considerable research
efforts, the ultimate goal of material used in optoelectronic application should
be based on the “triple-E” terms: energy efficient, economically inexpensive and
environmentally friendly. PSCs satisfy the first two criteria.
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However, the presence of lead is undesirable because of its toxicity even if the
amount of Pb is practically negligible in comparison to the amount used in car
batteries.[218, 219, 220, 221, 222] Several studies proposed Sn as a great candidate
due to its electronic properties, but it is unstable in the bivalent form.[120, 223, 224, 225, 226]

On the other hand, working principles as hysteresis and charge carrier dynam-
ics are still unresolved questions. Although hysteresis, which appears when we
measure the device indifferent scan direction, was observed in DSSC,[227, 228, 229]

Organic photovoltaic (OPV)[230] and Silicon.[231] When the voltage scan is too
fast, PSCs presents a hysteresis more complex and anomalous.[232, 75] This com-
plexity is attributed not only to intrinsic parameters as ferroelectric polariza-
tion, ion migration, carrier dynamic at interfaces or deep traps states in per-
ovskite layer but also to extrinsic parameters, as device structure, process fab-
rication, measurement conditions.[233, 234, 235, 236, 237]

It is well documented that perovskite metal oxides (BaTiO3, PbTiO3. . . )
present ferroelectric polarization.[238] Wei et al.[239] suggested a model where he
explained that the excess polarization can generate a transient state. However,
other authors[240] claimed that ferroelectric properties presented in perovskite
material should be evaluated taking into account the others layers as well as
operation conditions. Interfaces are strongly suggested as the place where hys-
teresis can be originated.[241] The unbalance carrier extraction as well as ion
migration have been proposed as the main cause for hysteresis, as they entail
charge accumulation (potential barrier) in the interfaces as instability of per-
ovskite layer.[234, 235, 242, 243, 244, 245] The presumption that trap states could be
the origin of hysteresis is not completely convincing as perovskite presents low
trap density. Regarding extrinsic parameters, as devices are layered structured,
their architecture as well as their fabrication method can induce hysteresis.[246]

Following the ascending order; inverted, mesoscopic and planar architecture
show less hysteresis, respectively. In addition, measuring conditions such as
faster scan speed, light intensity (light soaking)[247]and temperaturev[248] also
induce hysteresis. As it has been explained, different parameters can involve in
the emergence of hysteresis behaviour in PSCs, therefore its existence cannot
be attributed to a single mechanism but to a combination of all of them.

3.5.6 Future perspective and applications

Efficient light absorbing properties and the ability of transporting charges make
perovskites, an excellent material for solar energy conversion. Challenges such
as stability needs an enormous effort to be addressed, however the use of in-
verted architecture together with carbon-based or inorganic charge-transport
material seems to be an option to overcome this issue.
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Its versatility also makes perovskite material applicable in other energy pro-
duction technologies such as water-splitting or CO2 photo-reduction. Grätzel et
al.[249] combined a perovskite tandem solar cell to achieve a solar-to-hydrogen
efficiency of 12.3%. In addition, low temperature fabrication required in in-
verted architecture opens a wide range of commercial applications as flexible
device. Fiber-shape [250, 251] as well as ultra light flexible PSCs [252, 253, 122, 125]

are being studied as emerging wearable and electronic textiles for advanced
next-generation devices.
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ABSTRACT: Perovskite solar cells with variety of hole selective
contacts such as 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-
9,9′-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD), poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-
diyl), poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,5,6-trimentlyphenyl)amine], 5,10,15-tri-
hexyl-3,8,13-tris(4-methoxyphenyl)-10,15-dihydro-5H-diindolo[3,2-
a:3′,2′-c]carbazole (HMPDI), and 2′,7′-bis(bis(4-methoxyphenyl)-
amino)spiro[cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b′]dithiophene-4,9′-fluorene]
were employed to elucidate its role at the interface of perovskite and
metallic cathode. Microscopy images revealed Spiro-OMeTAD and
HMPDI produce smoother and intimate contact between perov-
skite/hole transporting materials (HTM) interfaces among others
evaluated here. This morphological feature appears to be connected
with three fundamental facts: (1) hole injection to the HTM is much
more efficient as evidenced by photoluminescence measurements,
(2) recombination losses are less important as evidenced by intensity-modulated photovoltage spectroscopy and impedance
spectroscopy measurements, and (3) fabricated solar cells are much more robust against degradation by moisture. Devices with
higher open-circuit photovoltages are characterized by higher values of the recombination resistance extracted from the
impedance data. The variation in device hysteresis behavior can be ascribed mainly due to the molecular interaction and the core
of HTM employed. In all cases, this fact is related with a larger value of the low-frequency capacitance, which indicates that the
HTM can induce specific slow processes of ion accumulation at the interface. Notably, these processes tend to slowly relax in
time, as hysteresis is substantially reduced for aged devices.

KEYWORDS: perovskite solar cells, small perturbation techniques, interface, hole transport materials,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

1. INTRODUCTION

The unprecedented rise in organic−inorganic halide perovskite
has astonished the thin film photovoltaics (PVs) research field.
Its first usage as sensitizer in dye sensitized solar cells in 20091

was due to its panchromatic absorption, tunable band gap, and
high absorption coefficient; subsequently, since 2012 it is being
used to fabricate solar cells in solid-state configuration,2 also
due its ambipolar charge transport nature. It possesses a small
binding energy, which allows efficient charge-carrier generation,
transport, and collection effectively at ambient temperature. In
2012, with an attempt to replace the liquid electrolyte, solid-
state hole transporting material 2,2′,7,7-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-
methoxyphenylamine)-9,9′-spirobifluorene (p,p-Spiro-OMe-
TAD) was used, which has improved significantly solar cell
stability, and power conversion efficiency (PCE) made a
stunning jump from merely 3.8%3 to 22.1% (http://www.nrel.
gov/ncpv/).

In mesoporous perovskite solar cells (PSCs) architecture, it
is distinguished by four different layers. A very thin and
compact layer of TiO2, followed by mesoporous layer (usually
TiO2 nanoparticles) is deposited before perovskite deposition.
Both compact and mesoporous layers act as electron selective
contacts that effectively extract electrons from the perovskite
and block the recombination of electrons with holes. While
light absorption and charge generation (excited electrons and
holes) take place in the perovskite layer, where grain size,
crystallinity, surface coverage, and homogeneity are vital
parameters. A variety of techniques has been used for
perovskite layer deposition such as two step (sequential
deposition),4 vapor-assisted deposition,5 vacuum evaporation,6
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or solvent engineering approach7 to optimize the process. And
the fourth layer is hole transporting layer (HTL) to work as
hole selective contacts. The device can work without HTL, but
for efficient hole extraction, an additional HTL is required and
is used for enhanced PV performance. Spiro-OMeTAD enjoys
the privilege of being the most exploited hole transporting
material (HTM) in solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells as well
as in perovskite solar cells.8 In recent years, a variety of organic
polymers, small-molecules-based, and inorganic p-type semi-
conducting materials have also been employed as HTMs such
as poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,5,6-trimentlyphenyl)amine] repre-
sented as poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,5,6-trimentlyphenyl)amine]
(PTAA),9 small molecules such as phthalocyanine,10 penta-
cene,11 carbazole derivatives molecules,12−14 etc, and inorganic
salts such as NiO15 or copper compounds as Cu2O,

16 CuO,17

CuI,18 and CuSCN.19,20

In spite of the number of materials tested as HTM in
perovskite solar cells, there is a paucity of understanding about
the vital role played by these materials into a functioning device
in a holistic manner. Generally, Spiro-OMeTAD gives high
open-circuit voltage in comparison with other materials, a fact
normally attributed to its adequate energy level alignment and
high hole conductivity. However, it is not yet clear if the
perovskite/HTM interface is a source of critical recombination
losses due to molecular interaction. The selective contacts
transport the charge carriers from the excited state of the
absorber to the metallic charge collector (generally gold or
silver) in which the carriers are at the equilibrium Fermi level.
For efficient charge separation, it is a prerequisite that the
electron transporting materials or HTM equilibrate its Fermi
level to one type of carrier. However, some recombination
processes occur in the absorber due to the excess of charge
carriers, which are unavoidable due to the microscopic
reversibility of the excitation process. On light irradiation,
electrons and holes are generated in the carrier bands, separated
by the quasi-Fermi levels of the two states in the perovskite. In
this context, the selection of proper electron or hole selective
layers plays a crucial role in the final performance of the device.
For example, by employing Kelvin probe force microscopy we
have studied the charge distribution inside a perovskite solar
cell.21 It was found that the accumulation of holes and electrons
at the interfaces reduces the short-circuit current and thus the
PCE.
Herein, we studied perovskite solar cells prepared with range

of HTMs, including the classical Spiro-OMeTAD and other
high-performance organic polymer semiconductors like PTAA

and poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT), and the small
molecules coded as 2′,7′-bis(bis(4-methoxyphenyl)amino)-
spiro[cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b′]dithiophene-4,9′-fluorene]
(FDT) and 5,10,15-trihexyl-3,8,13-tris(4-methoxyphenyl)-
10,15-dihydro-5H-diindolo[3,2-a:3′,2′-c]carbazole (HMPDI).
To elucidate the effect of HTM, the solar cell configuration
(fluorine doped tin oxide coated glass (FTO)/bl-TiO2/
mesoporous-TiO2/perovskite) was kept unaltered in devices,
and the influence of the different HTMs was probed. We
employed an array of small-perturbation electrochemical
techniques to hypothesize the recombination losses caused by
each HTM.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The key for the efficient light harvesting is the optimal
combination of generated charge carriers upon light absorption
and their diffusion. Figure 1 represents energy level diagram of
a (FAPbI3)0.85(MABr3)0.15-based perovskites with different high
performance HTMs. On light irradiation photoexcited charge
species in perovskite transfer through corresponding charge
selective contact as n- and p-type materials for electrons and
holes extraction, respectively, both in contact with the
perovskite. To measure the PV parameters, devices were
fabricated using different HTMs, and J−V curves were recorded
(Figure 2) under 1 sun conditions; the PV parameters are
summarized in Table 1. It can be deduced that Spiro-OMeTAD

Figure 1. Energy level diagram of the perovskite solar cell and HOMO level of the different HTM studied here (left). Schematic diagram of the
charge separation process and molecular structures of the HTMs (right).

Figure 2. Current−voltage characteristics of the perovskite solar cell
with different hole transporting materials.The device active area was
0.16 cm2, and measurement was made in the direction of Voc to Jsc at a
scan rate of 100 mV/s.
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and HMPDI gave good results. Table S1 in the Supporting
Information represent average values and reproducibility of the
devices.
The devices fabricated from HMPDI as HTM gave the best

performance, and a PCE of 15.22% was measured, with the Voc
of 1040 mV and Jsc of 21.04 mA/cm2, while similar
performance was also yielded by Spiro-OMeTAD. The other
HTM investigated here such as FDT, P3HT, and PTAA
showed reduction in Voc, which we ascribed to higher
recombination processes at the interface of perovskite/HTM
or unfavorable molecular interaction.
Because of hysteresis behavior in perovskite solar cells, the

scan direction used in the J−V measurements can give different
results. On the basis of the architecture adopted for device
fabrication the reverse (Voc → Jsc) or forward (Jsc → Voc) scan
shows higher PCE. This irregular hysteresis behavior has been
reported for diversity of PSCs configurations, irrespective of
configuration (such as planar, mesoporous, or inverted)
employed, and even in dye-sensitized solar cells.22 The behavior
can be quantified using the hysteresis index (HI), which we
define here as

=
* − *

*
J V J V

J V
HI

(0.8 ) (0.8 )

(0.8 )
rev oc fwd oc

rev oc (1)

where photocurrent at 80% of the Voc is assumed to work at the
maximum power point.23

The hysteresis behavior in the PSCs has been found to
depend on many factors; however, the real cause of its origin is
still not quantitative. In some reports, it was suggested that ion
migration together with charge accumulation at the contacts
can be the cause of hysteresis.22,24,25 These molecular processes
are relatively slow in comparison with the electronic ones, and
this is why the scan rate during J−V characterization plays an
important role in the hysteretic behavior. The nature (crystal
size and shape), composition of the perovskite, and the charge
selective contacts are hysteresis determining factors. Table S2
illustrates the HI as a function of time (aging) for different
HTM-based devices. The Spiro-based devices show the lowest
values of HI. In contrast FDT, P3HT, and PTAA tend to
produce devices with much higher hysteresis, which suggests
that these materials can induce specific ionic accumulation at
the perovskite/HTM interface. However, it can be visualized
that these HI values decreased significantly after 75 d. This can
be attributed to a relaxation of the ionic charges to an
equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium state after preparation.
Incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE)

spectra for the devices fabricated with the different HTMs are
shown in Figure 3. IPCE values are in accordance with previous
literature, and almost plateau is achieved between 400 and 750
nm with value of greater than 80% in the case of Spiro-

OMeTAD and HMPDI. The integrating current of the devices
is plotted on secondary Y-axis of Figure 2 and is well in
accordance with the J−V curves. The integrated current is well
in agreement (20.3 mA cm−2) for the Spiro-OMeTAD, which is
close to the measured photocurrent density of 21.2 mA cm−2 at
the standard solar AM1.5G intensity of 100 mW cm−2.
It is notable from the IPCE spectra that there is a loss in

photon conversion in the range of 550−800 nm for the FDT,
P3HT, and PTAA, which is not the case for Spiro-OMeTAD or
HMPDI. We attribute this loss to the existence of traps and
recombination sites at the perovskite/HTL interface, compared
to Spiro-OMeTAD and HMPDI. This will be discussed later in
the electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) section. We rule
out the possibility of this loss in IPCE due to parasitic
absorption by the HTM. To confirm this, absorption spectra of
different HTMs deposited on FTO were measured (Figure S1),
and it shows similar profile for all the HTM. These HTMs
absorb below 400 nm, and thus avoid any competition with
perovskite absorption. However, P3HT and FDT showed
absorption in the range of 400−650 nm and 420−550 nm,
respectively. In our device architecture, since the light is
absorbed mainly by the perovskite layer placed before the
HTM, it will be having negligible effect on the IPCE spectrum.
To explore charge extraction, steady-state photolumines-

cence (PL) measurements were made in the pristine perovskite
and between the perovskite/HTM interfaces by exciting at 532
nm (Figure 4). In general, for all the samples with HTM, the
intensity of emission spectra decreases with respect to pristine
perovskite. In all the cases an emission maximum appears at
803 nm, which is in agreement with the previous published
results. The reduction of PL intensity or PL quenching
indicates the hole injection to the HTM from perovskite, and

Table 1. Photovoltaic Parameters and Calculated Hysteresis Index of the Fresh Perovskite Solar Cells Prepared Using Different
HTMs under 100 mW/cm2

PV parameters Spiro-OMeTAD HMPDI FDT P3HT PTAA

Voc (mV) 1030 1040 810 810 860
JSC (mA/cm2) 21.29 21.04 21.4 19.99 17.61
fill factor (%) 65.98 69.41 70.97 65.19 62.24
Rs (ohm) 31.1 31.9 26.7 50.6 52.6
Rsh (ohm) 8238.5 16846.8 37295.3 5027.5 19523.3
PCE (%) 15.15 15.22 12.41 10.61 9.47
HI 0.206 0.315 0.679 0.450 0.346

Figure 3. IPCE spectra of the perovskite solar cell devices with
different hole selective materials.
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enhanced PL quenching is an indication of efficient hole
extraction to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of HTM. Thus, the HTM materials appear to be more efficient
in the order of Spiro > HMPDI > FDT > P3HT > PTAA,
which shows similar trend as photocurrent. The relative
reduction of the PL signal is in accordance with the short-
circuit photocurrents measured for each device (Table 1 and
Figure 2). These measurements suggest that it is basically the
hole injection capability of the different HTM that is
performance-determining step in a solar cell at short-circuit
conditions, given that perovskite and the electron transport
materials are the same.
Figure 5 represents the cross-sectional scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images across the cleaved edge of a
mesoscopic solar cell device. SEM images show the effect of
layers interconnection, specifically, perovskite/HTM frontier.
The thickness of the perovskite layer is ∼600 nm; thus, a
thicker HTM is required. For this, an HTM layer between 150

and 200 nm was used in this study. An intimate contact
between the different layers entails high efficiency and stability
under working conditions,26 and this was observed with
selected HTMs. The SEM images reveal that Spiro-OMeTAD
and HMPDI show very high homogeneity and well interlayer
connection with perovskite and gold interfaces, FDT, and
conductive polymers (P3HT and PTAA), show high porosity,
and lack fine interconnection. This deficiency in contact is most
likely related to the polymeric nature of HTM, which may or
may not be stable under very high vacuum condition, a
prerequisite for depositing metallic contacts.
To further investigate the dynamical processes operating

under real device conditions, we employed intensity-modulated
photovoltage spectroscopy (IMVS) and EIS to extract
information regarding carrier lifetime and recombination
processes within the device. These techniques have been used
in past to study electron dynamics in perovskite solar cells.27,28

In IMVS a small frequency-modulated optical perturbation is
applied to the devices, whereas in EIS this perturbation is in the
form of an excess voltage (in the order of a few mV) applied at
the contacts. Because of the small amplitude of the
perturbation, the response can be linearized so that specific
frequencies characteristic of the device can be detected. In
IMVS the measurement is carried at open circuit, and the
response is a Voc modulation. The complex-plane representa-
tion of the IMVS response is in the form of a semicircle,
defined by a characteristic time constant (τIMVS). Since this time
constant represents the voltage relaxation response of the
device after an optical generation of carriers, it can be in
principle related to a carrier lifetime (τn). The IMVS time
constant was obtained by considering the minimum of the
semicircle located at an angular frequency that is equal to

τ
ω

= 1
n
(IMVS)

min (2)

As light intensity increases, the semicircle radius decreases. The
frequency corresponding to the minimum in the complex plane
increases with the increase in light intensity. This indicates that
the carrier lifetime and hence the IMVS time constant, become
shorter. Therefore, carrier (electron−hole) recombination is

Figure 4. Steady-state PL spectra of pristine perovskite on quartz and
perovskite with different HTM in bilayer configuration. The excitation
wavelength was 532 nm.

Figure 5. Cross-sectional SEM images showing different layers in a mesoscopic perovskite solar cell using different HTMs such as (a) Spiro-
OMeTAD, (b) HMPDI, (c) FDT, (d) P3HT, and (e) PTAA.
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more pronounced at higher illumination intensities, due to the
larger concentration of carriers generated in the device.
Analogously, a time constant accounting for the lifetime of
the carriers can also be obtained from EIS. In this case the
response is more complex as more time constants (semicircles)
show up in the spectrum. On the one hand, it is known that the
time constant appearing at low frequencies is generally
associated with slow processes connected to the hysteresis.
On the other hand, the peak appearing at higher frequencies is
related to the recombination of carriers.28,29 The “lifetimes” can
be estimated from the frequency of the maximum (in analogy
to eq 2), but it can also be expressed in terms of a capacitance
and a recombination resistance.

τ = CREIS
n
( )

rec (3)

In the past it was reported27,29 that this capacitance is normally
dominated by the bulk component Cg = εε0A/d, where ε is the
dielectric constant of the perovskite, ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity, A the effective contact area, and d is the thickness.
Figure S2 shows that the capacitance extracted from the high-
frequency component is indeed constant with respect to
applied voltage as expected from its bulk nature. Assuming a
static dielectric constant of ∼24 (reported value for pure
MAPbI3 is 23) the measured values of the capacitance (∼1.5 ×
10−8 F) are close to the predicted values of Cg. It also roughly
coincides with the high-frequency limit of the capacitance
(discussed in next section). The parallel resistance that
accompanies Cg is attributed to the recombination resistance.
Both Rrec and impedance time constant are expected to
decrease exponentially with voltage.29

In Figure S3 lifetimes obtained from the IMVS and EIS data
are presented; for the most stable and efficient devices (Spiro
and HMPDI), there is consistency between the IMVS and EIS
data (from the maximum of the frequency and from fitting to
an RC equivalent circuit element, i.e, eq 3). However, the rest
of the devices present an anomalous behavior of the IMVS
response. It is worth noting that, since the small-perturbation
response is controlled by the geometrical capacitance of the
device, the time constant extracted from eqs 2 and 3 is not a
true carrier lifetime, although it is directly connected to the
recombination rate. However, to avoid ambiguities, we will base
our analysis on the extracted values of the recombination
resistance. The anomalous behavior observed in the IMVS
experiment is more likely connected to the degradation of the
device as a consequence of the optical perturbation applied on
the device. For this reason, only data extracted from EIS will be
discussed below.
Figure 6 depicts the recombination resistance obtained from

fittings to a simple −R(RrecC) equivalent circuit of the
midfrequency region of the impedance spectra measured at
open circuit. Except for FDT, which shows anomalous
performance, the recombination resistance decreases exponen-
tially with increased open-circuit voltage, as a consequence of
the acceleration of the recombination rate, as more carriers are
injected into the active layer of the device. The results are
consistent with PV performance of the devices. Hence, at the
same value of the open-circuit voltage, cells with better
performance show a larger recombination resistance. In this
respect, HTM based on small molecules (Spiro, HMPDI)
showed minimum recombination, possibly due to the improved
perovskite/HTM interface (Figure 5).

The impedance study also makes it possible to look at the
low-frequency behavior of the solar cells. In Figure 7 the

apparent capacitance is represented as a function of the
frequency. The low-frequency limit of the capacitance is related
to the slow molecular processes that are behind the hysteresis
behavior.24,25 The obtained data have the typical conduct of a
perovskite solar cell, showing in some cases a plateau in the
midfrequency region, associated with the bulk capacitance of
the perovskite.30 Remarkably the HTMs that gave higher value
of hysteresis also tend to give a larger low-frequency
capacitance. This suggests that in these cases interfacial
phenomena of ionic accumulation are more important, giving
rise to a more intense low-frequency response.
To elucidate the role of different HTMs on stability, aging

tests were performed for unencapsulated devices. Degradation
either due to external factors such as moisture, oxygen,
temperature, UV light, or internal factors such as ion migration
and interfacial reactions is well-reported. In this work, the use
of diverse p-type semiconductor molecules as HTM stress the
interface differences, as observed with microstructural images. It
was found that small molecules such as Spiro-OMeTAD,
HMPDI, and FDT show intimate contact with the perovskite.
This can also make devices unstable at higher temperatures due
to the organic material degradation.31,32 The case of polymeric
HTM (P3HT and PTAA) presents better resistance with
temperature;33,34 however, the adhesion with perovskite is not

Figure 6. Recombination resistance as obtained from fittings to
−R(RrecC) equivalent circuit of the impedance response of all studied
devices.

Figure 7. Apparent capacitance vs frequency as obtained from the
impedance measurements.
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homogeneous (Figure 5), thus, a possible pathway of moisture
degradation.35,36

To study device degradation trend in these devices, they
were kept at atmospheric humidity (∼55−57% relative
humidity (RH)) under dark at room temperature. Figure 8

shows the evolution of normalized PCE of the devices with
time. It can be deducted that PSCs fabricated using P3HT and
FDT shows a loss of 20% and 45%, respectively, in the first 15
d. While the devices fabricated from HMPDI, under similar
conditions monitored for 75 d, show negligible loss in
performance, on the contrary an increment of ∼3% from the
initial value. We assigned this increment in PCE value to
improved interlayer contact and drying of solvent. The
moisture resistance ability in these cells may be due to charge
stabilization as well as a better contact between HTM and
active material (perovskites). It is notable that devices with
PTAA also showed good stability. As discussed in the SEM
section, FDT layers possess small cavities that affect the stability
of devices (loss of 50%). Figure S4 presents the PV parameters
decay with time depending on the devices configuration. It can
be observed that PSCs with HMPDI and Spiro-OMeTAD
show a slight decay in short-circuit current (Jsc); however, the
PSCs fabricated with FDT, P3HT, and PTAA showed decay in
Jsc as well as loss in open-circuit voltage (Voc). This decay can
be interpreted as a consequence of electron−holes recombina-
tion, which can be triggered by perovskite degradation due to
moisture uptake.27

3. CONCLUSIONS
The role of different HTMs in the mesoporous perovskite solar
cells was elucidated. We demonstrate that the quality of the
interface (molecular interaction) between the perovskite and
the hole selective contact has a profound effect on the
performance, both in terms of better hole extraction and lower
recombination. Furthermore, a smooth interface makes the
device more robust against degradation by moisture. Small-
perturbation-based optoelectronic and electrochemical meas-
urements (intensity modulated photovoltage and impedance
spectroscopies) reveal that the HTMs that yield a higher open-
circuit photovoltage and hysteresis have a larger recombination
resistance and a larger value of the low-frequency capacitance,
respectively. Both facts are clearly connected with the quality of
the interface. Among the investigated high-performance and
stable HTMs, Spiro-OMeTAD and HMPDI were found to be

of significant interest for future perovskite solar cells
technology.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Fabrication of the Devices. Perovskite solar cell devices were

fabricated onto FTO-coated glass (TEC15, Pilkington) patterned by
laser etching. At first, the substrates were cleaned using Hellmanex
solution and washed with deionized water. Next, they were
ultrasonicated for 25 min at 60 °C in acetone, 2-propanol, and
ethanol and, subsequently, dried finally with nitrogen. A TiO2 compact
layer was deposited by spray pyrolysis at 450 °C using a dilution of 1
mL of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetyl acetonate) precursor solution
(75% in 2-propanol, Sigma-Aldrich) in 19 mL of pure ethanol using
dry air as the carrier gas. After blocking layer deposition, substrates
were kept for additional 30 min at 450 °C to transform TiO2 into
anatase phase. Once the samples were cooled gradually at room
temperature they were immersed into a 0.02 M TiCl4 solution in
deionized water at 70 °C for 30 min to obtain a regular layer.
Afterward substrates were then washed with deionized water and
heated at 500 °C for 30 min and then cooled to room temperature.
Next, a TiO2 mesoporous layer (Dyesol, 30NRD) was deposited by
spin coating at 4000 rpm for 20 s followed by annealing the substrates
up to 450 °C by heating them progressively for 2 h.

For perovskite deposition, precursor solutions of 1.4 M PbI2, 1 M
FAI, and 0.2 M MABr and PbBr2, respectively, in a mixture of
dimethylformamide/dimethyl sulfoxide were prepared inside an argon-
filled glovebox with moisture- and oxygen-controlled conditions (H2O
level: <1 ppm and O2 level: <10 ppm) and stirred at 80 °C overnight
to completely dissolve the PbI2. The deposition of the perovskite was
performed using one-step deposition method. In this method, the
perovskite precursor solution was spin-coated on top of the
mesoporous layer at 1000 rpm for 10 s and then 6000 rpm for 20 s,
dropping some amount of chlorobenzene during the second step.
Following this the films were moved onto a hot plate and annealed at
100 °C for 1 h.

After the perovskite annealing, the substrates were cooled, and the
different HTM solutions were spin coated above the perovskite layer
according to literature depending on their optimized spin conditions.
Solutions (60 and 70 mM) in chlorobenzene were prepared for Spiro-
OMeTAD and HMPDI (Rakstys et al.),37,38 respectively, and a 60 mM
solution of FDT was prepared in toluene.39 All the three HTM
solutions were doped with lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
salt (LiTFSI), 4-tert-butylpyridine (t-BP), and tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-
yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)cobalt(III)-tris(bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)-
imide) (FK209) in the molar ratios of 0.5, 3.3, and 0.1 for Li-TFSI, t-
BP, and FK209, respectively, and were spun-coated at 4000 rpm for 30
s. For PTAA 10 mg/mL solution was prepared in toluene, and to this
7.5 μL of LiTFSI, from a stock solution of 170 mg/mL in acetonitrile,
and 4 μL of t-BP were added, while in the case of P3HT 15 mg/mL
solution in chlorobenzene was prepared and doped with 6.8 μL of a
28.3 mg/mL stock solution of LiTFSI in acetonitrile. Both solutions of
PTAA and P3HT were spun-coated at 3000 rpm for 30 s atop of the
perovskite layer. Finally, an 80 nm layer of gold was thermally
evaporated on the top of the cell as cathode under a vacuum level
between 1 × 10−6 and 1 × 10−5 torr.

Characterization. Current density versus voltage (J−V) curves
were recorded with a Keithley 2400 source-measurement-unit under
AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm2 illumination from a 450 W solar simulator
(ORIEL, 94023 A). Sun intensity was calibrated using a calibrated
monocrystalline silicon solar cell. A mask (0.16 cm2) was used to
reduce the influence of scattered light during the measurement. A scan
rate of 100 mV/s was used to record J−V curves and to calculate the
HI. IPCE measurements were performed using a 150 W xenon lamp
(Newport) attached to an Oriel Cornerstone 260 motorized 1/4 m
monochromator as the light source.

Steady-state PL measurements were performed on solid samples
prepared on quartz for pure perovskite and perovskite with different
hole transporting layer in bilayer configuration using Hitachi, F-7000
Fluorescence spectro-photometer.

Figure 8. Evolution of PCE with time under atmospheric humidity
conditions (55% RH).
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To measure the absorbance of the different HTM onto glass, a
(Agilent Cary 60) spectro-photometer was used. SEM cross-sectional
images were obtained using a Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning
electron microscope at power 2 kV.
The illumination for the Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) measure-

ments was provided by a green light-emitting diode (LED) over a wide
range of direct current (DC) light intensities. This allows for probing
the devices at different positions of the Fermi level in the
semiconductor. A response analyzer module (PGSTAT302N/FRA2,
Autolab) was utilized to analyze the frequency response of the devices.
To avoid voltage drop due to series resistance, IS measurements were
performed at the open-circuit potential, the Fermi level (related to the
open-circuit voltage) being fixed by the DC illumination intensity. A
20 mV perturbation in the 1 × 106 to 1 × 10−2 Hz range was utilized
to obtain the spectra. Intensity modulated photovoltage spectroscopy
(IMVS) measurements were performed by coupling the
PGSTAT302N/FRA2 module to the LED. IMVS measurements
were performed at short-circuit in the 1 × 106 to 1 × 10−2 Hz range
with a light perturbation corresponding to 10% of the DC background
illumination intensity. The NOVA 1.7 software was used to generate
IS data. Z-view equivalent circuit modeling software (Scribner) was
used to fit the IS spectra.
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A B S T R A C T

During the last years, perovskite solar cells have gained increasing interest among the photovoltaic community,
in particularly after reaching performances at par with mature thin film based PV. This rapid evolution has been
fostered by the compositional engineering of perovskite and new device architectures. In the present work, we
report the fabrication of perovskite solar cells based on highly ordered 1-dimensional vertically oriented TiO2

nano-forests. These vertically oriented porous TiO2 photoanodes were deposited by physical vapor deposition in
an oblique angle configuration, a method which is scalable to fabricate large area devices. Mixed (MA0.15FA0.85)
Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 or triple cation Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 based perovskites were then infiltrated
into these 1-dimensional nanostructures and power conversion efficiencies of 16.8% along with improved
stability was obtained. The devices fabricated using 1D-TiO2 were found to be more stable compare to the
classical 3-dimensional TiO2 photoanodes prepared by wet chemistry. These 1-D photoanodes will be of interest
for scaling up the technology and in other opto-electrical devices as they can be easily fabricated utilizing
industrially adapted methodologies.

1. Introduction

Currently, the field of Photovoltaics (PV) is dominated by silicon PV
technology. Among possible alternatives are thin-film based technolo-
gies and molecular solar cells. In recent years hybrid inorganic-organic
perovskite based solar cells have positioned themselves very well as
viable option and are now at par with mature thin film based CIGS
{Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2}or CdTe technology in terms of efficiencies [1–6]. A
light to electricity conversion efficiency in excess of 22% has been
reported for this emerging solar cells, and high expectations arisen with
respect to a near future transfer and adaptation of laboratory based
processes to a pre-commercial stage. In perovskite solar cells, the active
materials acting as light absorber have an ABX3 type perovskite
structure. The use of perovskite has transformed through time and
methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) and other compositional
engineered mixed perovskites are being employed for the fabrication
of highly efficient solar cells [7,8].

The high charge carrier mobilities in perovskites together with its
conduction and valence band energy levels are well suited for applica-
tions in solar energy [4,7]. The perovskite layer is sandwiched between
two charge selective contacts which generate the driving force for the

charge separation. Upon illumination of light, electrons are transferred
to the conduction band of an electron-transport layer while the holes
are transferred to a hole-transport material (HTM) [7]. Commercially
available anatase TiO2 colloidal particles are the most exploited metal
oxide used as electron transporting material [1,3] (ETM). The thick-
ness of the ETM and their interfaces are key parameters for the
fabrication of efficient and stable solar cells. The electron selective
contact not only transports the electronic charges but also influences
the growth of perovskite crystals. The use of one-dimensional metal
oxides (e.g. TiO2, ZnO) structures can be an attractive strategy to get
uni-directional and fast charge collection, higher absorption of active
materials and light management due to scattering within 1-dimen-
sional structures. In the past, TiO2 based nano-tubes were subject to
intense investigation in sensing and other electro-optical application
[9–14].

1-D based structures provides large surface-to-volume ratio, uni-
dimensionality along with high surface reactivity, and are widely used
in electro-catalysis, photo-catalysis, sensing and for other energy
storage applications. Anodization [12] of metal plate remains a
classical approach to produce 1-D structures, however they need to
be transferred on a foreign substrate and contains defects. Moreover,
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uniformity over a large area and uniform pore size control also remain
tricky aspects, limiting their use to lab curiosity. Using template
methods and wet chemistry approaches, it is also possible to produce
1-D structures, although large area uniformity and batch to batch
reproducibility of 1-D structures was difficult to achieve [13].

In the most studied perovskite solar cells, a mesoporous structure is
coated atop of a blocking (dense) layer of TiO2. Reports suggest this as
nucleating site for perovskite growth, which allows fabricating contin-
uous perovskite layers, thus influencing the charge selective properties
of the ETM. However, the existence of grain boundaries between the
nano-particles of the porous layer increases the trapping sites and the
electron recombination rate. One-dimensional (1D) TiO2 nanostruc-
tures (nano-wires, nano-tubes or nano-rods) were earlier found to have
lower charge recombination rates at the grain boundaries and to
provide a facile electron injection pathway due to unidirectional axis
charge transport in dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). The enhanced
performance in 1D-TiO2 perovskite solar cells has been possibly due to
their higher light harvesting abilities and lower recombination losses
with respect to 3D-TiO2 as measured by impedance spectroscopy [14].

The versatility to deposit perovskites using wet chemistry, [1,3,4,7]
vapor deposition or in a mix process utilizing a solution method for the
inorganic precursor and vapor assisted for the organic component have
made it possible the manufacturing of a variety of device architectures.

The use of 1-D nanostructures (nano-columns, nano-rods, nano-
wires) reported to be effective in enhancing electron transport proper-
ties for different solar cells including silicon [15], III-V semiconductors
[16], organic photovoltaics [17] and DSSCs [18–22]. Additionally, the
use of 1-D nanostructures will not only benefit the transport properties
[23] along the axis but, contribute to minimize the reflection of light
due to their generally low-refractive index, thus favoring the absorption
of light by the active components and enhancing the light harvesting
efficiency. In DSSCs the use of 1-D nanostructures was found to have a
positive effect in increasing the amount of dye absorption, improved
transport properties and carriers lifetime and as a result give rise to
photocurrents comparable to those of equivalent mesoporous nano-
particle based devices [24,25]. Utilizing these strategy, in the present
work we have prepared porous photoanodes based on vertically aligned
1D-TiO2 thin films prepared by the physical vapor deposition method
at oblique incidences angles (PVD-OAD) [26–28] and used them for
the fabrication of perovskite solar cells in a similar fashion. To improve
the device performance, herein we have optimized mixed
{Formamidinium (FA), methylammonium (MA)} and triple cation
(FA/MA/Cs) based perovskites. In addition, we have tuned the thick-
ness of the photoanode to influence morphological parameters such as
porosity of the 1-D TiO2 with an aim of increasing photovoltaic
performance magnitudes such as short circuit current (JSC), open-
circuit voltage (VOC), fill factor (FF) and, ultimately, PCE.

It is worth noting regarding the future scaling up of the technology the
use of the uniform 1-directional nano-forests photoanodes can be easily
prepared over larger areas using PVD-OAD technique [28]. Recently
nanostructured [29–32] based photoanodes (thickness 500–1500 nm)
were utilized for solar cells fabrication, while thinner photoanodes of
nano-structured TiO2 were also found by us to be rather effective for
device fabrication [26,27]. It is expected that nano-forests based photo-
anodes can show even better light harvesting efficiencies by enhancing the
light scattering properties of the devices. Then, as a consequence of the
effective transport of charge along the nano-forests an increase in PCE
could be obtained. Thus, combining the benefits of light–scattering
centers and low ionic diffusion resistance, the performance of solar cell
was improved to a great extent. To the best of our understanding this is
the best result so far reported for any 1D-nanostructured photoanodes in
perovskite solar cells. Large area uniform 1D structures as ETM in
perovskite solar cells has neither been reported so far. These successful
attempts to simplify the manufacturing operation of charge selective
contacts is an encouraging step for their large-scale implementation in a
plethora of other opto-electrical devices.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

All chemicals were commercial products either from Sigma Aldrich
or Agros and were employed without any treatment or purification.
2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyamine)-9,9-spirobifluorene
(Spiro-OMeTAD) was acquired from Merck KGaA. Methylammonium
iodide (MAI), formamidinium iodide (FAI), methylammonium bro-
mide (MABr) were bought from Dyesol while PbI2 and PbBr2 were
bought from Tokyo Chemical Industry (TCI).

2.2. Preparation of TiO2 nano-forests photoanode

1-Dimensional nanostructured TiO2 depicting a nano-forests mi-
crostructure were used as photoanodes. They consisted of a porous
structured layer made of vertically aligned nano-columns with an
approximate thickness of either 100 or 200 nm. These TiO2 porous
photoanodes were prepared at room temperature by physical vapor
deposition at oblique incidence (PVD-OAD) in an electron beam
evaporator using a similar procedure than in previous publications
[24–28]. Basically, the method entails placing the substrate surface at a
glancing angle with respect to the evaporation source. Operational
conditions such as beam current, oxygen partial pressure during
deposition or distance from the target are kept similar than those
reported in these previous works. In the present experiment the
zenithal evaporation angle (α) defined between the normal to the
substrate and the flux of evaporation material was fixed at 80°. Varying
the zenithal angle can be used to tailor the tilting angle of the nano-
columns, as well as the porosity and other properties of the films [28].
In the present investigation, to obtain vertically aligned nano-forests
and an increased layer porosity, we azimuthally rotated the substrate
during deposition (40 rpm) and controlled the deposition time to
prepare the two utilized layer thicknesses, i.e., 100 or 200 nm.

2.3. Device fabrication

Transparent conducting coated glasses (TEC15, 15Ω/sq) were used as
substrate. They were cleaned by ultrasonication in 2% Hellmanex water
solution for 30 min followed by rinsing with deionized water and ethanol.
Then, a ~40 nm TiO2 compact layer was deposited on FTO (TEC15)
substrate via spray pyrolysis at 450 °C from a precursor solution of
titanium diisopropoxidebis-(acetylacetonate) in anhydrous ethanol. After
the spraying, the substrates were left at 450 °C for 45 min and allowed to
cool down till room temperature. These substrates were then used for the
deposition of the TiO2 nano-forests by PV-OAD and, for comparative
purposes, a standard mesoporous layer of TiO2 deposited by spin coating
for 30 s at 4000 rpm. As starting material, we used a TiO2 paste (Dyesol
30 NR-D) diluted in ethanol (1:7) to achieve a 150−200 nm thick layer.
After the deposition of the TiO2, either by spin coating or PV-OAD, the
substrates were dried at 100 °C for 10 min and then annealed again at
450 °C for 30 min under a dry air flow. This thermal treatment aims at
transforming the otherwise amorphous TiO2 layers into anatase. After
cooling down to 150 °C, these TiO2 photoanodes were transferred to an
glovebox for depositing the perovskite layers. The perovskite films were
deposited from a precursor solution containing FAI (1 M), PbI2 (1.2 M),
MABr (0.2 M), and PbBr2 (0.2 M) in anhydrous DMF:DMSO 4:1 (v:v).
The perovskite solution was spin coated in a two-step sequence at 1000
and 4000 rpm for 10 and 30 s, respectively. During the second step,
100 μL of chlorobenzene was used as an antisolvent approach and poured
on the substrate, 15 s prior the end of the spinning. The substrates were
then annealed at 100 °C for 1 h in a glovebox. For the triple cation based
perovskite Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3, CsI was separately
dissolved (1.5 M stock solution in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)), and
added to the mixed perovskite precursor to achieve the 5% composition.

After the perovskite formation, the hole transport layer, consisting
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of Spiro-OMeTAD (70 mM in chlorobenzene), was spun coated at
4000 rpm for 20 s. Spiro-OMeTAD was doped with bis- (trifluoro-
methylsulfonyl)imide lithium salt (Li-TFSI), tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-
4-tert-butylpyridine)cobalt(III)-tris(bis- (trifluoro-methylsulfonyl)
imide) (FK209, from Dynamo), and 4-tert-Butylpyridine (t-BP). The
molar ratio of additives for HTMs was: 0.5, 0.03, and 3.3 for Li-TFSI,
FK209, and t-BP, respectively. To complete the device fabrication, the
cathode, made of, 70−80 nm of gold, was thermally evaporated under
low vacuum (10−5×10−6). All solutions were prepared inside an argon
glove box with controlled moisture and oxygen conditions (O2 and H20
< 10 ppm).

2.4. Characterization

Current density–voltage (J–V) curves were recorded with a Keithley
2400 source-measurement-unit under AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm2 illumi-
nation from a certified Class AAA, 450 W solar simulator (ORIEL,
94023 A). Light output power was calibrated using a NREL certified
calibrated mono-crystalline silicon solar cell. A black metal mask
(0.16 cm2) was placed over the square shaped device (active area
0.5 cm2) to reduce the influence of scattered light. An optimized scan
rate of 10 mV/s was used for measuring the devices to calculate the
accurate value for efficiencies without having hysteresis effects. For
IPCE measurements, a 150 W xenon lamp coupled to an Oriel
Cornerstone 260 motorized ¼ m monochromator was used as the
light source, while a 2936-R power meter was used to measure the
short circuit current. Cross-sectional microscopy and normal topogra-
phy images were taken with a Hitachi S5200 field-emission microscope
operating at 5.0 keV.

The transmittance and reflectance spectra of the TiO2 nano-forests
deposited on FTO before and after perovskite deposition were mea-
sured using Perkin Elmer, UV–vis–NIR lambda 1050 spectrophot-
ometer equipped with a 160 mm integrating sphere. Refractive index
and thickness of the nano-forests TiO2 films were calculated by fitting
their transmittance spectra using a home-made code software based on
the well-known transfer-matrix procedure [33]. The code considered a
typical Cauchy dispersion for the wavelength dependence of the
refractive index of the films. The reported thicknesses of the porous
layers obtained as an output of the fitting procedure is in agreement
with the values determined experimentally by SEM micrographs
analysis.

3. Results and discussion

A schematic design of the fabricated perovskite solar cells is shown
in Fig. 1. It represents a device incorporating a nano-forests TiO2

acting as photoanode in the perovskite solar cell.
Fig. 2a shows experimental and simulated UV–vis transmission

spectra of the TiO2 layers deposited on silicon, both of them running in

good accord. The simulation analysis rendered thickness values for
these two layers of 109 and 216 nm, a refraction index of 1.74 for the
samples and an estimated porosity in the order of 60% of the total
volume of the films (rough calculation by taking into account that
compact TiO2 thin films have a refraction index of around 2.4 and that
the pores are filled with air during the analysis).

Fig. 2b depicts the transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) spectra
measured with the integrating sphere after deposition of perovskite.
(i.e. over a FTO glass covered by a thin compact layer of TiO2 and the
nano-forests layer). Absorptance was calculated by subtracting reflec-
tance and transmittance using the equation 1-R-T.

In both 100 and 200 nm TiO2 nano-forests based photonaode, the
absorptance (A) maxima appeared at 500–550 nm due to the high
extinction coefficient of perovskite in this region, while in the spectral
region from 400 to 750 nm, absorptance reaches up to 80% and 70% for
the 100 and 200 nm thick nano-forests photoanode, respectively (Fig. 2b).
However, the highest absorptance up to 90% was found for the 200 nm
nano-forests device due to larger grain sizes and porosity. A thicker TiO2

will also allow better infiltration of perovskite inside the pores.
Fig. 3a–f shows the topography and a series of cross section

micrographs for the nano-forests TiO2 as well as for the entire devices.
Fig. 3 b and e show cross section of the nano-forests TiO2 layers of
100 nm and 200 nm grown on a silicon substrate. The micrographs
show that the films microstructure consists of vertically oriented
uniform 1-dimensional nanocolumns defining a forest-like structure.
Comparing the two films, it is also apparent that the nano-forests in the
photoanode made up of 200 nm thick TiO2 film have thickened as they
have grown in length. This columnar thickening effect is typical of OAD
films [28] and gives rise to a surface topography (c.f. normal SEM

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of TiO2 nano-forests based perovskite solar cells.

Fig. 2. a) Experimental and simulated transmission spectra for different thickness of
TiO2 nano-forests grown on quartz, b) absorptance (A=1-R-T) calculated from the
measured transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) spectra of the device measured with the
integrating sphere for different thickness of TiO2 nano-forests grown on FTO after the
perovskite impregnation.
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micrographs in Fig. 3a–d) consisting of bigger grains and larger pore
entrances at the surface. Moreover, these two normal images of nano-
forest TiO2 layers reveal that the individual nano-columnar structures
are extremely well ordered and homogeneously distributed over the
substrate. Fig. S1 depicts the magnified image of TiO2 nano-forests.
Similar microstructures are difficult to achieve with TiO2 thin films
deposited by wet chemistry routes, which generally possess an uneven
dispersion and considerable aggregation of nano-particles and a poor
interfacial contact between the layers material and the substrate. Some
undesirable consequences of these microstructures in solar cells are
poor electron transfer and a high charge recombination rate, both
effects contributing to decrease the overall device efficiency.

Device cross-section image (Fig. 3c and f), depict that, a thick
conformal capping layer of perovskites formed atop of perovskite
infiltrated TiO2 structures.

A very intimate and sharp interface can be seen in the cross
sectional image of the fabricated solar cells (Fig. 3c and f). From

bottom to top of these images, layers due to FTO (400 nm), compact
TiO2 (ca. 40–60 nm), TiO2 nano-forests (ca. 100 or 200 nm) and
perovskite (ca. 400 nm) are clearly distinguished. Atop the perovskite
capping layer the 150 thick hole transporting material (Spiro-
OMeTAD) and the gold cathode layer (c.a. 80 nm) can be easily
distinguished. The device cross sectional image is in well agreement
with the architecture of this type of devices (Fig. 1), and the layers are
stacked accordingly without any defects or large inhomogeneities. It is
noteworthy that large area uniform 1-D porous structures were
fabricated using the PV-OAD technique.

Earlier, with the help of ToF-SIMS, we proved a homogeneous
infiltration [27] of the perovskite in the pores of 1D-nanostructured
TiO2 films prepared by PV-OAD without azimuthal rotation and a
thickness higher than > 500 nm. In the 100–200 nm thick photo-
anodes with vertical orientation resembles as nano-forests in the
present work, we can reasonably assume that the perovskite has
effectively filled the inter-columnar space in the films.

Fig. 3. a) Top view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the 100 nm thick TiO2 nano-forests, b) SEM cross section image of the 100 nm thick TiO2 nano-forests film grown on a
silicon substrate, c) SEM cross section image of a device with 100 nm TiO2 nano-forests, d) top view SEM image of a 200 nm thick TiO2 nano-forests, e) cross section of 200 nm thick
TiO2 nano-forests grown on a silicon substrate and f) cross section of device fabricated with 200 nm TiO2 nano-forests.

Table 1
Performance of the perovskite solar cells fabricated employing vertical TiO2 nano-forests as photoanodes.

Thicknessa (nm) Perovskites JSC (mA cm−2) VOC (mV) FF PCE (%)

100 Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 20.78 1077 72.18 16.17
200 Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 21.24 1061 74.53 16.80
1:7 TiO2 Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 20.68 1046 68.68 14.86

a Thickness of the PVD-OAD TiO2 based photoanode.
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The device photovoltaic parameters are summarized in the Table 1
and the J-V curves are shown in Fig. 4. We found that the devices based
on a nano-forests based structure performed better than the devices
fabricated from 3-dimensional TiO2 deposited through wet chemistry
techniques (spin coating of diluted TiO2 paste). Increments in VOC and
in JSC were observed when compared to 3-dimensional TiO2 struc-
tures. More importantly, the FF of the devices increased significantly,
reaching 74.5% for 200 nm thick TiO2 nano-forests, a highly compe-
titive value for perovskite solar cells. This increase in FF points towards
a low electron-hole recombination in these devices. No significant
differences were found between the devices with 100 or 200 nm thick
TiO2 nano-forests photoanode. 100 nm thick nano-forests gave a
slightly higher VOC (1077 mV) as compared with that of 200 nm
(1046 mV), due to low series resistance. In the past, using TiO2 nano-
columnar structures prepared by PV-OAD without rotation, the best PV
properties were obtained for 200 nm thick layers, which yielded a PCE
of 10.53% with MAPbI3 based perovskites [27]. Fig. S2 depicts the
device statistics and which are reproducible. We speculate that for a
relatively thicker TiO2 nano-forests photoanode, the thickness of the
perovskite layer (infiltrated+capping layer) will be higher and therefore
a more efficient photon collection and conversion into electrons will be
obtained. Fig. 5 shows that the IPCE spectra of the fabricated
perovskite solar cells presents a very flat IPCE profile in the 400–
700 nm region and a value close to 80%. The integrated current is in
agreement with the J-V curves and is represented on the secondary Y-
axis of Fig. 5. A similar profile was depicted by the 200 nm- thick nano-

forest and the mesoporous TiO2 based solar cells.
Meanwhile, the 100 nm thick nano-forests shows a slightly lower

photo-to-electron conversion. The 200 nm thick TiO2 nano-forests
based photoanode were the best in terms of current. In addition, the
200 nm thick photoanodes showed a significantly better voltage (VOC)
performance and a higher FF and, as a result, it gave the best PCE of
16.8%. Notably, the PCE of nano-forests based devices supersede the
mesoporous based perovskite solar cells. The main difference can be
seen in the increase of the FF value originated from the lower
recombination in ETM as discussed in device kinetics section.

We can account for these effects in the following way. Since light
has to travel through the ETM, the different thickness and transmit-
tance of the photoanode will influence the IPCE profiles, particularly at
the wavelengths of their absorbance. The slightly improved IPCE
profile was shown by 200 nm thick nano-forests with an improvement
in 550–750 nm range and with a peak value of 83.2% at 514 nm. The
obtained improvements in IPCE values at specific wavelengths are due
to the lower recombination losses.

Though we expect a facile charge injection between photoanode and
perovskite layers, there is no clue to relate that the excitons generated
in the HTMs layer are dissociated into photocurrent in the comparison
between the IPCE profiles and the spectra in Fig. 2. We can speculate
that nano-forests photoanode play the roles of extracting and trans-
portating the charge carriers.

Fig. 6 represents, the PV parameters plotted as a function of time to
prove the stability of the solar cells fabricated using the TiO2 nano-
forest and the standard mesoporous photoanodes. The un-encapsu-
lated devices were subjected to periodically J-V measurements and, in-
between, they were kept in dark conditions under ambient atmosphere
( < 50–60% R.H.). Significant improvement in the stability was ob-
served in the case of the devices with 1-D vertically oriented TiO2 nano-
forest photoanode. In general, an improvement of VOC was observed
over the time period of 50 days. Notably, the devices were significantly
stable due to the addition of cesium (triple cation), which is known to
retard the back conversion of perovskites into PbI2 and also prohibits
halide segregation. Improved PCEs with time (age) were obtained for
TiO2 nano-forests based photoanodes. Relatively stable solar cells were
obtained with the photoanodes prepared by PV-OAD due to its one-
directional orientation and slow recombination losses. The calculated
drop in efficiency after 50 days was only 3.87% in the case of 200 nm,
while for the standard (mesoporous) photoanode device, the drop was
about 13.35%. This suggests that nano-forests photoanodes due to its
facile charge collection, minimizes the traps sites (recombination
center) over the period of time and in comparison with the mesoporous
TiO2 layers contributes to increase its stability.

In order to explore the dynamical processes occurring in the devices
under real operation conditions, we have employed electrochemical
impedance sspectroscopy (EIS) to obtain information regarding recombi-
nation processes and carrier lifetime. In the past these techniques have
been used to unravel electron dynamics, first in DSSCs and lately in
perovskite solar cells different types of perovskite solar cells [35]. In EIS,
we prove the system response with the application of a sinusoidal signal,
e.g.: E=E0sin(ωt), where E0 is the signal amplitude, ω=2πf is the angular
frequency, and f is the signal frequency. This signal is in the order of few
mVs and therefore the response can be linearized so as to detect the
specific frequencies which are characteristic of the device [34].

For the three different types of fabricated devices, Fig. 7 shows the
plots of recombination resistance as a function of voltage. An equiva-
lent circuit (Fig. 8, inset) was used to obtain the recombination
resistance and capacitance values of the devices. It has been reported
[35–37] that capacitance in the perovskite layer is typically controlled
by a geometrical component, which can be expressed by the relation,
Cg=εε0A/d, where ε is the dielectric constant of the perovskite, ε0 is
the vacuum permittivity, A the effective contact area and d is the
thickness. Rrec is expected to decrease exponentially with voltage,
while the capacitance extracted from the high frequency component is

Fig. 4. Current-voltage curve for different photoanode based perovskite solar cells at 1
sun conditions.

Fig. 5. IPCE curves for the solar cells with different types of TiO2 photoanode.
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constant, independently on the applied voltage as expected from a
geometrical dependence. This is ratified by the results reported in
Fig. 7 and in the supporting information S3. In addition, it can be
deduced that the nano-forests microstructure possesses a higher
recombination resistance than the mesoporous one, which could be
attributed to a better interconnection between the perovskite and the
electron transport layer, where the unidirectional flow of charges would
render a better carrier extraction.

Time constants for the lifetime of the carriers can also be elucidated
from EIS. Fig. S4 shows the Nyquist plot of the solar cells with different

TiO2 photoanode as ETM selective contacts. Taking into account only
the time constants (semicircles) appeared in the plot, the analysis can
be tricky. Nevertheless, the peak appearing at higher frequencies is
associated to the recombination of carriers [38]. Considering this into
account, from EIS results, time constants can be estimated by means of
two different formulas. First, from the inverse of the maximum angular
frequency, although it can also be expressed in terms of recombination
resistance and capacitance. Eq. (1) represents time constant extracted
from the maximum angular frequency and Eq. (2) time constant from
the recombination resistance and capacitance.

Fig. 6. Evolution of the photovoltaic parameters (PCE, JSC, VOC and FF) for the nano-forests TiO2 and standard mp-TiO2 photoanodes at one sun illumination conditions.

Fig. 7. Recombination resistance as obtained from the fittings of –R(RrecC)- equivalent
circuits of the impedance response for all studied devices.

Fig. 8. Electron lifetimes versus voltage obtained by two different methods. FC=fit circle
of the semicircle (w) and RC=recombination resistance and capacitance. Inset shows the
equivalent circuit used to analyze impedance measurements.
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τ
ω

= 1
n

max (1)

τ R C=n rec (2)

Electron lifetimes follow the same trend as of recombination
resistance (Fig. 8), and shows decays exponentially with voltage. On
the other hand, when plotting (Fig. 9) the capacitance as a function of
frequency, the trend followed the typical behavior of a perovskite solar
cells, characterized by a plateau at the mid-frequency region which can
be associated to the bulk capacitance of the perovskite [39–41]. The
existence of different types of charge carriers inside the hybrid
perovskite solar cell is well known. Ionic movement inside the
perovskite at low-frequency ranges was observed. Additionally, elec-
trode polarization caused due to ion interfacial accumulation, can be
the possible cause of a hysteresis behavior due to the perovskite layer´s
excess capacitance. Past experiments revealed that capacitance values
at low-frequencies indicate the presence of high hysteresis [39,41–45].
This effect is in accordance with the results obtained in our study (Fig.
S5 and Table S1) for different TiO2 structures. Thus, it was found that
200 nm thick nano-forests presents lower slope values for the capaci-
tance at low-frequencies, as well as lower values of hysteresis index
(HI). By using transient photovoltage analysis longer charge recombi-
nation lifetime was also reported for 1-directional photoanode w.r.t to
randomly packed 3-dimensional TiO2 scaffold. [13].

4. Conclusions

A facile and industrially scalable method is reported for the
deposition of 1-dimensional TiO2 nano-forests. This was then used as
photoanode in perovskite solar cells. Porous and homogeneous 1D-
TiO2 thin films were fabricated through this proven methodology and
gave competitive power conversion efficiencies. This performance
proves that the presented methodology can meet the standards
required for practical application and large area integration.

They are vertically aligned, ordered and transparent 1-D TiO2

structures. Photocurrent density values as high as of 22.6 mA cm−2

and an encouraging photovoltaic performance of 15% for mixed
{(MA0.15FA0.85)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3} and c.a. 17% for triple cation
{(Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3} based perovskites under
standard full sun illumination were obtained. To the best of our
knowledge, to date this is the highest reported power conversion
efficiency reported for any 1-dimensional TiO2 photoanode. Using
these 1-D structures, improved photovoltaic performance were ob-
tained, pointing towards more efficient charge collection/extraction as
supported by the impedance spectroscopy. Furthermore, ageing tests
carried out on unsealed devices suggests improved stability as com-

pared to 3-dimensional mesoporous structures. The facile electron
collection in these 1-dimensional nano-forests devices resulted in
relatively stable system than mesoporous ones deposited by spin
coating of TiO2. We believe that the reported thin film process
techniques bring about new dimensions for perovskite solar cells
fabrication and facilitate an easy integration.
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Influence of the mixed organic cation ratio in lead
iodide based perovskite on the performance of
solar cells†
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Lead halide based perovskite solar cells are presently the flagship among the third generation solution-

processed photovoltaic technologies. The organic cation part in the perovskite plays an important role

in terms of crystal structure tuning from tetragonal to trigonal or pseudocubic or vice versa depending on

the organic cations used, while it also displays different microstructure. In this paper, we demonstrate the

influence of the organic cation part with respect to optical properties, hysteresis behavior, and stability.

This study offers a clear understanding of the perovskite properties and how they can be modulated by

compositional engineering. With a rational choice, light harvesting abilities and hysteresis behavior can

be controlled in these systems. The substitution of formamidinium cation by methylammonium cation

allows achieving low temperature annealing and inducing stability in perovskites together with enhanced

photovoltaic properties. By the use of in-situ scanning force microscopy experiments the conversion of

precursors to perovskite at a particular temperature can be visualized.

Introduction

Since the discovery of the photovoltaic (PV) effect in the
nineteenth century, researchers have shown keen interest in
the development of cost effective and efficient materials to
convert solar energy into electricity. Currently, the major market
share (ca. 91%) is being controlled by silicon solar cells, among
which monocrystalline silicon solar cells offer power conversion
efficiencies (PCE) of 425%. Their high production cost and
excessive usage of raw materials escalate their energy payback
time and limit their wide application for grid parity. Over the last
few decades, different technologies such as dye-sensitized solar
cells (DSSCs), organic solar cells and inorganic thin film based
solar cells have been extensively studied mainly due to their low
amount of material needs, solution processable nature and cost
competitiveness.1

In recent years, perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have stunned
the PV field, given the tremendous research interest in them,
owing to the unique combination of their high performance
and the low-cost fabrication process. Compared with the existing
technology, PSCs have demonstrated their potential by establishing

an unprecedented increment in the PCE from 3.8%2 to 422%
(http://www.nrel.gov/ncpv/) in a short time frame. The panchromatic
light-absorption ability along with high absorption coefficient,
tuneable direct band gap and charge separation and transport
capability of the organohalide perovskite materials makes
them suitable as light absorber materials for PV applications.3,4

However, one of the concerns that need to be addressed is the
stability and hysteresis behaviour in the devices.5 In a broader
context the term perovskite refers to any material which follows
the crystal structure of ABX3. In the case of hybrid organic–inorganic
perovskite, A and B corresponds to organic and inorganic cations
respectively, while X represents the halide anion. In order to
balance the charge in the structure, the organic cation (A)
occupies the cuboctahedral cavity formed by eight PbI6 octahedra.
The size of the cation ‘‘A’’ can notably affect the symmetry of the
octahedral network and alter the band gap.6 Theoretically, it is
known that the three-dimensional (3D) perovskite is formed when
its tolerance factor (t) falls in the range of 0.7 to 1 as described by
Goldschmidt.7

Methylammonium (CH3NH3
+, MA, ionic radius 2.70 Å) and

formamidinium (HC(NH2)+, FA, ionic radius 2.79 Å) both satisfy
the tolerance factor (t) to form a 3D network. However, due to the
slightly larger cation size of FA than MA, FA provides red shift of
the absorption onset due to the change in the metal–halide–metal
bond angle and leads to a narrower band gap (1.48 eV)8,9 com-
pared to MAPbI3 (1.57 eV).10 Additionally, formamidinium lead
iodide (FAPbI3) shows almost equal or higher charge carrier
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mobility (B75 cm2 V�1 s�1) depending on the processing
method,11–13 better thermal stability at high temperature and
negligible hysteresis during J–V measurements as compared to
MAPbI3.9,14,15 However, it is difficult to prepare a uniform, fully
covered surface of stable photoactive black polymorph (a-phase)
of FAPbI3 perovskite due to its phase transition into yellow non-
perovskite (d-phase) at room temperature. The conversion to
a-phase of FAPbI3 is achieved at high temperature (4140 1C).

The microstructure and phase purity of the thin film rely on
the perovskite crystal formation processes. A variety of different
deposition techniques have been used with the aim to achieve a
high quality perovskite layer, such as a two step (sequential
deposition) method,16 vacuum evaporation,17 vapour-assisted
deposition18 or the recently developed solvent engineering
approach.19 To establish a synergistic effect of both FA and MA
organic cations opto-electrical properties, one of the suggested
alternative was partial replacement of the MA cation by FA. So far,
only a few studies have reported on the mixed organic cation of
MAPbI3 and FAPbI3 using a two-step sequential method.14,20,21

These mixed organic cations exhibited PV performance
superior to that of pure MAPbI3, due to their extended absorp-
tion in the red part of the spectrum, better semiconducting
properties and high structural and thermal stability provided by
the incorporation of the FA cation in the MAI lattice matrix.14,20

The band gap can be tuned by changing the mixed cation ratio
and it has been found that it varies depending on the perovskite
processing method.22 However, none of these studies addressed
the hysteresis behaviour in the solar cells, which is crucial to
understand the real figure of merit for PV devices.

In this paper, we have studied the structural, surface, optical,
and photovoltaic properties of 3-dimensional mixed cation perov-
skites having a range of composition MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 (x = 0–1)
as light-harvesting materials in a mesoscopic solar cell configu-
ration. The mesoscopic configuration was found to be ideal for
the formation of a-phase of FAPbI3. By utilizing the anti-solvent
approach, during the one step deposition process of perovs-
kites, it is possible to obtain dense morphology with high
crystallinity and large crystals in a mixed cation environment.
This deposition method also allows us to transform the rough
perovskite film into a smooth and glossy perovskite, with the
aim to obtain homogeneous and high surface coverage with
a favourable interface. In this approach, non-polar solvents
(e.g. toluene or chlorobenzene) which are miscible with the
perovskite precursor solution but do not dissolve the perovskite
film were used for dripping. PbI2 and the mixture of MAI
and FAI were used as perovskite precursors and dissolved in
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). During the preparation of this
article, Jacobsson et al. reported mixed cation (FA and MA)
and anion (Br and I) based perovskite using a one step solvent
engineering method.23 In our study only mixed cations were
used with the composition MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 (x = 0–1) and pre-
pared by a one step solvent engineering method showing good
air stability and less hysteresis in the case of selected composi-
tions. An array of techniques were employed to characterize the
devices in order to unravel the physical and electrical properties
of the perovskite solar cells and their hysteresis behaviour.

Results and discussion

X-ray diffraction measurements were made to investigate the
phase purity of mixed cation perovskite and incorporation of the
FA cation into the MAPbI3 perovskite lattice. The XRD spectra were
recorded for all mixed organic cation perovskites MAxFA(1�x)PbI3

(x = 0–1) and are shown in Fig. 1. The perovskite film was deposited
onto coarse glass as substrate and was subject to measurements
after annealing the sample for one hour at 100 1C for x = 0.6 to 1
and at 120 1C and 150 1C for x = 0.5 and x = 0 respectively. At
room temperature, pure MAPbI3 has a tetragonal structure while
FAPbI3 (black a-phase) has a cubic structure due to slight rotation
of lead iodide octahedra.10,24 The main diffraction peaks in pure
MAPbI3, where structural changes were detected, were found
at B141, 19.951, 24.411, 28.51 and 31.91 and belong to the
characteristic peak of a tetragonal perovskite structure while
peaks at 13.71 and 27.81 in pure FAPbI3 correspond to the cubic
black stable phase of a-FAPbI3.24 The peak present at 12.631
reflects the presence of non-converted PbI2, for which the inten-
sity decreases in the mixed cation (x = 0–1) environment except in
MA0.5FA0.5PbI3 perovskite which shows a strong peak of PbI2.

Fig. S1a–c (ESI†) are focused on the characteristic peaks of the
tetragonal structure of perovskite. The peaks at 14.171, 28.331
and 31.91 gradually shift to a lower diffraction angle (2y) with
increasing amount of the FA cation. Mainly due to the relatively
large size of the FA cation lattice expansion occurs. Instead of the
appearance of separate and individual two peaks with different
intensity of two cations, the slow shift in the diffraction angle
indicates the presence of a mixed phase, where both cations
were incorporated in the same lattice.

On closer visualization of the characteristic tetragonal peak
at 141, a high intense and narrow peak was observed in the case

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction spectra for the MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 perovskite film,
where x = 0, 0.15, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.85, 1. These films were annealed for
one hour at 100 1C for x = 0.6 to 1, at 120 1C for x = 0.5 while at 150 1C for
x = 0 and 0.15. A closer view of the characteristic peaks at 14.171, 28.331 and
31.91 is shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†).
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of MAPbI3, which suggests its larger crystallite size than mixed
cation perovskite. Fig. S2 (ESI†) represents the calculated
average crystallite size calculated by using XRD software versus
FA composition. The intensity of the peak decreases with
increasing amount of FA in MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 (x = 0–1) while the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) increases up to x = 0.85 in
MAxFA(1�x)PbI3, while in the case of x = 0.5 it decreases. The
decrease in FWHM indicates an increase of X-ray crystallite
size. For pure FAPbI3, the FWHM was found to be the highest
(Fig. S1a, ESI†).

In mixed cation perovskite, MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 (x = 0.85–0.6),
no characteristic diffraction peak of d-phase of FAPbI3 was
observed (which is a photo-inactive phase) except in x = 0.5,
where the high intense peak at 11.71 represents the d-phase of
FAPbI3.20,25 It is well known that the annealing temperature of
the perovskite affects its final structure and its electro-optical
properties. In pure methylammonium iodide (MAI) conversion
to perovskite takes place between 80 and 100 1C while in the
case of formamidinium black a-phase perovskite is formed at
135–150 1C.26,27 It is worth mentioning that d-phase of forma-
midinium is present only in a 50 : 50 ratio, which might be due
to the high annealing temperature required to convert into
black a-phase of FAPbI3. Due to the higher amount of FAPbI3 in
MA0.5FA0.5PbI3, these crystals are not confined in the meso-
porous scaffold which limits the crystallite size to B50 nm;
therefore these crystals randomly arrange themselves on the sur-
face of the mesoporous scaffold rather than infiltrating inside and
thus form large crystallites.10 Bein et al.20 studied the stabilization
of the trigonal high-temperature phase of formamidinium lead
iodide. It was shown that the crystal structure of MA degrades
at 125 1C; however black a-phase formed at a higher tempera-
ture (135 1C). Therefore we assume that, annealing temperature
plays an important role in the preparation of mixed organic
cation perovskites. In order to reveal the optimal annealing
temperature in the case of MA0.5FA0.5PbI3, it was heated at
different temperatures (120 1C, 135 1C and 150 1C) and subjected
to X-ray diffraction and absorption spectra measurements
(Fig. S3 and S4, ESI†). From XRD (Fig. S3, ESI†), it can be seen
that at 120 1C, the strong peak present at B141 corresponds to
the tetragonal structure of MAPbI3 along with the strong peak
at B121 indicating that PbI2 is not fully converted to perovskite.
On increasing the temperature to 135 1C, the peak at B141
becomes less intense which finally disappears when the annealing
temperature reaches 150 1C indicating degradation of the MAPbI3

phase. At 135 1C and 150 1C, the emergence of the peak at B111
confirms the presence of d-phase of FAPbI3 and the peak corre-
sponding to PbI2 becomes more intense at this stage. The
inadequate conversion into perovskite phase indicates the pre-
sence of a thermodynamically stable point beyond which the
substitution of FA does not occur.10 The presence of yellow
d-phase of FAPbI3 as observed in XRD also coincides with the SEM
images of the perovskite shown in ESI† (Fig. S5). The appearance
of white crystals on the surface can be observed at 135 1C and it
increases on increasing the temperature to 150 1C. Recently
similar observations were reported.10,20 This may be assigned
to the preferred yellow phase of FAPbI3 at room temperature.

However, in absorption measurements (Fig. S4, ESI†), we did
not observe any significant changes except that the absorbance
intensity of MA0.5FA0.5PbI3 decreases in the case of samples
annealed at 135 1C and 150 1C, which might be due to the
conversion of d-phase yellow perovskite. In our conditions we
found that the optimal annealing temperature for this ratio was
120 1C (Fig. S3, ESI†), to avoid the degradation of MA cations in
the matrix. Nevertheless, the geometry of the crystals depend
on the mixed cation perovskite ratio to dictate the final perfor-
mance of the PSCs.25

The conversion of the precursors into perovskite can be
observed by absorption spectra of mixed organic cation perov-
skite. Perovskite films were deposited onto the mesoporous TiO2

layer to mimic the crystal growth as in devices. Fig. 2 shows the
absorption spectra of mixed cation perovskite measured using
an integrating sphere for all different compositions. A systematic
shift of the absorption band edge to longer wavelengths was
observed with increasing amount of the FA cation in the
MAxFA(1�x)PbI3, where x = 0 to 1. The addition of the FA cation
red shifts the absorption onset from 780 nm in pure MAPbI3 to
815 nm in the case of pure FAPbI3. Thus the energy band gap
(Eg) can be easily tuned by varying the mixed cation ratio.
For mixed cation perovskite with x = 0.5 and pure FAPbI3, the
absorbance decreases with increasing wavelength compared to
other compositions.

Maximum absorbance was observed for MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 perov-
skite, with red-shift of the absorption onset. Fig. 3 shows the
linear dependence of the optical band gap on added FA cation
composition in the MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 perovskite, where x = 0 to 1.
As the amount of the FA cation is increased in the MAPbI3 lattice,
the band gap decreases from 1.59 eV (pure MAPbI3) to 1.5 eV for
pure FAPbI3, while the mixed cations show an intermediate
value. It is to be mentioned that these perovskite films were
prepared on mesoporous TiO2; thus due to perovskite confinement
in the mesoporous scaffold, it may affect the crystal structure of
perovskite and thus its band gap.21,28

Fig. 2 UV-vis absorbance spectra of a perovskite (MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 layer
on FTO including compact and mesoporous TiO2.
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For calculating the optical band gap, the absorption coeffi-
cient (a) was calculated by measuring total transmittance and
reflectance spectra using an integrating sphere. Then the Tauc
plot method was applied to estimate the direct band gap, i.e.
linear extrapolation of the (ahn)2 vs. hn curve to intercept the
horizontal energy axis as shown in Fig. 3.

An optimal ratio exists which offers a compromise between
absorption shift and perovskite crystal quality, and will be
explained in the following sections. The morphologies of the
mixed perovskites were characterized by scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) and scanning force microscopy (SFM) in order to
visualize the crystallization process and distribution of grains
in different compositions of MAI:FAI. The perovskite film was
deposited atop a mesoporous layer to reproduce similar crystal
growth as in devices. Fig. 4 shows the surface microstructure
of pure MAPbI3, FAPbI3, MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 and the cross sectional
image of the MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 perovskite based device.

Fig. S5 and S6 (ESI†) represent SEM images of the remaining
composition. The morphology of the perovskite significantly
changes with the inclusion of the FA cation. SEM images depict
adequate surface coverage and densely packed grains with a less
number of pinholes. In the case of FAPbI3, crystal edges were
observed which led to the formation of lamellar structures.
Furthermore the grain size varied with the MA:FA composition
in perovskite. The crystallite size was larger in the case of pure
MAPbI3 and FAPbI3 perovskite as confirmed by XRD measure-
ments showing a narrow peak. Smaller, compact, regular and
ordered crystallites with preferential orientation were observed
with an average crystallite size ranging from 60 to 62 nm (Fig. S2,
ESI†) in the case of x = 0.7 and 0.6 and in close agreement with
the literature value.29 These crystallites are much smaller than
those observed by SEM indicating that these crystals are com-
posed of several small grains. It is reported that during the
crystallization process, if there is no lattice strain in the structure,
it leads to the formation of large crystals due to more relaxation
in the crystal lattice30,31 as shown in XRD measurements where
the peak shifted to a lower angle with increasing amount of the
FA cation. Pure MAPbI3, FAPbI3 and MA0.85FA0.15PbI3 show larger
crystallite size as calculated by XRD measurements.

As the amount of FAI increases in the MAPbI3 lattice, the
lattice strain increases due to the comparatively larger cation size
of FA and crystallization slows down and consequently, small
crystals were formed in the case of x = 0.7 and 0.6 (60–62 nm) and
confined in the pores of the mesoporous scaffold with prefer-
ential orientation and a high degree of order.32 The improved
and controlled crystallization of the perovskite film may reduce
the density of defects and the quality of perovskite crystals can
affect the charge carrier diffusion length, efficiency of charge
dissociation and transport.33–45 Subsequently, this will influence
the performance of the devices as the presence of defects
creates the trapping site for recombination of electrons and
holes. Therefore the larger crystals at the interface are beneficial
owing to a reduction of grain boundaries and trap sites and they
also act as scattering centers for the incoming light and increase
the effective optical path length of light in the device.

Notably, in some of the perovskite compositions, more
specifically, in MA0.5FA0.5PbI3 and pure FAPbI3, individual grains
exhibit higher brightness compared with the adjacent area.
Fig. S3 (ESI†) shows the SEM images of MA0.5FA0.5PbI3 with
different annealing temperature. It can be observed that bright
contrast was present in all the perovskite samples annealed at
different temperature. In all likelihood, this could have possibly
originated due to the non-perovskite d-phase of FAPbI3, which
was also confirmed by the XRD measurement made at different
annealing temperature.

We observed that the MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 ratio shows almost
negligible hysteresis in J–V measurements. In such samples
we investigated the role of annealing temperature on perovskite
film morphology and its crystal formation by means of in-situ
SFM as the samples are sensitive to humidity.46,47 Pure methyl
ammonium iodide (MAI) at room temperature forms an active
b-phase. At around 55–60 1C, this active b-phase is converted into
a-CH3NH3PbI3. At the initial stage, i.e. prior to annealing, the

Fig. 3 Tauc plots for perovskite (MA)x(FA)1�xPbI3 (x = 0, 0.6, 0.7, 1) and the
inset shows the band gap (eV) for all compositions (x = 0, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.85, 1)
plotted versus amount of formamidinium added in molar percentage.

Fig. 4 (a–c) SEM images of different organic cation ratio perovskite films
(MAPbI3, FAPbI3 and MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 respectively) and (d) cross section
image of the TiO2/MA0.6FA0.4PbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD solar cell. Panels a–c
reveal the morphological evolution of the perovskite films when the
organic cation composition was changed.
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deposited layer formed a surface with a root-mean-square (rms)
roughness of 147 nm at a 10 � 10 mm2 scale. The deposited
layer showed a 3-dimensional network like structure (Fig. 5a).

On increasing the temperature to 50 1C we observed closing of
small pores, and we attribute this to the intercalation induced
volume expansion of inorganic materials in the organic phase.
Upon further increasing the annealing temperature to 100 1C
and 120 1C slight changes in morphology were observed (Fig. 5c
and d). These microstructural changes reflect the conversion of
the deposited layer into the perovskite structure, which is very
prominent at or above 100 1C.

Photovoltaic properties

To calculate the figure of merit for the fabricated PV devices,
the J–V curves were recorded in the dark and under simulated
air mass 1.5 global (AM1.5G) sunlight. Fig. 6 shows the J–V
characteristics in the dark and under illumination (100 mW cm�2)
for the best performing devices from Voc to Jsc at 100 mV s�1.
Table 1 summarizes the average PV parameters with standard
deviation along with the best-performing devices prepared for
different compositions of MAI:FAI together with series and shunt
resistance. An increase in short circuit current ( Jsc) after the
inclusion of FA in MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 perovskite can be observed,
which was expected due to the shift of the absorption onset to a
longer wavelength. The average Jsc and fill factor (FF) increased
gradually from 19.57 to 21 mA cm�2 and from 64.8 to 70% respec-
tively with increasing FA concentration from 0 to 40 mol%. The
lowest value of Jsc was observed for MA0.5FA0.5PbI3, MA0.15FA0.85PbI3

and pure FAPbI3, which coincides with the optical absorption
of these perovskite materials (Fig. 2). A drop in Voc was observed
on increasing the concentration of FA beyond 40%, for pure
MAPbI3 Voc of 950 mV was obtained, while the lowest Voc was
obtained in the case of pure FAPbI3 (Voc = 750 mV). In the case
of pure FAPbI3, the drop in Voc might be due to the presence of
non-perovskite d-phase which destroys the crystal lattice and
crystal structure of perovskite and hence modifies the band
gap.21,28 On the other hand, in the case of MA0.6FA0.4PbI3, the
high value of Voc could be related to the better confinement of the
small sized perovskite crystals in the pores of the mesoporous
scaffold with preferential orientation and a high degree of order.32

Similarly, low FF was observed in the case of MA0.5FA0.5PbI3,
MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 and pure FAPbI3, due to the presence of yellow
d-phase of FAPbI3 causing a sudden drop in PV performance.
This feature can be related to the increase in series resistance
and the decrease in shunt resistance (Fig. S8, ESI†). The series
and shunt resistance values were evaluated using the software

Fig. 5 SFM topographic images of FTO/MA0.6FA0.4PbI3, during in situ tem-
perature annealing. The images were recorded at (a) 25, (b) 50, (c) 100 and
(d) 120 1C. At each temperature we waited 20 minutes to allow the sample
to thermally equilibrate.

Fig. 6 J–V characteristics for mesoscopic devices with mixed cation
perovskite MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 (where x = 0, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.85, 1) as a light
absorber.

Table 1 Average photovoltaic parameters and calculated hysteresis index (HI) of the devices under 100 mW cm�2. The scan direction was from Voc to Jsc.
The values in parentheses are reported for the best devices

Organic
cation ratio

Annealing
T (1C)

Rs

Ohm cm2
Rsh

Ohm cm2 Jsc (mA cm�2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) HI

MAI 100 : FAI 0 100 5.10 1487.48 19.57 � 0.74 (19.79) 0.95 � 0.03 (0.987) 64.79 � 6.37 (74.18) 12.11 � 0.97 (14.49) 0.16
MAI 85 : FAI 15 100 4.93 7947.37 19.78 � 0.07 (19.90) 0.97 � 0.01 (0.994) 70.61 � 1.69 (73.32) 13.62 � 0.42 (14.50) 0.10
MAI 70 : FAI 30 100 5.40 9033.63 19.69 � 0.36 (19.84) 0.89 � 0.01 (0.899) 66.63 � 3.21 (71.39) 11.85 � 0.58 (12.73) 0.05
MAI 60 : FAI 40 100 5.25 3738.2 20.99 � 0.32 (20.87) 0.983 � 0.01 (0.975) 69.26 � 1.17 (69.97) 14.30 � 0.49 (14.23) 0.005
MAI 50 : FAI 50 120 12.62 591.60 16.64 � 2.36 (19.92) 0.86 � 0.02 (0.929) 56.77 � 6.33 (54.99) 8.16 � 1.54 (10.18) 0.28
MAI 15 : FAI 85 150 6.18 882.08 17.55 0.802 65.5 9.22 0.12
MAI 0 : FAI 100 150 10.50 1461.65 13.91 � 1.60 (15.66) 0.75 � 0.02 (0.805) 52.01 � 2.95 (59.80) 5.42 � 1.00 (7.53) 0.20
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from the slope of the J–V curve and are reported in Table 1.
We observed a decrease in series resistance, while an increase
in shunt resistance for up to 40 mol% of FA cation, this can be
related to the increased grain size of the perovskite and better
confinement of perovskite inside the pores for intimate con-
nectivity with the TiO2 layer.9

The grain size increases with the inclusion of FAPbI3, but
also decreases up to a certain concentration of FAI (40 mol%,
x = 0.6) and beyond that concentration, the grain size again
increased for MA0.5FA0.5PbI3 and pure FAPbI3 (x = 0.5 and 0) as
supported by the XRD and SEM studies. Changes in series and
shunt resistance values are correlated with the morphological
changes in mixed perovskite after inclusion of FAPbI3. It is
reported that the large-sized grain reduces the grain boundaries
and thus series resistance might decrease. Similarly, the decrease
in shunt resistance might be a result of the shunting pathway
created due to the inadequate connectivity between the blocking
layer and the perovskite interface. The decreased Voc and low FF
point towards high charge recombination losses (low shunt
resistance and high series resistance) in the case of x = 0.5–0.48

Pure MAPbI3 based devices gave good performance; however, they
suffered from hysteresis behaviour (Table S1, ESI†). It can be
deduced from Fig. 6 that there is an improvement in the average
PCE in the case of mixed perovskite compared to pure MAI
(Z = 12.11 � 0.97%) or pure FAI (5.42 � 1.00%). An improvement
in PCE was achieved for MA0.85FA0.15PbI3 (Z = 13.62 � 0.42%);
however MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 gave the best PV performance.

One of the main concerns in perovskite solar cell behavior is the
presence of hysteresis in the current–voltage curve depending on
the measurement direction (forward or reverse) and scan rate.49–51

J–V curves were measured at various scan rates for both
reverse and forward directions at different dwell time and we
found that in our case, 100 mV s�1 was the optimized scan rate.

The hysteresis effect has been quantified as a hysteresis
index as reported by Kim et al. (Table S1, ESI†). To calculate the
degree of hysteresis (Fig. S7, ESI†) and the PV parameters and
HI are presented in Table S1 (ESI†). The hysteresis index can be
lowered by increasing the FAI ratio. It was found that the degree of
hysteresis decreases with increasing amount of FAI up to 40 mol%.
Beyond this composition, the degree of hysteresis increases.

A rational match can be obtained for MA0.6FA0.4PbI3, where
the PCE is the best with a negligible degree of hysteresis. The
lowest series resistance was noticed in MA0.85FA0.15PbI3 which is
justified by its high FF and performance. Hysteresis behaviour in
PSCs is generally associated with high capacitance (on the order
of mF cm�2) compared to Si cells (on the order of mF cm�2).52

This capacitance effect was attributed by some authors to (i) the
ferroelectricity or polarization of the perovskite layer; (ii) contact
conductivity; (iii) diffusion of excess ions as interstitial defects;
and/or (iv) trapping/de-trapping of charge carriers.

Even though recent studies have pointed ion migration
(I� and MA+) and charge trapping at the interface as a presump-
tive cause of hysteresis in perovskite solar cells, the mechanism
of ion transportation and origin of these traps are still scarcely
understood.51,53 Recently, reports on the generation of ion migra-
tion channels54 were reported. One of them is the local lattice

distortion due to confinement in the mesoporous scaffold.
Mostly 70% of pure MAPbI3 within the mesoporous scaffold
was found to be disordered with more lattice defects, which is
undetectable in XRD measurements.55 This may explain severe
photocurrent hysteresis in mesoporous devices in addition to the
trapping effect. In our case, the calculated crystallite size was the
least in the case of x = 0.6 and 0.7 (60–62 nm) which shows better
confinement in the scaffold and probably preferred orientation
with less distortion in the lattice and thus experiencing negligible
hysteresis. However in the case of larger crystal size in the
remaining compositions studied here, a comparatively high
degree of hysteresis was observed. However, the local rearrange-
ment of charges at the interfaces or in defects in the perovskite
layer could give rise to the reported capacitive effects, while the
existence of ionic vacancies is influenced by the process adopted
for crystal growth.54

To elucidate the device performance, we measured the devices
at different scan rates in both the forward and reverse direction and
almost negligible hysteresis could be identified in some devices.
In other words, the hysteresis behaviour could be controlled by
finding an appropriate ratio due to optimal crystal formation as
well as reduction of trap sites. Fig. S7 (ESI†) shows current density–
voltage ( J–V) curves in the reverse and forward direction to see the
hysteresis depending on the organic cation ratio. The shape of the
crystals and the direction of crystal growth induce the creation of
trap states in the perovskite structure.25,56 In accordance with the
absorbance measurements, the inclusion of formamidinium cation
results in shifting of the incident photon-to-current efficiencies
(IPCE) onset towards longer wavelength (inset Fig. 7). By increasing
the FAI concentration, it is expected to absorb more light in the
near IR part of the spectrum, which can be deduced from the IPCE
graph (inset Fig. 7).14

For all the compositions studied here, except pure FAPbI3,
ca. 80–85% light to electricity conversion can be observed in
the visible part of the spectra. The incident photon-to-current
efficiency (IPCE) spectra were recorded in the wavelength range of

Fig. 7 Incident photon-to-current efficiency of the devices. Inset shows
the closer view of the shifting of IPCE onset towards longer wavelength
with increasing amount of the FA cation in MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 perovskite film,
where (x = 0 to 1).
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300–850 nm, where the PSCs showed photon-to-current conversion.
This indicates that excitons and/or free charges were effectively
generated in the perovskite layers upon light illumination.
In the case of pure FAPbI3, the rapid degradation of devices
did not permit the measurement of good IPCE spectra.

Impedance measurements

To understand the correlation between charge carrier extraction
dynamics and crystallographic properties of perovskite films, we
performed impedance spectroscopy (IS) which provides informa-
tion concerning the performance of PSCs at different charge-carrier
densities.57 Previous reports suggest that the device architecture
and particularly the perovskite layer play an important role in the
interpretation of the impedance response.58 Thus, to study the
charge dynamics of the different layers in the devices, samples
were analysed from maximum power point voltage to lower
voltage. The measurements were performed by varying the
illumination intensity under Voc conditions. On increasing light
intensity, the charge carrier concentration increases and an
increase in Voc was obtained. An equivalent circuit used for the
fitting60 of impedance measurements is shown in Fig. S9 (ESI†).

As reported, the hysteresis behaviour of the device is linked
to the dielectric properties of the perovskite material.59

Device capacitance is an important parameter to explain the
mechanisms which control undesired effects such as hysteresis
behaviour.61 Recently, Bisquert62 reported how the acceptance or
release of additional charges has repercussions on capacitance
due to the change in the Fermi level of the system. The authors
found that capacitance is independent of voltage for both
interfaces (perovskite/TiO2 or perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD) but is
dependent on the perovskite layer itself. Capacitance reflects the
density of states (DOS) of a material, and thus a high capacitance
value in perovskite shows a high DOS. Fig. 8 illustrates the value
of capacitance for different organic cation compositions in PSCs.

The capacitance is almost independent of the applied voltage,
and depending on the ratio, they possess different capacitance
values. Here also, the 60 : 40 ratio shows the lowest capacitance
value, which is in agreement with the lowest hysteresis. As it is
well known, the semicircle observed in the impedance spectra is
related with the diffusion–recombination process. In all cases,
the magnitude of the impedance response generally increases
with a decrease in the applied voltage. This trend is due to the
fact that an increase of voltage entails a reduction of the
recombination resistance, and therefore the size of the semi-
circle. The Nyquist plot (Fig. S10, ESI†) shows the existence of a
unique semicircle or two depending on the perovskite. It has
been reported that the distinct impedance features may originate
from the distribution of trapping states within the perovskite
band gap due to the inclusion of formamidinium cations in
the structure.

Stability

The low stability of perovskite based solar cells under high
moisture is the current bottleneck to upscale this technology.
In general, the critical step in the fabrication of the devices is the
perovskite layer deposition. A perovskite film deposited under
controlled conditions exhibits good pinhole-free film coverage;
additionally some researchers have reported that a small percen-
tage (less than 30%) of humidity during the fabrication process
could be beneficial to accelerate the growth of perovskite crystals
in order to obtain a homogeneous film.63–65 Mainly, this instability
is based on the facile phase transitions at room temperature and
formation of hydrated phases owing to its hydrophilic character.
The FA cation exhibits lower stability than MA; however the
presence of the smaller MA cation in mixed perovskite with FA
improves stability even in high humidity conditions, which could
be attributed to ten times higher dipole moment of the small
sized MA cation than FA. MA stabilizes the 3D network of PbI6

octahedra through hydrogen bonding between the hydrogen of
the ammonium moiety and iodide ions, or another possible
reason for stability is the strong coulomb interaction between
the MA cation and PbI6 octahedra.20

Fig. 9 represents the evolution of the solar cell parameters
Voc, Jsc and FF, PCE plotted as a function of time to evaluate the
stability. The un-encapsulated devices were kept in the dark and
humidity conditions (o60% RH) and monitored by measuring
J–V characteristics. In general, the devices were found to be
relatively stable, and in some cases, the device performance was
found to be increased after 5 days of storage, which we assign as
due to the improved intimate contact with the perovskites and
HTM, or better infiltration of active materials inside the three
dimensional TiO2 structure. However, in most of the cases
the device performance stabilizes after 10 days and relatively
uniform output can be observed. It was noted that the substitu-
tion of FA by MA induces perovskite stability. The stable value of
PCE were exposed for x = 0.85 composition, after 5 days. The
calculated drop in PCE after a period of four months was only
14.41% (from 14.5% to 12.41%).

Fig. 8 Capacitance values for MAxFA(1�x)PbI3. Dash lines serve as a visual
aid only. Impedance measurements were performed at open-circuit in the
2–50 MHz frequency range. The equivalent circuit used and the typical
impedance spectra are shown in Fig. S8 (ESI†).
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Conclusions

To summarize, we have studied varying compositions of mixed-
cation perovskite MAxFA1�xPbI3 (where x = 0–1) for solar cell
fabrication using a one step solvent engineering approach.
It was found that the addition of the formamidinium cation
in the MAI slows down the crystal formation in perovskites
and allows the formation of large crystals and a high degree of
order. Devices fabricated using pure FAI gave the lowest per-
formance here, while all the mixed and pure MAI showed
superior PV performance. The addition of 15–40% FAI in MAI
was found to influence the PV performance and dramatically
reduced the hysteresis behaviour. The mixed-cation perovskite
MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 exhibited hysteresis free behaviour along with
the best PV performance. By using the solvoneering (solvent
engineering) approach, we were able to fabricate devices with
415% photon-to-current conversion efficiency. The strategy
of mixing organic ammonium compounds opens up new
prospects for further optimization and understanding of hysteresis
free behaviour.

Experimental section

All chemicals were procured from Sigma Aldrich and used as
such. PbI2 was obtained from TCI, while MAI and FAI were
procured from Dyesol and employed without any treatment or
purification. 2,20,7,7 0-Tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyamine)-
9,9-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) was acquired from Merck
KGaA.

Device fabrication

Perovskite solar cells were fabricated on FTO-coated glass (TEC15,
Pilkington) patterned by laser etching. Before any deposition, the
substrates were cleaned using Hellmanex solution and rinsed
with deionized water and ethanol and finally ultrasonicated in
2-propanol and air dried. The TiO2 compact layer was deposited
by spray pyrolysis at 450 1C using 1 mL of titanium diisopropoxide
bis(acetyl acetonate) precursor solution (75% in 2-propanol,
Sigma Aldrich) in 19 mL of pure ethanol using dry air as carrier
gas. After the blocking layer deposition, the substrates were kept
for further 30 minutes at 450 1C for the formation of anatase
phase. Once the samples were cooled down at room temperature,
they were treated with TiCl4 (dipping in a 0.02 M TiCl4 solution
in deionized water at 70 1C for 30 minutes) with the aim to
obtain a homogeneous layer. Next, the samples were washed
with deionized water, heated at 500 1C for 10 minutes and were
cooled down to room temperature. After this, a TiO2 meso-
porous layer (Dyesol, 30NRD) was deposited by spin coating
(4000 rpm for 30 s) and then samples were heated progressively
up to 450 1C for 2 hours.

Atop this, MAxFA1�xPbI3 (x = 0–1) was deposited by the one step
method followed by the toluene solvoneering (solvent engineering)
method. The solution and perovskite films were prepared inside
an argon glove box under moisture and oxygen controlled condi-
tions (H2O level: o1 ppm and O2 level: o10 ppm) and kept under
stirring at 80 1C overnight in order to dissolve completely PbI2.
Perovskite precursor solution composed of lead iodide (1.25 M)
(PbI2) and a mixture of formamidinium iodide (FAI) and methyl
ammonium iodide (MAI) were dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) and the precursor solution was spin coated on top of
the mesoporous layer at 1000 rpm for 10 s and then at 6000 rpm
for 30 s. During the second step, toluene (900 mL) was dripped at
the centre of the substrate in the last 15 seconds. After solvent
treatment, the films were transferred onto a hotplate and annealed
at 100–150 1C for 60 minutes depending on the cation composi-
tion. Spiro-OMeTAD was then spun coated at 4000 rpm for 30 s by
dissolving 72.3 mg of Spiro-OMeTAD in 1 mL of chlorobenzene;
21.9 mL of tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyrydine)cobalt(III)
bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imide (FK209) from stock solution
(400 mg of FK209 in 1 mL of acetonitrile), 17.5 mL of lithium bis-
(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imide (LiTFSI) stock solution (520 mg of
LiTFSI in 1 mL of acetonitrile) and 28.8 mL of 4-tert-butylpyridine
were also added to the solution as dopants. Finally, 80 nm of gold
(Au) was thermally evaporated on the top of the cell as a cathode
under a vacuum level between 1 � 10�6 and 1 � 10�5 Torr.

Characterization

For structural characterization, thick films were prepared by
spin coating of MAxFA(1�x)PbI3 (x = 0–1) solutions onto coarse
glass. X-ray diffractograms were recorded on a Rigaku powder
diffractometer using a CuKa source. The measurements were
performed in the Bragg–Brentano geometry. The samples were
mounted without any further modification and the divergence slit
was adjusted to the dimension of the films. A scan range of
101–601 was selected with an acquisition time of 1 degree per min.

Fig. 9 Evolution of stability data for the solar cells with different organic
cation ratios.
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A baseline correction was applied to diffractograms to compen-
sate for the noise arising from the substrate.

Transmittance and reflectance spectra of the perovskite
films were collected using a Perkin Elmer UV-vis-NIR lambda
1050 spectrophotometer using a 160 mm integrating sphere.
Surface morphology and cross-sectional images were obtained
using a Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning electron micro-
scope at power 2 kV.

Current density–voltage ( J–V) curves were recorded with
a Keithley 2400 source-measurement-unit under AM1.5G,
100 mW cm2 illumination from a certified Class AAA, 450 W
solar simulator (ORIEL, 94023 A). Light output power was
calibrated using a NREL certified calibrated mono-crystalline
silicon solar cell. A black metal mask (0.16 cm2) was used over
the square solar cell active area (0.5 cm2) to reduce the influence
of scattered light.

Photovoltaic parameters including Jsc, Voc, fill factor (FF),
and power conversion efficiency (PCE) were extracted from the
photocurrent–voltage ( J–V) curves of the solar cells and are listed
in Table 1. The scan rate and the active area used for measuring
the devices were optimized as such to calculate the real value
for efficiencies without having any hysteresis effect (active area:
0.16 cm2, scan rate: 100 mV s�1, pre sweep delay: 20 s). The IPCE
measurements were performed using a Newport 150 W xenon
lamp coupled to an Oriel Cornerstone 260 motorized 1/4 m
monochromator as the light source and a 2936-R power meter
to measure the short circuit current. The impedance measure-
ments were carried under illumination in order to approach the
operation conditions for solar cells. Samples were illuminated by
a 530 nm LED (LUXEON) over a wide range of DC light intensities.
Spectra were recorded with the application of a bias equal to the
potential induced by the light. The bias close to Voc and applied
during the measurements was chosen to minimize the current
running through the cell during the measurements and to avoid
the voltage drop due to series resistance. Z-view (Scribner) was
used for equivalent circuit modelling of the EIS spectra.

SFM measurements were performed using an EnviroScope
(Bruker Nano Surfaces) which allows controlling the environ-
mental condition such as humidity, oxygen content and sample
temperature. The samples were deposited on glass substrates
following the procedure described above. The glass substrates were
much smoother than the FTO substrates. Therefore the roughness
of the perovskite layers could be measured more accurately.
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Identifying the charge generation dynamics in
Cs+-based triple cation mixed perovskite solar
cells†

Manuel Salado,a Ramesh K. Kokal,b Laura Calio,a Samrana Kazim,a

Melepurath Deepa b and Shahzada Ahmad *a

Triple cation based perovskite solar cells offer enhanced moisture tolerance and stability compared to

mixed perovskites. Slight substitution of methyl ammonium or formamidinium cation by cesium (Cs+),

was also reported to eliminate halide segregation due to its smaller size. To elucidate the device kinetics

and understand the role of the Cs, we undertook different modes of scanning probe microscopy and

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiments. Kelvin probe force microscopy revealed

that the incorporation of the Cs cation increases the contact potential difference (CPD), this CPD further

increases when Spiro-OMeTAD is used as a hole transport material. The current at the nanoscale level

shows improvement with Cs inclusion and further enhancement by the Spiro-OMeTAD deposition,

studied under light illumination, which supports the high photocurrent density obtained from the cells.

EIS demonstrates that in a triple cation environment, reduced carrier recombination at the TiO2/

perovskite interface was also obtained which in turn allow us to achieve a higher Voc value.

Introduction

In recent years, perovskite solar cells have emerged as a
disruptive technology, if successful, then they can be deployed
on a wide scale. Owing to their notable opto-electrical properties,
such as tunable direct band-gap, broad light-absorption, charge
separation and transport capability along with an easy and inexpen-
sive fabrication processes, perovskites are competitive candidates as
light absorber materials for photovoltaic applications.1,2 Concerted
efforts have been made in their development, which has led to a
spectacular rise in device power conversion efficiency (PCE)
from 3.8 to 22.1%.3 This progress has been achieved using two
fundamental aspects; materials engineering4 and optimization
of perovskite deposition techniques.5 Perovskite materials, as
such is composed of an inorganic part (generally a metal
halide) and an organic part. The material properties can be
tuned, simply by following the Goldschmidt6 rule in order to
alter the electrical properties and thereby the final performance
of the devices. The methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI3)
based perovskite solar cell is the most investigated configuration,

however it has been now established that the mixture of organic
cations and anions enhances not only its photovoltaic properties
but also results in improved stability.7 Grätzel et al. reported
a remarkable 20% PCE using perovskite with a formula of
((FAPbI3)0.87(MAPbBr3)0.13).8 The use of the mixed organic
cations thermally stabilize the perovskite, apart from extending
the absorption spectrum,9 the inclusion of bromine though
increases the band gap but significantly improves the humidity
tolerance of the devices.

Adequate preparation methods need to be established, in
order to achieve precise control of physical parameters such as
crystallinity and morphology, which are required to fabricate
efficient and defect free stable solar cells. Approaches such as
solvent engineering,5 vacuum10 or gas drying11 were reported in
order to achieve homogeneous films and large size perovskite
crystals. These approaches control the nucleation of perovs-
kites in the precursor solutions, and decrease crystal growth
rate, thus allowing formation of large crystals.

However, the ambient condition stability of perovskite
remains a key point with regard to future scale-up and industrial
commercialization.12 Different strategies have been applied in
order to address this problem, such as fluorinated compounds
in the matrix of perovskites,13 the use of hydrophobic
polymers,14 or the inclusion of cesium in the perovskite
stoichiometry.8,15,16 The latter resulted in an outstanding
improvement of the device stability over 1000 h. Substitution
of the mixed organic cation by a small amount of Cs, eliminates
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halide segregation.17 Nevertheless, there is a lack of under-
standing of the process that entails the inclusion of such
elements inside the perovskite structure. In this work, we report
our findings on perovskite based solar cells with the addition of
cesium in varying weight percentages (0–15%). Samples have
been prepared following one-step deposition process combined
with solvent engineering techniques with different precursor
concentration as well as different thicknesses of hole transport
material (HTM). An array of techniques together with different
modes of scanning probe microscopy and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to untangle the proper-
ties and improvements after the addition of cesium.

Scanning force microscopy (SFM) and its electrical operative
mode, such as Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), is being
employed here to investigate the homogeneities of the electrical
properties of the fabricated solar cells at the nanoscale level.

Using KPFM, concurrent mapping of the topography and the
value of the contact potential difference (CPD) between the tip and
the sample at nanometer scale can be logged in real-time. In the
past, we have also used KPFM to study the potential distribution
across the interfaces of a working solar cell. We have found that the
open circuit potential (Voc) is built up at the interface of the MAPbI3

layer to the gold (Au) electrode and when probed atop of the p-type
(HTM) layer, the Voc at nanometer scale was in accordance with the
bulk measurements.18 These findings are in contradiction to device
models that regard the internal electric field as the main driving
force for the spatial separation of charges.19,20

Here we probed a triple cation based solar cell with SFM
measurements on different working layers. The full device was
also subjected to investigation. The mapping of CPD atop the
layers in a state of the art device was performed. Upon illumina-
tion and under short-circuit conditions, the sample exhibited an
accumulation of charges (higher CPD) at grain boundaries in the
case of the perovskite layer. The potential distribution across the
surface before and after illumination was studied and correlated
with separate layers. Conducting force microscopy (CFM) mode
was also used to study the trend of dark- and photo-current
alteration with Cs incorporation at the nanoscale level. To
elucidate the internal carrier dynamics occurring inside a device,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was also used,
whereas the analysis of EIS data is subject to fitting into complex
models that neglect key elements such as interlayer interface and
molecular phenomena occurring due to the interaction between
the layers. These local energetic landscapes (Scheme 1) in a
working nanostructured device (thickness r 1 mm) will allow
developing a methodology for correlation of figures of merit with
bulk properties. Moreover a correlation of the knowledge of the
charge distribution through direct visualization of the surface
and internal dynamics will facilitate better understanding.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the cross-sectional image of a typical perovskite solar
cell. The micrograph shows that all the layers are well intercon-
nected and have well defined interfaces. From the bottom to the

top of these images, layers due to FTO (400 nm), compact TiO2

(ca. 50–60 nm), meso-porous TiO2 (ca. 100 or 200 nm) and
perovskite (ca. 400 nm) of Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3

are clearly distinguished. Atop the perovskite layer, the 200 nm
thick Spiro-OMeTAD (HTM) and the gold as cathode layer
(ca. 80 nm) are observed. It is to be noted that here, the thickness
of the perovskite layer is relatively higher due to the 1.4 M
concentration being used and the relatively thick HTM layer is
due to the use of 90 mM of Spiro-OMeTAD.

Incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra
and their corresponding integrated current densities as a function
of wavelength plots are shown for the fabricated solar cells with the
(MA0.15FA0.85)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 (control device), and with 5, 10, and
15% Cs+ based perovskites (Fig. 2). Hereafter, the mixed methyl-
ammonium formamidinium, i.e. (MA0.15FA0.85)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 is
abbreviated as perovskite. We then varied the thickness of
perovskite by using 1.4 M concentration and it was observed
that IPCE values were improved w.r.t to 1.2 M perovskite. To find
a synergy between charge extraction and the higher thickness of
perovskites and hole transport layer (HTL), we then used 90 mM

Scheme 1 Characterization techniques used in this work to study the role
of cesium incorporation inside the perovskite structure.

Fig. 1 Cross sectional scanning electron microscopy image of typical
perovskite solar cells. The device was prepared using 1.4 M perovskite and
90 mM Spiro-OMeTAD solutions.
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of Spiro-OMeTAD, together with 1.4 M of perovskite (with 5%
Cs+ content) concentration, and the resulting solar cell delivers
the best performance studied here. Table 1 provides the solar
cell parameters of cells with different compositions. The best
device was composed of (with 5% Cs+): Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95-
Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3, and the concentration of the perovskite used
was 1.4 M, and the Spiro-OMeTAD concentration was fixed to

90 mM. The cell parameters are: open circuit voltage (Voc):
1060 mV, short circuit current density ( JSC: 21.92 mA cm�2), fill
factor (FF): 75.06%, and PCE: 17.53%. J–V characteristics are
summarized in Table 1.

Electrical mode of scanning probe microscopy

To elucidate the role of Cs+ inclusion, and of Spiro-OMeTAD,
CFM and KPFM studies were performed. Fig. 3 shows simulta-
neous topographic and current images for the (MA0.15FA0.85)-
Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3, Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3, Cs0.05(MA0.15-
FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 + Spiro-OMeTAD (90 mM concentration)
samples and their respective section profiles are shown in the ESI†
(Fig. S1). Perovskite concentration was fixed to 1.4 M. The
topography of the control sample, in the dark is shown in
Fig. 3a, and it shows large particles, which are shapeless and a
few hundred nanometers in size. In the corresponding current
image (Fig. 3a0), the bright regions arise due to high currents
and the dark regions correspond to lower current regions of the
sample. The average value of current flowing across the film
was in the range of 50–60 pA whereas a maximum current flow
value of 130 pA was observed. The topography of the same
sample under light irradiance is represented in Fig. 3b, and the
corresponding current image (Fig. 3b0), shows an average
current flow of 250 pA with a maximum current flow of
500 pA. A number of high current domains (bright regions)
were observed more on illumination compared to the dark and
the photocurrent magnitude was found to be larger than the
dark current, thus providing evidence for charge separation
under illumination. Fig. 3c and c0 illustrates the topography
and current images of Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3, in
the dark. The value of the current lies in the range of 50 to
160 pA, with a maximum current flow of 230 pA. The value of
the current flowing through the sample made from the triple
cation in dark was higher compared to the control sample.

For the triple cation perovskite, topography and current
images under illumination are shown in Fig. 3d and d0, and
the photocurrent varies between 150 to 400 pA, with a maximum
current of 1.2 nA. Upon inclusion of 5% Cs+ in the perovskite, the
photocurrent improves, indicating that Cs+ addition enhances
both the average and the maximum current. However, in the case
of both mixed and triple cation perovskites, under dark and light
conditions, the high current regions are localized, randomly
distributed and well-separated. The samples with Spiro-
OMeTAD deposited atop of triple cation perovskites, produce
significantly different current and topography maps. The maps
of the Cs+ doped and the Spiro-OMeTAD coated control sample
Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 + Spiro-OMeTAD (Cs-FAMA-
Spiro) are shown in Fig. 3e and e0. Fig. S1 (ESI†) shows the line
tracings of these scans. On Spiro-OMeTAD deposition, a
smoother surface relative to the other two samples was found.
The maximum and the minimum in height profiles are the lower
for this sample. The corresponding current flow is observed to be
in the range of 40 to 160 pA, with a maximum current of 290 pA,
which is higher than that observed for the other two perovskites
under dark conditions. The corresponding topography and
current images under irradiance are displayed in Fig. 3f and f0.

Fig. 2 IPCE spectra and integrated current densities versus wavelength
plots of perovskite solar cells: (a) 1.2 M perovskite concentrations + Cs+

addition, (b) 1.4 M perovskite concentrations + Cs+ addition, with 70 mM of
Spiro-OMeTAD concentration and (c) 1.4 M perovskite concentrations + Cs+,
with 90 mM of Spiro-OMeTAD concentration.
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The current flow shows a maximum value of 3 nA, which is the
highest among all the above-stated samples. The grain sizes of
perovskites vary from tens of nanometers to B100 nm (Fig. 3f0).
A similar photocurrent effect was observed when TiO2 was
doped.21 The grain sizes at the Spiro-OMeTAD coated surface
are much smaller, compared to the only perovskite based
surfaces, which aligns with the smoother surface of the hole
transport layer (HTL), originating due to its small molecule
nature, which covers the perovskite crystals. Notably, both under
the dark and illuminated states, the high current domains are
more uniformly distributed over micron length scales when

Spiro-OMeTAD is coated, compared to the pristine surfaces
without the HTL. It can also be deduced that on light irradiance,
perovskites scavenge the holes more efficiently in the case of
triple cation based samples, which is supported by a higher
surface photocurrent relative to the perovskites without HTLs.
Current distribution across the perovskite surface was also
found to be favorably impacted by the HTL deposition, as the
HTL forms excellent interfacial contact with the triple perovskite
under-layer.

In a previous report, Kutes et al.,22 studied the photocurrent
response of MAPbI3 thin films in the dark and under 0.07 mW cm�2

Table 1 Solar cell parameters of fabricated perovskite solar cells

Cs+ (%) Voc (mV) Jsc (mA cm�2) FF (%) PCE (%) Conditions Ref.

0 1027 21.47 69.16 15.24 1.2 M perovskites 17
5 1054 21.7 75.48 17.10 1.2 M perovskites 17
10 1061 21.28 69.55 15.71 1.2 M perovskites 17
15 1050 17.19 66.82 12.10 1.2 M perovskites This work
5 1050 21.90 73.07 16.81 1.4 M perovskites This work
10 1040 21.55 66.25 14.83 1.4 M perovskites This work
15 1070 21.03 69.18 15.60 1.4 M perovskites This work
5 1060 21.92 75.06 17.53 1.4 M perovskites + 90 mM Spiro-OMeTAD This work

Fig. 3 Simultaneous topography: (a, c and e) in the dark, (b, d and f) under green light, and current: (a0, c0 and e0) in the dark, (b0, d0 and f0) under green light-
maps of (MA0.15FA0.85)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3, Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 and Spiro-OMeTAD (90 mM) coated Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 (all at
1.4 M perovskite concentrations).
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white light (LED) illumination. The authors observed that the
distribution of dark ISC was homogeneous and the current showed
values below 6 pA with a mean of 0.06 pA. Under illumination, the
current showed a heterogeneous distribution and was found to lie
in the range of 41.8 to 100 pA. ISC increased by approximately
10 times on going from dark to light illumination. MacDonald
et al.,23 used photoconductive atomic force microscopy to inves-
tigate the electrical properties and electrical property heterogene-
ity at grain boundaries of a FTO/TiO2/MAPbI3 assembly under
darkness and under an irradiance of 100 mW cm�2 with a 523 nm
LED. The current in the dark and under light was found to be
200 and 300 pA respectively with an increase of 1.5 times on going
from darkness to light. In this work, currents under darkness and
light (using a green LED of 1.5 mW cm�2 intensity illumination)
were measured for all the three thin films. The light intensity
was measured with an ILT 1400 radiometer–photometer. The
photocurrent increased for all the samples, perovskites, 5%
Cs+-perovskites and Spiro-OMeTAD (90 mM) coated 5%
Cs+-perovskites (at 1.4 M perovskite concentrations). The max-
imum current increases approximately 4, 5 and 10 times
respectively on changing the conditions from darkness to light.

These values are very much comparable to the reported magni-
tudes of current enhancement upon illumination in perovskite
films.

The topography and the surface potential images of the
perovskites under darkness and light are shown in Fig. 4. For
the perovskite (mixed), in the dark (Fig. 4a and a0), the contact
potential difference (CPD) is 50 mV. The respective topography
and surface potential maps in the presence of light are shown
in Fig. 4b and b0. The CPD was increased to 170 mV (Fig. 3e and e0).
Fig. S2 (ESI†) displays the line tracings of these scans. Topographical
comparison shows that the mixed perovskite grains have distinct
shapes under dark conditions, but they appear to be incoherent
under illumination. The area (grains) which showed a bright
contrast in topography possesses high CPDs in the corresponding
surface potential image. However, on light illumination, over the
whole scan area, high CPDs were observed. The high surface
potential domains (contrary to current distribution) are more
evenly distributed across the perovskite surface and are not
necessarily influenced by the height variations. From the dark to
the illuminated state, the increase in CPD indicates that the photo-
generated carriers are more effectively separated under light.

Fig. 4 Topography: (a, c and e) in dark, (b, d and f) under green light, and surface potential: (a0, c0 and e0) in the dark, (b0, d0 and f0) under green light-maps
of (MA0.15FA0.85)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3, Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 and Spiro-OMeTAD (90 mM) coated Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 (at 1.4 M
perovskite concentrations).
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The topography and the surface potential images of the triple
cation perovskite in darkness and light are shown in Fig. 4c, c0

and d, d0. The CPD is 60 mV (in the dark) whereas it achieved a
value of 190 mV (under light). Cs+ doping increases the overall
photovoltage, but here, under dark and light conditions, the
grains with a dark contrast (in topography) are characterized by
lower CPDs in the corresponding surface potential map and the
grains with a bright contrast (in topography) are characterized
by higher CPDs. Photovoltage augmentation is induced by Cs+

incorporation, which leads to a higher open circuit voltage for
the triple cation perovskite compared to the pristine mixed
perovskite solar cells. In a recent study on mixed and triple
cation Cs–Rb-perovskites, CPDs increases upon Cs doping.24

The triple cation with Spiro-OMeTAD deposited layer topography
and potential maps are presented in Fig. 4e, e0 and f, f0 (under
dark and light conditions). The CPDs are 65 and 220 mV under
darkness and light respectively. Both under dark and light
conditions, the surface potential images, especially under light,
show very few ‘‘ultra-dark’’ domains. Over a lateral span of 2 mm,
the bright regions which are attributed to higher CPDs are
contiguous and evenly distributed, thus ratifying the role of
Spiro-OMeTAD in efficiently collecting holes from the perovskite,
and improving it’s CPD, and boosting the open circuit voltage,
thus improving it’s PCE.

The CPDs are also be used for determining the work func-
tions of the samples. The work functions are approximated to
the fermi energy levels (EF). The average values of the surface
potentials in the dark for the samples: perovskites, 5%
Cs+-perovskites, and 5% Cs+-perovskites with Spiro-OMeTAD
are 50, 60 and 65 mV respectively. The following equation is
used for the estimation of EF.

EF(Sample) = f(Sample) = 4.6 + VCPD(HOPG) � VCPD(Sample)

The tip used was calibrated with a sample of highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), which is taken as a reference, prior
to the measurements on the perovskite films. The topography
and surface potential images for HOPG are shown in Fig. S3a
and b (ESI†). Fig. S3a (ESI†) shows the HOPG topography,
wherein the aligned graphitic layers are clearly visible. Fig S3b
(ESI†) shows the surface potential map of HOPG and the average
surface potential is deduced to be 500 mV.

From the above equation, the magnitudes of EF for perovskites,
5% Cs+-perovskites, and 5% Cs+-perovskites with Spiro-OMeTAD
electrodes are 5.305, 5.30 and 5.29 eV respectively. The Fermi
levels are depicted through an energy band diagram in Fig. 5.
The conduction and valence band positions for the perovskite
with and without 5% Cs+, are taken from our previous
study.17 As CPD decreases, the EF shifts deeper. In the
presence of the only Cs+, the EF shifts to lower values and this
is because of the strong p-doping nature of the cesium salt.
Further addition of Spiro-OMeTAD, upshifts the EF, because of
p-type behaviour and the hole transport layer. The energy
gradient between the Fermi level of 5% Cs+-perovskites and
the work function of Spiro-OMeTAD is lower than the gradient
between the EF of perovskites and the work function of

Spiro-OMeTAD. A lower gradient facilitates hole transfer to
this layer.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

The fact that the organic constituent of perovskite (MA/FA) will
not influence the electronic properties of perovskite solar cells
will be of less significance, if we compare the metal cation with the
halide anion. Nevertheless, some studies suggest the importance
of the organic part and its bearing on opto-electrical properties
and stability. Specifically, recent research has pointed out the
possibility of ion migration (I�, MA+, or less probable Pb2+) to
contact barriers can be one of the plausible reasons for the
hysteresis behavior reported in perovskite solar cells.25,26 How-
ever with the formation of larger perovskite crystals, hysteresis
behavior diminishes.

The use of mixed organic cation perovskite (MA/FA) reduces
the migration of MA+, as FA stabilizes the crystal structure due to
its relatively larger size (radii MA+ = 0.270 nm, FA+ = 0.279 nm)27

and the formation of hydrogen bonds with Pb octahedra. In the
case of Cs+ (radii Cs+ = 0.118 nm),28 though arguable, the cation
has high movement, however it has been shown that the
presence of strong electrostatic attractive interactions between
Cs+, I� and Br� contribute to stabilizing the lattice.17 In order to
unravel the charge dynamics in these cesium perovskite based
solar cells, EIS experiments were carried out. It can be observed
that the resistance to recombination (Rrec), obtained from
fitting the impedance response shows a decrease in value with
the addition of Cs. (Fig. 6a) The inclusion of 10% or 15% Cs in
the perovskite stoichiometry shows an almost similar profile
regardless of the open circuit voltage. In contrast to this, no
significant changes were observed for devices with and without
5% Cs. At a higher voltage, (close to Voc), all the devices
represented similar values of Rrec. For higher Cs inclusion,
lower values of electron recombination resistance were found.

Fig. 5 Energy level diagram of the perovskites, with Fermi levels deduced from
CPDs in the dark. Here the term FAMA represents (MA0.15FA0.85)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3
perovskites.
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At a lower voltage, the slope for the recombination resistance is
more pronounced which diminishes at a voltage close to Voc of the
devices. From this, we assume that the recombination process is
mediated via a trap-limited mechanism in the bulk of the
perovskite, and at a short circuit condition close to 1 Sun; the
device resistance decreases significantly.29 A similar behavior
was also obtained when 1.4 M precursor solution was used
(Fig. 7). By and large the value of capacitance remains
unchanged, when measured across the voltage range.30

(Fig. 6b) This capacitance behavior is attributed to the depen-
dence by its geometrical component. The capacitance–
frequency response (Fig. S4, ESI†) measured under the range
of (0.1–106 Hz), shows the presence of a narrow plateau
appearing at medium frequencies (105–104 Hz). All the samples
with cesium inclusion show a different profile, with the appear-
ance of a sharp slope at a lower frequency range (0.1–103 Hz).

This suggests that the electron–hole pair generation profile is
altered with the presence of Cs.

Lower electron lifetime values were obtained from the Cs+

based devices (Fig. 6c). Cs+ inclusion gives lower electron life
times, and the results are consistent with the percentage of Cs+

in the perovskite stoichiometry. At a voltage close to the open
circuit voltage, similar lifetimes are observed for all the devices,
except that a slightly better electron lifetime was obtained by
5% Cs+ inclusion, which is in accordance with the photovoltaic
performances. The interface between perovskite and charge
selective contacts represents the main recombination pathway
in perovskite solar cells.31 Nevertheless, the interaction between
the perovskite and TiO2 selective contact could affect the perfor-
mance of the devices.

In other words, if we analyze the behavior of the devices at
low frequencies, we can correlate it to the charge accumulation
at the perovskite/TiO2 interface. Some authors suggested32 that
this charge accumulation together with the ionic motion, possibly
explain the hysteresis behavior in the perovskite solar cell.

This charge accumulation of electrons at the TiO2 interface,
follows a (2kBT)�1 slope when it is represented in the semi-
logarithmic plot of capacitance at low frequencies versus
voltage. The charge accumulation/ion motion is reduced with
the inclusion of cesium cations (Fig. 8). This is in accordance
with our previous results, where it was explained that the
inclusion of cesium stabilized the crystal structure and helps
the charge extraction as well as thermal stability.17

According to previous reports, the stability of perovskite
solar cells is attributed to three main factors: moisture, heat,
and UV light, with moisture being the most critical factor.33

However, a combination of these factors accelerate fast degra-
dation in perovskite devices. Additionally, intrinsic instability
also affects device degradation due to charge accumulation as
mentioned above. To address this issue, UV+ and humidity
degradation tests were performed in order to study structure
degradation in cesium based perovskite films. After degrading
for different periods of time, X-ray diffractograms were
recorded. Results (Fig. S5, ESI†) showed that after 60 min UV
exposure time, the ratio of the PbI2 (12.61) and perovskite

Fig. 6 Different electrical parameters derived from EIS studies using a
concentration of 1.2 M perovskite solution.

Fig. 7 Recombination resistance value for 1.4 M perovskite solution based
devices.
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(14.11) peaks increased, which is a clear indication that degra-
dation is taking place in the film, whereas the sample with
cesium content (15%) remains unaltered. This suggests that the
incorporation of an inorganic cation (Cs+) improve the long-
term stability of perovskite solar cells.

Experimental
Materials

Unless otherwise mentioned, all chemicals were procured from
either Sigma Aldrich or Acros and used as such. Methylammonium
iodide (MAI), formamidinium iodide (FAI), methylammonium
bromide (MABr) were bought from Dyesol, whereas PbI2 and PbBr2

were bought from TCI, Japan. 2,20,7,70-Tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxy-
phenyamine)-9,9-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) was acquired
from Merck KGaA, whereas chlorobenzene, anhydrous dimethyl-
formamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and cesium iodide
(CsI) were procured from Sigma-Aldrich.

Device fabrication

Transparent conducting coated glasses (TEC15, 15 O sq�1) were
used as substrates. They were cleaned by ultrasonication in a
2% Hellmanex water solution for 30 minutes followed by
rinsing with deionized water and ethanol. Then, a B40 nm
TiO2 compact layer was deposited on a FTO substrate via spray
pyrolysis at 450 1C from a precursor solution of titanium
diisopropoxide bis-(acetylacetonate) in anhydrous ethanol.
After the spraying, the substrates were left at 450 1C for
45 minutes and allowed to cool to room temperature. The
mesoporous layer of TiO2 was deposited using spin coating
(30 s at 4000 rpm). For this, a TiO2 paste (Dyesol 30 NR-D) was
first diluted in ethanol (1 : 7), so that a 150–200 nm thick layer
was achieved. Following this, the photoanodes were annealed
at 450 1C for 30 min under dry air flow. This annealing process
converts the rutile phase (amorphous) TiO2 layers into anatase
and allows interconnection of particles. After cooling to 150 1C,
these photoanodes were transferred to a glovebox for perovskite
deposition. The perovskite films were deposited from a precursor

solution containing FAI (1 M), PbI2 (1.2 M), MABr (0.2 M), and
PbBr2 (0.2 M) in anhydrous DMF : DMSO 4 : 1 (v : v). The perovskite
solution was spin coated in a two-step sequence at 1000 and
4000 rpm for 10 and 30 s, respectively. During the second
spinning step, 100 mL of chlorobenzene was used as an antisolvent
approach and was dripped on the substrate, 15 s prior to the end
of the program (spinning). The substrates were then annealed at
100 1C for 1 h in a glovebox. For the triple cation based perovskite,
Csx(MA0.15FA0.85)100�xPb(I0.85Br0.15)3, cesium iodide (CsI) was
separately dissolved (1.5 M stock solution in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO)), and added to the perovskite precursor to achieve 5–15%
composition.

After perovskite formation, Spiro-OMeTAD (70 mM in chloro-
benzene) was spin coated (4000 rpm for 20 s) as the hole transport
layer. For better performance, routine doping of Spiro-OMeTAD
was carried out using lithium bis-(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
salt (Li-TFSI), tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)cobalt(III)-
tris(bis-(trifluoro-methylsulfonyl)imide) (FK209, from Dynamo),
and 4-tert-butylpyridine (t-BP). The molar ratio of additives for
HTMs was: 0.5, 0.03, and 3.3 for Li-TFSI, FK209, and t-BP,
respectively. The device fabrication was completed by the
deposition of 70–80 nm of gold as cathode, this was thermally
evaporated under low vacuum (10�5 � 10�6). All the solutions
were prepared inside an argon-controlled glovebox.

Characterization

Current density–voltage ( J–V) curves were recorded with a
Keithley 2400 source-measurement-unit under AM 1.5 G,
100 mW cm2 illumination from a certified Class AAA, 450 W
solar simulator (ORIEL, 94023 A). Light output power was
calibrated using a NREL certified calibrated mono-crystalline
silicon solar cell. A black metal mask (0.16 cm2) was placed over
the square shaped device (active area 0.5 cm2) to reduce the
influence of scattered light. An optimized scan rate of 10 mV s�1

was used for the measurements so that accurate values for
efficiencies can be calculated without having hysteresis. For
IPCE measurements, a 150 W xenon lamp coupled to an Oriel
Cornerstone 260 motorized frac1/4; m monochromator was used
as the light source, whereas a 2936-R power meter was used to
measure the short circuit current. Cross-sectional microscopy
and normal topography images were taken with a Hitachi S5200
field-emission microscope operating at 5.0 keV.

Impedance spectroscopy (IS) measurements was carried
out by means of a white LED over a wide range of DC light
intensities. This allowed us to measure devices at different
positions of the Fermi level. A response analyzer module
(SP300, Bio-Logic Science Instrument) was utilized to analyze the
frequency response of the devices. To avoid voltage drop due to
series resistance, IS measurements were performed at the open
circuit potential, the Fermi level being fixed by the DC illumination
intensity. A 20 mV perturbation in the range 2 MHz–1 mHz was
used to obtain the spectra. After measurement, data were fitted by
Z-view software in order to extract the characteristic parameters
of the cells.

Conductive force microscopy (C-FM), and Kelvin probe
force microscopy (KPFM) measurements were performed on

Fig. 8 Low-frequency capacitance as a function of open-circuit potential
for the different cesium based perovskite compositions.
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the electrodes using a Veeco, Multimode 8 with a Scan Asyst
(Nanoscope 8.10 software) microscope. The conductive probes
used in this study were made of antimony doped silicon
(n-doped; resistivity B 0.01–0.025 O cm) coated with platinum–
iridium from Bruker (SCM-PIC-V2). The probe tip had a radius of
10 nm, with a spring constant of 0.1 N m�1. The sample was
deposited on the FTO substrate and was affixed on a stainless
steel disk with the help of conducting carbon tape. A thin strip of
silver paste was glued for taking the contacts. All the images were
recorded at room temperature under both dark and green light
illumination. A green LED with an irradiance of 1.5 mW cm�2

was used.
For CFM measurements, a current sensitivity of 1 nA V�1

and a load force of 47.6 nN is maintained between the tip and
the sample. The contact tip is scanned in contact with the
sample surface. The z-feedback loop uses the dc cantilever
defending a signal to maintain a constant force between
the tip and the sample to generate topographic images. Con-
currently, a dc bias of 500 mV is applied to the tip. The sample
is held at ground potential. The built-in pre-amplified scanner
head measured the current passing through the tip and sample
and imaged the current profiles. For KPFM measurements, the
distance (lift scan height) between the tip and the sample was
maintained at 50 nm. Applied sample bias was 1 V in order to
obtain decent images.

Conclusions

Conductive force microscopy studies show that the average
current carrying ability of the mixed-perovskite is enhanced by
5% Cs+ substitution, both in the dark and under the irradi-
ance state. The photocurrents were further improved, and
have a more uniform delocalized distribution across the
surface, when the perovskite samples are coated with Spiro-
OMeTAD, confirming that the HTL/perovskite interface is
most conducive for producing high photocurrents and there-
fore a high JSC ensues. KPFM analysis reveals that the CPDs
increase with Cs+ doping and further with Spiro-OMeTAD
layer deposition atop of the perovskites. The high open circuit
voltage for the solar cells obtained by 5% Cs+ substitution17 is
correlated to the uniformly distributed and interlinked high
CPD domains, which spread over multiple length scales.
Incorporation of Cs ions into mixed halide perovskites
reduces the recombination resistance at a voltage close to
open circuit, and it also increases the electron lifetime, both
properties are beneficial for extending the device photovoltaic
parameters.
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Impact of moisture on efficiency-determining
electronic processes in perovskite solar cells†

Manuel Salado,‡ab Lidia Contreras-Bernal,‡a Laura Caliò,b Anna Todinova,a

Carmen López-Santos,c Shahzada Ahmad, b Ana Borras, c Jesús Id́ıgoras *a

and Juan A. Anta *a

Moisture-induced degradation in perovskite solar cells was thoroughly investigated by structural (SEM, EDS,

XRD and XPS) and device characterization (impedance and intensitymodulated photocurrent spectroscopy)

techniques. Both the influence of the perovskite composition and the nature of the hole selective material

were analyzed. The degradation rate was found to be significantly slower for mixed perovskites and P3HT-

based devices. However, for a fixed degradation degree (defined as a 50% drop from the initial

photocurrent), all configurations show similar features in small-perturbation analysis. Thus, a new mid-

frequency signal appears in the impedance response, which seems to be related to charge accumulation

at the interfaces. In addition, faster recombination, with a more important surface contribution, and

slower transport were clearly inferred from our results. Both features can be associated with the

deterioration of the contacts and the formation of a higher number of grain boundaries.

Introduction

Over the last few decades, the research community has shown
special interest in the development of efficient and low-cost
photovoltaic technologies. In this context, hybrid organic–
inorganic metal halide perovskite materials have attracted huge
attention owing to their excellent optoelectronic properties.1–5

As a result, since the rst report of perovskite materials as
a sensitizer in dye-sensitized solar cells (h ¼ 3.8%),6 a signi-
cant improvement of the photovoltaic conversion efficiency has
been achieved with a current efficiency record of h ¼ 22.1% for
a perovskite solar cell.7 This gure is comparable to the
photovoltaic performances of other thin-lm photovoltaic
technologies based on Si, CdTe and GaAs. This remarkable
development was possible due to intensive research focused
on device engineering andmaterial design.8–12 However, in spite
of this progress, the lack of long-term stability restricts its

outdoor photovoltaic applications13 and as a consequence its
commercialization.

It is well-known that the stability of perovskite solar cells
(PSCs) and therefore their photovoltaic performance are inti-
mately associated with the degradation of the perovskite layer.
As was previously reported, the main causes behind perovskite
degradation are related to different environmental factors,14–16

such as moisture, temperature, oxygen and UV light, which
could give rise to different degradation pathways. Niu et al.
suggested that perovskite degradation starts with the deproto-
nation of the methylammonium cation by water to produce
methylamine, hydrogen iodide and lead iodide.17 Yang et al.
proposed the formation of colorless hydrated (CH3NH3)4-
PbI6$2H2O as a result of perovskite hydration and the formation
of lead iodide as the nal product.18 Haque et al. described
perovskite degradation by the coupled effect of molecular
oxygen and light suggesting that reactive oxygen species and the
organic cation of perovskite react among themselves.19 More
recently, Wang et al. have proposed a self-degradation process
caused by the I2 vapor generated under working conditions due
to chemical chain reactions.20 In any case, many approaches
have been developed in order to prevent perovskite degradation
and guarantee device stability. Among them stand out the
effective passivation of devices by the use of hydrophobic
polymer layers and the employment of photopolymerized uo-
rinated coatings, hydrophobic hole-selective materials, hydro-
phobic carbon electrodes and a thin blocking layer between
perovskite and electron-selective layers.21–27

However, the impact of these environmental factors on
perovskite degradation kinetics depends on other intrinsic
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properties such as thermal and electrical stability, which are
determined by the perovskite composition. Hybrid organic–
inorganic metal halide perovskites are dened by the chemical
formula ABX3, where A is an organic or inorganic cation (MA ¼
CH3NH3

+; FA ¼ HC(NH2)2
+ and Cs+), B is a metal (Pb and Sn)

and X is a halide (I�, Br� and Cl�). The chemical nature of these
elements inuences not only the photoelectronic behavior, but
also the structural properties dened by the tolerance factor (t)28

t ¼ ðrA þ rXÞ� ffiffiffi
2

p ðrB þ rXÞ
�

where rA, rB and rX are the ionic radii of the different elements A,
B and X, respectively. Empirically, for the most stable perov-
skite, t shows values between 0.8 and 1 giving rise to a cubic
crystal structure. However, for t <0.8 the tetragonal or the
orthorhombic crystal structure is more probable.28,29 As
a consequence, special attention has been paid to the perovskite
composition in order to achieve a more stable crystal structure
and guarantee long-term stability by the entire or partial
inclusion of different ions with different sizes. For instance, the
benecial effect in terms of stability of a partial insertion of
bromine into the perovskite structure was reported.30,31 Similar
results were found for the inclusion of chloride.32 In both cases,
the smaller ionic radii of Br and Cl with respect to I lead to
a more compact structure in which the organic cations are less
exposed. More recently, Petrus and coworkers reported the
impact of the excess of PbI2 as the precursor on perovskite
stability against moisture exposure.33 In relation to the organic
cations, t values of 0.88 and 0.83 were found for perovskites
containing MA and FA, respectively.34 The higher thermal
stability found for FAPbI3 was associated with the more-stable
cubic crystal phase with respect to the tetragonal one attrib-
uted to MAPbI3, which could be related to the different inter-
actions of these cations with the inorganic matrix.29 Similar
results were found by Snaith et al. when they compared
CsPbI2Br and MAPbI2Br and demonstrated the stability of the
former owing to the appropriate ionic radius of Cs+.35 The
stability of a triple cation perovskite (containing MA, FA and Cs)
has also been investigated.36

To date, previous studies related to perovskite stability have
mainly investigated the different perovskite degradation
mechanisms under environmental conditions or different
approaches to prevent perovskite degradation. SEM and STEM
images, EDS mapping, UV-Vis absorbance, XRD patterns, and
Raman and IR spectroscopy techniques were commonly used to
determine the extent of perovskite degradation and its kinetics.
However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the rst report
where small-perturbation optoelectronic techniques have been
used to investigate the impact of moisture on the electronic
processes that determine the photovoltaic performance. This is
important to better assess how the perovskite improvements
investigated in the literature really affect the functioning of the
device in terms of stability and efficiency. In order to correlate
the moisture effect to this, we have analyzed the electron
transport and recombination processes using impedance
spectroscopy (IS) and intensity-modulated photocurrent

spectroscopy (IMPS). In this work, we have investigated both the
inuence of the perovskite composition (MAPbI3 ¼ MAI and
Cs0.05(MAPbBr3)0.15(FAPbI3)0.85 ¼ MIX) and the inuence of the
hole selective material (HSL: 2,20,7,70-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methox-
yphenylamine)-9,90-spirobiuorene ¼ Spiro-OMeTAD and
poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) ¼ P3HT) on the device stability.
In particular, a faster degradation rate was found for MAI
perovskite and Spiro-based devices. Regardless of the device
conguration, our results point to a faster recombination aer
moisture exposure due to the coupled effect of the bulk
recombination and the surface-mediated recombination. The
greater contribution of the latter in degraded devices is revealed
by interfacial charge accumulation processes and slower elec-
tron transport inside the perovskite layer.

Experimental
Fabrication of perovskite solar cells

Perovskite solar cells were fabricated on FTO-coated glass
(Pilkington-TEC15) patterned by laser etching. Before use, the
substrates were cleaned using Hellmanex® solution and rinsed
with deionized water and ethanol. Followed this they were
ultrasonicated in acetone, rinsed using 2-propanol and dried
with compressed air. A TiO2 compact layer was deposited by
spray pyrolysis at 450 �C using titanium diisopropoxide bis(a-
cetylacetonate) precursor solution (75% in 2-propanol, Sigma
Aldrich) using dry air as a carrier gas. The TiO2 blocking layer
was then annealed for a further 30 minutes at 450 �C for the
formation of the anatase phase. Once the samples achieved
room temperature, a TiO2 mesoporous layer (Dyesol, 30NRD)
was deposited by spin coating (4000 rpm for 30 s) and the
samples were annealed at 450 �C. Subsequently, pure methyl-
ammonium (MAPbI3 ¼ MAI) or mixed cation perovskite
(Cs0.05(MAPbBr3)0.15(FAPbI3)0.85 ¼ MIX) was then deposited
(Fig. S1†). The pure methylammonium perovskite precursor
solution was prepared bymixing 1.2MMAI and PbI2 (1 : 1.15) in
DMSO. The mixed cation perovskite was prepared by dissolving
FAI (1.01 M), MABr (0.20 M), PbI2 (1.21 M) and PbBr2 (0.20 M) in
a mixture of solvents DMSO/DMF (1 : 4, v/v). Aer this, CsI (5
wt%) was added (from a 1.5 M stock solution in DMSO) to the
precursor solution. The perovskite solution was spin coated in
a two step setup at 1000 and 6000 rpm for 10 and 20 s respec-
tively. During the second step, chlorobenzene was dropped on
the spinning substrate 15 seconds before the end of the
program. The samples were then annealed (100 �C) for 1 h in an
argon lled glovebox. Aer perovskite deposition, 35 mL of
a Spiro-OMeTAD or P3HT solution was spin coated at 4000 rpm
for 20 seconds as the HSL. The Spiro-OMeTADmaterial (70 mM)
was dissolved in 1 mL of chlorobenzene using standard addi-
tives namely 17.5 mL of a lithium bis(triuoromethylsulphonyl)
imide (LiTFSI) stock solution (520 mg of LiTFSI in 1 mL of
acetonitrile), 21.9 mL of a FK209 (tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-
butylpyridine)cobalt(III)tris(bis(triuoromethylsulfonyl)imide))
stock solution (400 mg in 1 mL of acetonitrile) and 28.8 mL of 4-
tert-butylpyridine (t-BP). In the case of the P3HT material,
a 15 mg mL�1 solution in chlorobenzene was prepared and
doped with 6.8 mL of a 28.3 mgmL�1 stock solution of LiTFSI in

10918 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 10917–10927 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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acetonitrile. Finally, 80 nm of gold was deposited by thermal
evaporation at a vacuum level between 1 v10�6 and 1 an10�5

Torr. All solutions were prepared inside an argon glovebox
under controlled moisture and oxygen conditions. For
simplicity we will use the following notations to refer to the
different device congurations: MAI/Spiro, MAI/P3HT, MIX/
Spiro and MIX/P3HT.

Characterization of lms and devices

The devices were characterized using current–voltage charac-
teristics with two different light sources: (1) a solar simulator
(ABET-Sun2000) under 100 mW cm�2 illumination with an AM
1.5G lter and (2) a white light emitting diode (LED, LUXEON).
The light intensity was recorded using a reference solar cell with
temperature output (Oriel, 91150). The current–voltage charac-
teristics were determined by applying an external potential bias
to the cell and measuring the photocurrent using an Autolab/
PGSTAT302N potentiostat.

The illumination for the different Impedance Spectroscopy
(IS) measurements was provided by white, red (l¼ 635 nm) and
blue (l ¼ 465 nm) LEDs over a wide range of DC light intensi-
ties. This allows for probing the devices at different positions of
the Fermi level in the semiconductor and for different optical
generation proles.37,38 A response analyzer module
(PGSTAT302N/FRA2, Autolab) was utilized to analyze the
frequency response of the devices. To avoid voltage drop due to
series resistance, IS measurements were performed at the open
circuit potential, the Fermi level (related to the open-circuit
voltage) being xed by the DC illumination intensity. A 20 mV
perturbation in the 106 to 10�2 Hz range was utilized to obtain
the spectra. IMPS measurements were performed under short-
circuit conditions in the 106 to 10�2 Hz range with a light
perturbation corresponding to 10% of the DC background
illumination intensity. To avoid any additional degradation
process related to the moisture, the measurements were carried
out under a N2 atmosphere. NOVA 1.7 soware was used to
generate IS data. Z-view equivalent circuit modeling soware
(Scribner) was used to t the spectra.

For the structural characterization, perovskite lms were
prepared by spin coating onto Si wafers. Scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images of the samples were recorded using
a Zeiss GeminiSEM-300 microscope operating at 2 keV. Electron
Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) images were obtained using
a NordlysMax3 detector (Oxford Instruments). Energy Disper-
sive Spectroscopy (EDS) was performed using a Silicon Dri
Detector (Oxford Instruments). X-ray diffractograms were
recorded on a Rigaku diffractometer using a CuKa source. The
measurements were performed in a grazing angle geometry.
The samples were mounted without any further modication
and the divergence slit was adjusted to the dimension of the
lms. The scan range of 10–60� was selected with an acquisition
time of 3 degree min�1. A baseline correction was applied to the
diffractograms to compensate for the noise arising from the
substrate. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) character-
ization was performed on a Phoibos 100 DLD X-ray spectrom-
eter from SPECS. The spectra were collected in the pass energy

constant mode at a value of 50 eV for the general spectra and
30 eV for the different peaks using a Mg Ka source. The C 1s
signal at 284.5 eV was utilized for the calibration of the binding
energy in the spectra. Static water contact angle (WCA)
measurements were provided by a Data Physics setup by
depositing bidistilled water drops of 1 mL. The given values
correspond to statistics over 10 values. The WCAs were evalu-
ated for pinning droplets several seconds aer the contact with
the surfaces.

Results and discussion

Power conversion efficiencies in the range of 12–16% were ob-
tained under standard conditions (1 sun – AM 1.5 illumination)
for the different PSCs studied here (Fig. S2†). The current–voltage
characteristics of the different PSCs were measured in reverse
scan (from open-circuit conditions to short-circuit conditions) at
a scan rate of 100 mV s�1. In particular, average efficiencies of
15.3%, 13.2%, 13% and 12.5%were obtained forMAI/Spiro,MAI/
P3HT,MIX/Spiro andMIX/P3HT devices, respectively (Table S1†).
In line with the literature,39–41 these results highlight the impact
of the perovskite composition and the material used as the HSL
on the photovoltaic performance. For both perovskite composi-
tions, better efficiencies were obtained when Spiro-OMeTAD was
used as the HSL with respect to P3HT as a result of the higher
VOC. Additionally, in spite of showing similar JSC and VOC for both
HSLs, worse efficiencies were obtained for MIX devices due to
their lower ll factor. These different devices will be used for the
following discussion.

In order to investigate the impact of the moisture exposure
on the device stability, the photovoltaic characteristics of the
different PSCs were measured inside a hermetic chamber with
a constant ow of air with RH >90%. Fig. 1 shows the current–

Fig. 1 Normalized I–V curves of the different PSCs (blue) before and
(black and red) during the moisture exposure measured in the reverse
and forward scans (cyclic voltammetry) under a light intensity of 10
mW cm�2 (white LED). The measurements were performed with
a scan rate of 100 mV s�1 at room temperature and the photocurrent
was normalized with respect to the short-circuit photocurrents ob-
tained before the moisture exposure.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 10917–10927 | 10919
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voltage characteristics of PSCs measured by cyclic voltammetry
before and during the moisture exposure. The measurements
were started with a reverse scan aer a dwelling time of 10 s at
1.2 V, and were then continued with a forward scan. According
to preliminary results (not shown), the measurements were
recorded at different exposure times to follow the degradation
kinetics of the different PSC congurations.

As shown in Fig. 1, moisture exposure induces negative
effects in the photovoltaic performance of the different PSCs.
Both VOC (open-circuit photovoltage) and JSC (short-circuit
photocurrent) tend to decrease with respect to the moisture
exposure time. In particular, efficiency drops of 51% and 19%
aer 10 min for MAI-based devices and 60% and 42% aer
160 min for MIX-based devices were recorded when Spiro and
P3HT were used as the HSL, respectively. From these results
(Fig. 1), the following trend was extracted. Firstly, focusing on
the impact of the perovskite composition, the degradation
process was faster when pure perovskite (MAI) was employed as
the active layer compared to the degradation rate found for MIX
perovskite. The same result was found when Spiro as well as
P3HT were used as the HSL. As has been previously reported,
the longer device stability obtained for MIX samples was not
only due to the partial inclusion of bromine anions,30,31 but also
due to the combination of MA, FA and Cs cations.36,42 This
combination gives rise to a more thermally and structurally
stable perovskite. And secondly, in relation to the nature of the
HSL, Spiro-based devices are signicantly less stable than those
with P3HT as the HSL.

In order to cast light on the perovskite degradation kinetics
obtained for the different PSCs, a scanning electron microscope

(SEM) was used to investigate the effect of moisture exposure on
the device stability. Fig. 2 shows plane-view SEM images ob-
tained for bare perovskites (MAI and MIX) and MAI/HSL (Spiro
and P3HT) lms deposited on Si/cTiO2/mTiO2 before and aer
moisture exposure.

Before moisture exposure, both uncovered perovskites layers
formed homogeneous and pinhole-free lms, with a larger
grain size in the case of MIX perovskite (Fig. S1†). However, aer
moisture exposure remarkable morphological changes were
observable in both cases as shown in Fig. 2. In the case of bare
MAI layers, large perovskite crystals with well-dened faces
appeared leading to extensive pinholes aer 1 hour of moisture
exposure. For longer times (5 hours), larger structures with
a dendritic shape were formed. In contrast, as was expected
according to the literature,30,31,36 no signicant change was
observed for MIX layers aer at least 1 hour of moisture expo-
sure. However, aer 5 hours of exposure, large perovskite crys-
tals with reduced pinholes around them were formed. The
formation of these large perovskite structures seems to be
related to the perovskite aggregation process (Fig. S3†). Similar
structural changes were also observed by Wang et al., in whose
study perovskite lms were exposed to I2 vapor.20 However, in
contrast to a previous report,43 EDS analysis showed the same
Pb/I ratio for the fresh and degraded samples.

To investigate the inuence of the HSL on the device
stability, MAI perovskite was used as the active layer. Longer
moisture exposure times (5 hours) were used. No signicant
changes appeared aer only 1 hour of exposure. As shown in
Fig. 2, as a result of the perovskite degradation, an increased
number of emerging structures coming from the underlying

Fig. 2 Plane-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the MAI, MIX, MAI/Spiro and MAI/P3HT layers after moisture exposure (RH ¼
90%) for 1 and 5 h at room temperature. For more detailed analysis, SEM images of different zones (red circles) were taken using a higher
magnification.

10920 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 10917–10927 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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perovskite layer appeared when Spiro was used as the HSL.
These newly formed crystals are a possible reason for the frac-
ture of the Spiro layer. In contrast, aer 5 hours of moisture
exposure the P3HT layer appears unchanged. This behavior can
be ascribed to the hydrophobic character of the P3HT layer,26

which makes the penetration/percolation of water molecules
towards the underlying perovskite layer more difficult. A similar
behavior was previously reported using UV-Vis and FTIR spec-
troscopy.18,44 The water contact angles (WCAs) for the different
congurations are reported in Table S2.† WCAs >100� and <80�

were found for perovskite/P3HT and perovskite/Spiro congu-
rations, respectively. These results demonstrate the hydro-
phobic and hydrophilic character of the P3HT and Spiro layers,
respectively.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that the short-term
stability obtained for MAI/Spiro devices was connected to both
the perovskite decomposition process and higher affinity to
water and the consequent degradation of the Spiro layer.

Fig. 3 shows the XRD patterns of the two perovskites (MAI
and MIX) with and without the HSL (Spiro and P3HT) before
and aer moisture exposure. The characteristic diffraction
peaks of the tetragonal perovskite phase (14.1�, 28.5� and
31.9�)33,45 were obtained for the fresh samples, which remained
at the same position when the samples were subjected to
humidity (RH > 90%) exposure for 1 hour. As was previously
reported, any additional peak appears as a consequence of
HSLs.44 Nevertheless, additional diffraction peaks previously
related to the formation of the hydrated perovskite complex and
PbI2 were found aer moisture exposure at 10.5� and 12.7�,
respectively.33,45–47 Focusing on these two diffraction peaks,
different behaviors can be observed depending on the perov-
skite composition and/or HSL. Firstly, for uncovered perovskite

layers these two peaks were only observable for MAI perovskite
aer moisture exposure. And secondly, contrary to expectation,
higher signal intensities for these two diffraction peaks were
found for MAI/Spiro with respect to the uncovered MAI sample.
A similar behavior was found for MIX perovskite. In this case,
the signal previously attributed to PbI2 was only found for the
MIX/Spiro sample aer moisture exposure, whereas it was not
observed for bare MIX and MIX/P3HT samples. Therefore, the
rapid degradation kinetics found for MAI/Spiro samples (Fig. 1)
could be related not only to the perovskite composition and/or
the degradation of the Spiro (Fig. 2), but also to a possible
interfacial interaction of both layers.48 We have further analyzed
the chemical composition of the fresh and degraded devices by
XPS. The comparison of the atomic percentages of different
elements (Pb, I, O, C, N, S, F and Ti) at the surface is shown in
Table S3.† In line with Fig. 2, a part of the TiO2 layer was
observed for uncovered MAI aer moisture exposure suggesting
the high Ti percentage. A decrease of the Pb/I ratio was found
for both uncovered perovskites. However, the difference was
higher for MAI perovskite. In particular, aermoisture exposure
the Pb/I ratio changed from 0.85 to 0.5 and 0.6 to 0.4 for
uncovered MAI and MIX perovskites. Finally, aer moisture
exposure, a percentage below 1% of I only appears in Spiro-
based devices, whereas it is not detected in P3HT-based
devices. Considering these results, the following trend can be
established to dene device stability: MAI/Spiro < MAI/P3HT <
MIX/Spiro < MIX/P3HT.

Once the impact of the moisture exposure on the device
stability has been assessed according to the perovskite
composition and the material employed as the HSL, we focus
our attention on the electronic processes determining the
photovoltaic performance. To study the effect of moisture
exposure on the device performance, we analyze the impedance
response in the form of Nyquist and frequency-dependent
capacitance plots (Fig. 4). At this point, it is important to
remark that the different PSCs were subjected to different
moisture exposure times bearing in mind the different degra-
dation kinetics demonstrated above. Therefore, in order to
safely isolate the effect of the degradation rate, a photocurrent
drop of 50% was employed as the criterion for the exposure
time. Aer the moisture exposure, the PCSs were ushed with
dry nitrogen for 1 hour before starting the characterization by
impedance spectroscopy.

As shown in Fig. 4A, the impedance spectra obtained for the
fresh PSCs were characterized by two signals (semicircles or
arcs). These two signals will only be well-detected when the peak
maxima on the impedance frequency plots are sufficiently well
separated (Fig. S4†). As was previously reported,49–53 the signal
appearing at high frequencies (HF), the one closest to the origin
and the largest semicircle, has been attributed to electronic
transport/recombination processes, whereas the signal
appearing at low frequencies (LF) has been related to ionic
motion and charge accumulation at contacts. These two signals
exhibit signicant changes in the impedance spectra aer
moisture exposure. In particular, a distortion of the HF semi-
circle was found for the degraded PSCs (Fig. 4B). This behavior
seems to be more remarkable for the degraded P3HT-based

Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction of the different (MAI and MIX) perovskite layers
with and without the HSL (Spiro and P3HT) deposited on the top (blue
line) before and (red line) after moisture exposure for 1 hour. The
positions of the XRD peaks for (purple star) PbI2 and (green circle) the
hydrated complex are marked in the graphs.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 10917–10927 | 10921
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devices. This feature could explain the non-symmetric shape of
the HF peak in the impedance frequency plots that was found
for the degraded PSCs (Fig. S4†). The non-symmetric shape
suggests that the time constant of a process previously hidden
under the HF semicircle aer degradation now becomes
resolved or, alternatively, the appearance of a new capacitive
process. The general response of the frequency-dependent
capacitance for the fresh and degraded devices is shown in
Fig. 4C and D, respectively. According to the literature,49,52,54,55

each plateau is related to a certain specic polarization process.
In particular, the LF plateau was attributed to the accumulation
of majority carriers at the TiO2/perovskite interface, which
seems to be related to the characteristic hysteretic behavior
found in PSCs.55,56 On the other hand, the HF plateau was
associated with the dielectric polarization of the perovskite in
the bulk. In accordance with the different thicknesses of the
perovskite layers (d) (Fig. S5†) and the expression for the bulk
capacitance C ¼ A3/d, higher HF capacitance values were found
for MAI-based devices. Focusing on the effect of the moisture
exposure, although the capacitance values observed for HF and
LF plateaus are in the same range (z10�7 F and z10�2 F,
respectively) for the fresh and degraded devices, the fact is that
a new polarization process in the range of z10�6 to 10�5 F was
found at mid frequencies aer moisture exposure. This effect
seems to be more pronounced for P3HT-based devices.

A similar behavior has previously been reported for PSCs
with less efficient external contacts. In particular, impedance
spectra and frequency-dependent capacitance plots were char-
acterized by the presence of an additional MF component when
TiO2 and Nb2O5 were employed as the electron selective layer
(ESL) in aged devices.49 Guerrero and coworkers assigned this
characteristic feature to the charge accumulation at the ESL/
perovskite interface due to the low charge extraction efficiency
of these selective contacts. Additionally, an interfacial recom-
bination enhancement was suggested as a consequence of this
charge accumulation process. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that this charge separation/extraction process is determined not
only by the ESL, but also by the perovskite itself and thematerial

used as the HSL. As reported, the interfacial interactions
between the selective contacts and the perovskite layer affect the
energetic barriers that determine the charge separation/
extraction processes.55,57–60 Considering that the devices are
characterized by the same ESL, the MF component could be
associated with an interfacial charge accumulation process due
to the perovskite composition and the material employed as the
HSL which can determine the charge extraction not only at the
ESL/perovskite interface, but also at the perovskite/HSL inter-
face. This interpretation could explain the difference found for
Spiro and P3HT-based devices (Fig. 4 and S4†).

To cast light on the origin of this new feature appearing at
mid frequencies aer moisture exposure, impedance spectros-
copy was performed using two different illumination wave-
lengths to modify the charge generation prole inside the
perovskite layer. Bearing in mind the absorption spectra widely
reported in the literature and taking into account the Beer–
Lambert law, a different spatial penetration of the optical
excitation inside the perovskite layer is expected for blue and
red illumination. The photogenerated charge would show
a concentration gradient governed by the absorption coeffi-
cient.37 In particular, a higher concentration of photogenerated
charge would be expected at the ESL/perovskite interface than at
the perovskite/HSL one under blue illumination. In contrast,
the prole of photogenerated charge is more uniform under red
illumination. A similar methodology was previously used to
analyze the recombination processes.38

Fig. 5 shows the capacitance–frequency response under blue
and red illumination for MAI/Spiro, MAI/P3HT and MIX/Spiro
devices before and aer moisture exposure. In line with
Fig. 4C and D, the capacitance–frequency response obtained
under blue and red illumination was characterized by the
presence of a characteristic polarization process appearing at
mid frequencies (104 to 102 Hz) which overlaps with the HF
plateau (bulk capacitance) aer moisture exposure. For the
fresh devices the capacitance–frequency response was not
affected by the electron–hole generation prole produced as
a result of the different optical excitation wavelengths employed

Fig. 4 (A and B) Impedance spectra and (C and D) frequency-dependent capacitance obtained under open-circuit conditions and under white
light illumination for (A and C) fresh and (B and D) degraded PSCs. The illumination intensity was fixed in a way such that a photopotential close to
the 1-sun VOC is generated (Table S1†). In particular, the applied potentials for the fresh Spiro and P3HT-based devices were 980mV and 870mV,
respectively, whereas for all degraded devices the applied potential was 850 mV.

10922 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 10917–10927 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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during the impedance spectroscopy measurement. A similar
behavior was found for the degraded MAI/Spiro and MIX/Spiro
devices. In contrast, a signicant difference was found at mid
frequencies for the degraded MAI/P3HT devices when the
electron–hole generation prole was modied. In particular,
higher MF capacitance values were found when the availability
of the photogenerated charges was higher at the perovskite/HSL
interface (red illumination) with respect to when charge was
photogenerated preferentially in the vicinity of the ESL (blue
illumination). This behavior is also brought to light in the
Nyquist plots by the presence of the MF semicircle for the
degraded MAI/P3HT devices under red illumination (Fig. S6†).
Therefore, a more important interfacial charge accumulation
process seems to take place aer moisture exposure when P3HT
was used as the HSL and consequently, a poorer hole extraction
is expected at the perovskite/P3HT interface with respect to
perovskite/Spiro. This possible interpretation could explain not
only the distorted HF semicircle and/or the apparent MF
semicircle found in the Nyquist plot of impedance response for
the degraded devices, respectively (Fig. 4B and S6†), but also the
more remarkable MF capacitive process observed for P3HT-
based devices (Fig. 4D). On the other hand, as mentioned
above, the energetic barriers that determine the charge
extraction/separation process also depend on the perovskite

material. As shown in Fig. 5, when the Spiro was used as the
HSL the capacitance–frequency response obtained under blue
and red illumination shows the same behavior before and aer
moisture exposure. Similar results were found for MAI/Spiro
devices (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, this MF capacitive process
seems to be less visible aer moisture exposure which suggests
a better electron and hole extraction at both interfaces even
aer moisture exposure. This robustness of the electronic
properties of the Spiro contact explains the normally better
photocurrents obtained in devices when such a material was
used.

In order to understand the differences found in the Nyquist
plot of the impedance spectra at different optical excitation
wavelengths for the degraded devices (Fig. S6†), the recombi-
nation (HF) kinetics were investigated. Fig. 6 shows the electron
recombination resistance extracted by tting the impedance
response under blue and red illumination for the fresh and
degraded MAI/Spiro devices to a simple -RSer-(RLF,CPE1)-(RHF,-
CPE2)- equivalent circuit. To be sure about the tting, the time
constant (s) was estimated as (1) s ¼ Rrec � Cb, where Rrec is the
electron (HF) recombination resistance and Cb is the bulk
capacitance; and (2) s ¼ 1/2pf, where f is the frequency peak
maximum directly extracted from impedance frequency plots.
The same behavior was obtained for both fresh and degraded
devices (Fig. S7†). On the other hand it is important to note that
although degraded perovskites absorb much less light18 and
hence produce a comparatively lower potential, the comparison
in Fig. 6 and the inset in Fig. 7 is done at the same value of the
photogenerated potential so that this difference in absorption is
implicitly taken into account.

Specically, the recombination resistance shows the same
behavior for the fresh devices regardless of the electron–hole
generation prole. In contrast, a minor difference was found
aer moisture exposure when the optical excitation wavelength
was changed. For the degraded devices, lower values of electron
recombination resistance were found when the red illumina-
tion was used for optical excitation. In other words, the pho-
togenerated charge at the perovskite/HSL interface seems to

Fig. 5 Frequency-dependent capacitance obtained under open-
circuit conditions and under illumination for (squares) fresh and
(circles) degraded MAI/Spiro, MAI/P3HT and MIX/Spiro devices using
the two excitationwavelengths of (blue) lblue¼ 465 nm and (red) lred¼
635 nm.

Fig. 6 Recombination (HF) resistance versus open-circuit potential as
extracted from fittings of the impedance spectra using the two exci-
tation wavelengths of (blue) lblue ¼ 465 nm and (red) lred ¼ 635 nm for
(squares) fresh and (triangles) degraded MAI/Spiro devices.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 10917–10927 | 10923
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recombine more strongly than the photogenerated charge at the
ESL/perovskite interface for a degraded device. On the other
hand, a remarkable change of the slope of the recombination
resistance for both optical excitations was observed with respect
to fresh devices. Similar results were obtained for the different
devices when a white LED was employed as the illumination
source before and aer moisture exposure (Fig. S8†). This
observation suggests that the charge that has been mainly
photogenerated at the ESL/perovskite and perovskite/HSL
interfaces is subjected to different recombination mecha-
nisms aer moisture exposure. As was previously reported by
us,38 the results obtained for fresh devices suggest that the main
recombination process is mediated via a trap-limited mecha-
nism in the bulk of the perovskite.61–65 However, surface
recombination could be more important as a consequence of
the perovskite degradation by moisture.45,66,67 Therefore, the
increase of this surface-mediated recombination seems to be
intimately related to the larger interfacial charge accumulation
described (Fig. 5). Similar results were expected for the rest of
the devices studied in this work as revealed by the Nyquist and
impedance frequency plots, which showed the same behavior
under both optical excitations (Fig. S6 and S9,† respectively).

This interpretation seems to be in line with the conclusions
previously reported by A. Leguy and coworkers.45 In particular,
they related the efficiency drop aer moisture exposure to the
isolation of the perovskite grains which would reduce the
charge transport leading to an increased recombination at the
grain interfaces. In other words, the grain insulating effect
could limit the charge transport and improve the charge
recombination giving rise to shorter charge diffusion
lengths.66,67 In order to consolidate this assumption, IMPS was
performed to provide information on the different charge
transport processes (Fig. 7).

As shown in Fig. 7, the IMPS frequency plot shows two well
differentiated peaks with respect to the frequency scale which
have previously been related to different charge transport
processes characterized by different time constants.50,56,68 In

particular, the HF peak (z104 Hz) was associated with the
electron transport inside the perovskite layer, whereas the LF
peak (z1 Hz) was attributed to ionic motion. In addition,
a peak at mid frequencies was also found and related to the
electron transport process in the mesoporous TiO2 matrix.56,68

Nevertheless, this MF peak was not resolved in our case (Fig. 7).
Considering the HF peak only and the associated time
constants (s¼ 1/2pf) shown in the inset of Fig. 7, a lower charge
diffusion coefficient (Dn) is expected for the degraded devices,
since the HF peak appears at lower frequencies (Dn ¼ Ld

2/sHF,
where Ld is the thickness of the perovskite layer and sHF is the
HF time constant).69 A smaller diffusion coefficient gives rise to
shorter charge diffusion lengths, in line with the faster recom-
bination observed in the degraded samples.

Conclusions

We have investigated the effect of the moisture-induced
degradation of perovskite solar cells using a combination of
structural characterization (SEM, EDS, XRD and XPS) and small-
perturbation optoelectronic (impedance and intensity modu-
lated photocurrent spectroscopy) techniques. We studied the
inuence of the perovskite composition and HSL employed on
the device stability. In particular, our results reveal a lower
degradation rate for perovskite solar cells based on (Cs0.05
(MAPbBr3)0.15(FAPbI3)0.85) as the active layer and P3HT as the
HSL. On the other hand, the effect of the moisture-induced
degradation on the electronic processes that determine the
photovoltaic performance of perovskite solar cells was also
investigated. Regardless of the device conguration, the charge
recombination is governed by the bulk of the perovskite layer
via a trap-limited mechanism. However, the moisture-induced
degradation modies the charge recombination mechanism.
The additional mid-frequency component recorded in both
Nyquist and frequency plots aer moisture exposure suggests
an interfacial charge accumulation. This charge accumulation
process can accelerate the charge recombination rate due to
a greater contribution of a surface-mediated recombination
route. As a consequence of the moisture-induced degradation,
a slower electron transport in perovskite layers was also
observed, which can be traced back to the formation of more
grain boundaries.
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Extending the Lifetime of Perovskite Solar Cells using
a Perfluorinated Dopant
Manuel Salado,[a] F. Javier Ramos,[a] Valentin M. Manzanares,[b] Peng Gao,[c] Mohammad
Khaja Nazeeruddin,[c] Paul J. Dyson,[b] and Shahzada Ahmad*[a]

Introduction

The use of hybrid organic–inorganic-based perovskites as light
harvesters in a liquid electrolyte- based solar cell was first re-
ported in 2009.[1] Subsequently, the use of a p-type semicon-
ductor as the hole-transporting layer ignited the interest of the
photovoltaic (PV) community and power conversion efficien-
cies (PCEs) rapidly improved from 3.8 % to over 22 % within
a few years.[1–5] Perovskite PV efficiencies are now on a par
with other mature thin-film technologies.[6] Currently, the most
developed perovskite material for solar cell applications is
methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI3). MAPbI3 can be read-
ily produced using solution-processing or sublimation tech-
niques, rendering polycrystalline films with a direct band gap
of 1.57 eV, a small exciton binding energy, and extremely long
carrier diffusion lengths (>1 mm) with high electron–hole mo-
bility.[7–10] Unfortunately, despite these attractive properties,
chemical stability remains a major drawback preventing the
immediate widespread application of such first-generation
MAPbI3 or mixed perovskite materials.[11]

Despite considerable and successful research efforts to in-
crease the PCE, relatively little progress has been made to-
wards increasing the stability of these materials.[12–15] Different
strategies, such as crosslinking,[16] doping,[17] shielding with mo-
lecularly designed materials, or enveloping the perovskite mo-
lecular structure in a foreign chemical environment,[18] have
been reported for improved humidity and UV-induced degra-
dation. However, increased stability generally results in re-
duced PCEs. The problem of stability was partially overcome
with the use of mixed perovskites,[19] but these materials still
cannot meet commercial requirements.

The bottleneck of perovskite solar cells is their sensitivity to-
wards environmental humidity, heat and UV light, which may
greatly influence their reliability under real operating condi-
tions. Addressing these problems is of paramount importance.
Perovskite materials are salts and are sensitive to humidity. In-
creasing the tolerance limit for humidity will help to minimize
humidity-induced instability. Recently, the partial substitution
of I� with a pseudohalide ion (SCN�) was reported as an alter-
native approach to increase the stability of first-generation
MAPbI3-based devices.[19] The incorporation of SCN� , which has
a similar ionic radius to I� , to form MAPbI3�x(SCN)x was report-
ed to result in larger crystal sizes, while minimizing trap sites,
with a PCE of 11 % in a planar device configuration.[21] It was
found that 5 % SCN� loading was the optimum in the tested
range of 1–10 %, with the resulting perovskites displaying
higher stability.[22] Subsequently, it was found that incorpora-
tion of SCN� as a dopant opens the fundamental band gap
versus MAPbI3 by 8 meV and was much more stable after 4 h
in air with 95 % humidity.[23] However, the device PCE was limit-
ed to 8.3 %.

Another approach for improved perovskite stability that was
recently reported involves the reaction of MAI and Pb(SCN)2 to
afford (MA)2Pb(SCN)2I2.[24] The material crystallizes in a layered
orthorhombic motif with the space group Pnm21, in which the
PbII ions are in an octahedral environment coordinated to four

The principle limitation of perovskite solar cells is related to
their instability and, hence, their limited lifetime. Herein, we
employ an imidazolium iodide dopant, 1-methyl-3-
(1H,1H,2H,2H-nonafluorohexyl)-imidazolium iodide, containing
a perfluorous appendage, which leads to prolonged (unencap-
sulated, under Ar atmosphere) device activities exceeding

100 days without compromising the power conversion efficien-
cy and other photovoltaic parameters. The extended lifetime
of the device can be attributed, at least in part, to the hydro-
phobic nature of the imidazolium iodide salt. The functionaliza-
tion of the perovskite material was found to have negligible in-
fluence on the perovskite crystal structure.
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axial I� and two apical (or trans) S-bonded SCN� ions.
(MA)2Pb(SCN)2I2 has an optical band gap of 1.56 eV, similar to
quasi-cubic MAPbI3, but it has a 2 D structure.

Fluorinated cation compounds possess a bulky structure and
can lead to the formation of 1 D or 2 D perovskite structures,
which by themselves are currently not seen as viable candi-
dates for PV applications. For example, there have been several
reports on the application of fluorinated ammonium-based
cations for 2 D perovskites[25–27] with some fluorinated aromatic
ammonium iodides leading to an observed increased photo-
stability.[28, 29] Therefore, they may be used as additives to im-
prove the properties of perovskite materials.[30] Fluorinated
compounds are known to be hydrophobic and are frequently
used as water-proof surface coating materials. Recently, the
use of trifluoroethyl ammonium iodide as an additive to im-
prove the stability of MAPbI3 cells was reported.[17] Herein, we
report on the use of a fluorinated imidazolium-based dopant
that significantly increases the stability of perovskite-based
solar cells. The electron-withdrawing character of the fluorinat-
ed salt together with its hydrophobicity is believed to be re-
sponsible for the observed stability enhancements. These fluo-
rinated imidazolium-based functional additives are easy to pre-
pare in a few synthetic steps using commercial reactants. They
induce structural and functional changes to the resultant per-
ovskite, and may act as surfactant to promote and stabilize
perovskite intercalation.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 depicts the structure of the fluorinated imidazolium
salt and control compound used to functionalize the perov-
skite (the former was prepared as described in the Experimen-
tal Section). A sequential method was employed for the depo-
sition of MAPbI3, and a solvent engineering based one step
process was adopted for mixed-cation mixed-anion
(FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 perovskite deposition (Scheme 1).
MAPbI3 and the mixed (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 perovskite were
doped with different concentrations of the 1-methyl-3-
(1H,1H,2H,2H-nonafluorohexyl)-imidazolium iodide (FIm) or 1-

methy-3-butyl-imidazolium iodide (BMIm) and their XRD pat-
terns were recorded (Figures 2 and S1 in the Supporting Infor-
mation). The perovskite film was deposited onto a glass sub-
strate and measured after annealing the sample.

Scheme 1. One step and two step perovskite deposition processes used to generate the perovskite materials.

Figure 2. XRD data for PbI2 and MAPbI3 perovskite films with different con-
centrations of dopants.

Figure 1. Structures of the dopants used in the perovskite layers : (left) FIm
and (right) BMIm.
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The XRD data show that incorporation of FIm or BMIm into
the MAPbI3 perovskite has negligible influence to the lattice
structure. The peak at 2q= 12.58, which indicates the presence
of unreacted PbI2, increases in intensity, whereas the peak ap-
pearing at 2q= 28.58, characteristic of the tetragonal perov-
skite structure, decreases upon doping. In addition, the relative
intensities of peaks at 2q= 268 and 368 increase with doping.
Excess PbI2 was found to be beneficial in some cases for PV pa-
rameters, but it has negligible role to play in the stability of
perovskites.[31] Similar spectra were recorded for the mixed ma-
terials (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 indicating that changes in the
crystallite orientation of tetragonal perovskite structure and an
increase in the content of PbI2 take place (Figure S1).

To evaluate the stability of the doped perovskites, we peri-
odically recorded XRD patterns (Figure S2 and S3). No noticea-
ble changes were observed with time in the doped perovskite
structures ; however, in the case of the (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15-
based perovskites, FIm doping led to the decrease in the in-
tensity of PbI2 signature peak. The 1 % and 0.5 % FIm doping
was found to have beneficial effect on the stability of perov-
skite. This also explains the enhanced PV performance upon
ageing (Figure S8). Figure 3 and Figure S4 shows the visual ap-
pearance of perovskite layer deposited on fluorine-
doped tin oxide (FTO)-coated glass ; (FAP-
bI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 doped with 0.5 and 1 % FIm
showed notable behavior and the perovskite layer
was found to be intact even after 103 days of expo-
sure to air. Figure 4 shows the absorption spectra of
the MAPbI3-based photo anode with different con-
centrations of dopants. The optical properties of the
materials show that neat MAPbI3 and MAPbI3 doped
with 0.5 % FIm, 1 % FIm, or 1 % BMIm have similar
profiles. In contrast, the absorption of MAPbI3 doped
with 5 % FIm has a lower absorption intensity for the
wavelengths measured. This observation was also
valid in the case of
(FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15-based perovskites (Figure S5),
which is also in accordance with the optical image of
the 5 % doped FIm, irrespective of the perovskite used. For
both the perovskites, MAPbI3 and (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15,
a 5 % loading resulted in un-uniform deposition of perovskites.
This could be because at the higher loading of the fluorinated
compound, the surface tension increases abruptly and hinders
conversion in the perovskite structure.

The morphologies of the MAPbI3-based perovskites were
characterized by SEM to visualize any possible changes in the
crystal size or shape. It was found that the doping has no ob-
servable influence on the distribution of grains. Figure 5 a and
b shows the microstructure of pure MAPbI3 at different magni-
fications, whereas Figure 5 c and d shows MAPbI3 with 1 % FIm
dopant. The doping induces a change in the microstructure
and the crystal appears to be coated with an external layer.
Figure 5 e and f shows the material doped with 1 % BMIm, and
no changes were observed between both the doped perov-
skites. Here the perovskite layer was deposited on a mesopo-
rous TiO2 layer to reproduce the type of crystal growth used to
prepare devices. The fluorinated compounds are seen to be

grafted on the surface of MAPbI3 (Figure 5 c and e), which is
foreseen to increase the environmental stability. All the micro-
structure images show adequate surface coverage, with uni-
form grain size and shape. With the introduction of the func-
tionalization approach a smoother and continuous surface was
achieved, in contrast to pure MAPbI3. Figure 5 g shows the
cross sectional image of the MAPbI3-based perovskite solar
cells. The different layers can be easily visualized and the TiO2

mesoporous particle appears to be completely covered with
perovskite layers.

Photovoltaic properties

Devices were fabricated with the functionalized perovskites
and current density–voltage (J–V) curves were recorded under
simulated AM 1.5 G sunlight. Table 1 summarizes the PV proper-
ties for the different compositions of dopant, and the hystere-
sis index (HI) was calculated according to the following equa-
tion:

HI ¼ Jrev 0:85*Vocð Þ � Jfwd 0:85*V ocð Þ
Jrev 0:85*Vocð Þ

where Jrev and Jfwd are the current density values measured in
the reverse and forward directions, respectively, and VOC is the
open-circuit voltage. The fabricated devices show a negligible
degree of hysteresis and the calculated HI was found to be
0.011, 0.027, and 0.0274 for 0, 1, and 5 % FIm doped MAPbI3,
respectively. Pure MAPbI3 based devices (0 % FIm), prepared by
sequential deposition of perovskites, gave 12.5 % of PCE.
Doping with 1 % FIm had little effect on the PCE, which was
measured at 11.55 %; however, 5 % doping resulted in a lower
PCE of 7.2 %. The reduced performance with higher doping
may be attributed to aggregate formation resulting in non-
uniform perovskite layer deposition that hinders the optoelec-
tronic properties. Figure 3 shows that the 5 % FIm film is not
desirable for the formation of uniform surface coverage. We
also observed that a double coating of PbI2 was required to
obtain satisfactory PV performance, and the PCE increased to
13.5 % for devices fabricated with 1 % FIm perovskite films (Fig-
ure 6 a).

It is remarkable that doping with the FIm salt has little nega-
tive impact on the device PV parameters, which is not general-

Table 1. Summary of device photovoltaic parameters.

Perovskites Dopant JSC

[mA cm�2]
VOC

[mV]
FF
[%]

PCE
[%]

Sun intensity

MAPbI3 0 17.84 923 74 12.48 0.978
MAPbI3 1 % FIm 17.34 915 71 11.55 0.978
MAPbI3 5 % FIm 11.24 835 75.1 7.2 0.979
MAPbI3 (double coated PbI2) 0 18.90 939 76.5 13.93 0.975
MAPbI3 (double coated PbI2) 1 % FIm 18.77 957 73.5 13.49 0.978
MAPbI3 (double coated PbI2) 5 % FIm 12.29 870 76.1 8.34 0.976
(FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 0.5 % FIm 21.43 1060 66.2 15.03 1
(FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 1 % FIm 20.66 1070 69.5 15.38 1
(FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 1 % BMIm 20.70 963 65.4 13.04 1
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ly the case for other dopants reported in the literature.[32, 33]

The fabricated devices show high reproducibility and low stan-
dard deviations. The incident photon-to-current efficiency
(IPCE) spectra for the devices are shown in Figure 6 b, where
the integral photocurrent obtained from the IPCE spectra are
in good agreement with the experimentally obtained short-
circuit current density (JSC) from the current–voltage per-
formance. The perovskites layers doped with 1 % FIm yielded
improved light harvesting abilities compared to pristine perov-
skites in the visible range and the conversion rate was over
80 %.

FIm- and BMIm-doped devices were fabricated using
(FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15-based perovskites. This time the FIm
concentration was lowered further to establish its effect on the
device performance. Whereas (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15-based
perovskites demonstrated superior PCE values of 15.4 % with
1 % of FIm doping (Figure 7), the device more importantly
showed negligible hysteresis (Figure S6). The HI value was
found to be 0.0028. The IPCE trace was almost flat in the 450–
750 nm region with a response over 80 % (Figure S7).

Such a low concentration of dopant in the perovskite layer
seems to have minimal effect on the surface coverage and

maximum surface coverage is achieved, suggesting a uniform
distribution of FIm cations in the perovskite structure. Contact
angle measurements of the perovskite film were made and
show that the hydrophobicity increases systematically with the
increase in the doping concentration. Contact angle measure-
ments were performed both instantaneously and 5 min after
deionized water was deposited on the surface. The average

Figure 3. Perovskite film formation. Top, from left to right: PbI2, MAPbI3, MAPbI3 with 0.5, 1, and 5 % doped FIm, and MAPbI3 with 1 % BMIm. Bottom, same
compositions as in the top row using (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 perovskites.

Figure 4. Absorption spectra of MAPbI3 with the dopants at different con-
centrations.

Figure 5. SEM images of a–b) the MAPbI3 film, c–d) MAPbI3 doped with 1 %
FIm, e–f) MAPbI3 doped with 1 % BMIm, and (g) cross section image of TiO2/
1 % FIm-doped MAPbI3/Spiro-OMeTAD solar cell.
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contact angle (Table S1) of the functionalized perovskite in-
creases for both the MAPbI3 and (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 perov-
skite samples. Improved surface behavior of the perovskites
appears to be a result of the hydrophobic nature of the fluori-
nated compound, which provides a synergistic effect in perov-
skite formation through the formation of a shield around its
crystal structure.

Stability studies

The low stability of perovskite solar cells under ambient condi-
tions is the main concern that prevents this promising technol-
ogy from commercialization. Figure 8 illustrates the normalized
PCE plotted as a function of time to determine the stability of
the 1 % FIm-doped MAPbI3-based solar cell. The unencapsulat-

ed devices were kept in a glovebox under Ar and monitored
by measuring the J–V characteristics at periodic intervals. In
the initial time period of up to 20 days, an increase in the PCE
was observed, presumably owing to superior intimate contact
of the perovskite layers with the selective charge contacts
(electron- and hole-transport materials) and/or owing to resid-
ual solvent drying in the perovskite crystals. It is noteworthy
that the device was stable even after 90 days of measurements
and a gain of 6.5 % over the initial PCE value was observed
over a period of 95 days. The same devices were exposed to
ambient atmosphere after 95 days; after 110 days (15 days at
ambient) a loss of 11.6 % was observed. Indeed, it is remark-
able that an unencapsulated device still works effectively over
a total period of 110 days. Figure 9 illustrates the evolution of
the normalized PCE with time for unsealed (FAP-

Figure 6. a) J–V characteristics for devices with MAPbI3 and with different
concentrations of FIm dopant. b) IPCE spectra of the perovskite solar cells
using MAPbI3 with different levels of doping under 100 mW cm�2 AM 1.5 G ir-
radiation.

Figure 7. J–V characteristics of fabricated mesoscopic devices with the
mixed perovskite (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 as light harvester with different
doping concentrations.

Figure 8. Evolution of stability data for the unencapsulated solar cells with
1 % FIm-doped MAPbI3. After 95 days the samples were exposed to ambient
conditions (57 % relative humidity).

Figure 9. Evolution of stability data for the unencapsulated solar cells with
1 % FIm-doped (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 under ambient conditions (57–60 %
relative humidity).
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bI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15-based devices under ambient atmosphere;
it was found that the FIm-doped devices exhibit enhanced sta-
bility over the pristine perovskite. Figure S8 represents the
ageing J–V curves, periodically recorded for a typical unencap-
sulated FIm-doped perovskite device and shows negligible loss
in PV performance over a period of 52 days.

Conclusions

The influence of varying the composition of a fluorinated
dopant was studied in MAPbI3 and (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 per-
ovskites. XRD data indicates that incorporation of 1-methyl-3-
(1H,1H,2H,2H-nonafluorohexyl)-imidazolium iodide (FIm) or 1-
methy-3-butyl-imidazolium iodide (BMIm) into the perovskite
films has negligible influence on the lattice structure, but leads
to an increase in unreacted PbI2 and changes in the crystallite
orientation of the tetragonal perovskite structure. Optimized
PCEs of 13.5 % for MAPbI3 and 15.4 % for (FAP-
bI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 were achieved with 1 % doping by FIm. Im-
portantly, the dopant significantly increases the operational
stability of the perovskite solar cell.

Experimental Section

All chemicals were procured from Sigma–Aldrich and used without
further purification unless otherwise mentioned. MAI and FAI were
obtained from Dyesol and 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxypheny-
amine)-9,9-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) was acquired from
Merck KGaA.

Compound synthesis

This synthesis of FIm was based on a modification of a method de-
scribed earlier[34] . In brief, in a dry flask, 1-methylimidazole (0.82 g,
0.80 mL, 10 mmol) and 1 H,1 H,2 H,2H-nonafluorobutyl iodide
(4.66 g, 2.40 mL, 12.5 mmol) were stirred for 100 h at 80 8C. The re-
sulting product was washed with toluene, dissolved in ethyl ace-
tate and washed again with water, before being dried under
vacuum for 60 h to afford a brown powder. 1H NMR ([D6]DMSO,
400 MHz): d= 9.20 (s, 1 H), 7.88 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 1 H), 7.72 (t, J = 1.8 Hz,
1 H), 4.57 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 2 H), 3.87 (s, 3 H), 3.01 ppm (tt, J = 19.7,
7.0 Hz, 2 H). 13C NMR ([D6]DMSO, 400 MHz) @: 137.2, 123.7, 122.5,
41.2, 35.9, 29.9.

Device fabrication

Perovskite solar cell devices were fabricated on FTO-coated glass
(TEC15, Pilkington) patterned by laser etching. Before deposition
the substrates were cleaned using Hellmanex solution and washed
with deionized water and ethanol. Next, they were ultrasonicated
in 2-propanol and rinsed using ethanol and acetone and then air
dried. A TiO2 compact layer was deposited by spray pyrolysis at
450 8C using 1 mL of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetyl acetonate)
precursor solution (75 % in 2-propanol, Sigma–Aldrich) in 19 mL of
pure ethanol using dry air as the carrier gas. After deposition of
the blocking layer, the substrates were kept for a further 30 min at
450 8C to induce the formation of an anatase phase. Once the sam-
ples reached room temperature they were dipped in a 0.02 m TiCl4

solution in deionized water at 70 8C for 30 min to obtain a homoge-
nous layer. Subsequently the samples were then washed with de-

ionized water, heated at 500 8C for 10 min and then cooled to
room temperature. Next, a TiO2 mesoporous layer (Dyesol, 30NRD)
was deposited by spin coating (4000 rpm for 30 s) and the samples
were annealed by progressive heating up to 450 8C for 2 h.

Perovskite layers were then deposited on the surface. PbI2 spin
coating, MAI dip-coating, and hole-transport material spin-coating
depositions were made inside a dry box. For MAPbI3 deposited by
sequential method a solution of 1.25 m PbI2 was used in DMF,
while for (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 1:4 (DMSO/DMF) was used. The
solution was prepared inside an Ar-filled glovebox with moisture
and oxygen controlled conditions (H2O level: <1 ppm and O2

level: <10 ppm) and stirred at 80 8C overnight to completely dis-
solve the PbI2. The deposition of the perovskite was carried out by
sequential deposition or using a one-step deposition method.[4, 35]

For the deposition of (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 one-step method to-
gether with, solvent engineering approach was adopted, the per-
ovskite precursor solution was spin-coated on top of the mesopo-
rous layer at 1000 rpm for 10 s and then 6000 rpm for 30 s. Follow-
ing this, the films were transferred onto a hotplate and annealed
at 100 8C for 60 min. In the case of MAPbI3, the FIm or BMIm was
added in the PbI2 solution and spin coated, whereas for mixed per-
ovskites, it was directly added to (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 and was
subject to spin coating.

Spiro-OMeTAD was spin coated at 4000 rpm for 30 s by dissolving
72.3 mg of Spiro-OMeTAD in 1 mL of chlorobenzene; 21.9 mL of
tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyrydine)cobalt(III) bis(trifluoro-
methylsulphonyl)imide (FK209) from stock solution (400 mg of
FK209 in 1 mL of acetonitrile), 17.5 mL of lithium bis(trifluorome-
thylsulphonyl)imide (LiTFSI) stock solution (520 mg of LiTFSI in
1 mL of acetonitrile) and 28.8 mL of 4-tert-butylpyridine were also
added to the solution as dopants. Finally, an 80 nm layer of gold
was thermal evaporated on the top of the cell as cathode under
a vacuum level between 1 � 10�6 and 1 � 10�5 torr.

Characterization

For structural characterization, films were prepared by spin coating
of solutions onto coarse glass. XRD scans were recorded on
a Rigaku powder diffractometer using CuKa source. The measure-
ments were performed in the Bragg–Brentano geometry. A scan
range from 2q= 108 to 608 was selected with an acquisition time
of 18min�1. A baseline correction was applied to diffractograms to
compensate for the noise arising from the substrate.

The transmittance spectra of the perovskite films were collected
using an Agilent Carry 60 spectrophotometer. Surface morphology
and cross sectional images were obtained using a Hitachi S-4800
field emission scanning electron microscope at power 2 kV, while
contact angle measurements were made on Data Physics, OCA15
instrument.

J–V curves were recorded with a Keithley 2400 source-measure-
ment-unit under AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm2 illumination from a certified
Class AAA, 450 W solar simulator (ORIEL, 94023A). Light output
power was calibrated using a NREL certified calibrated mono-
crystalline silicon solar cell. A black mask (0.16 cm2) was used over
the solar cell active area (0.5 cm2) to reduce the influence of scat-
tered light.

Photovoltaic parameters including JSC, VOC, fill factor (FF), and PCE
were extracted from the J–V curves of the solar cells and listed in
Table 1. The scan rate and the active area used for measuring the
devices were optimized to calculate the real value for efficiencies
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without hysteresis effects (active area: 0.16 cm2, scan rate:
100 mV s�1).

The IPCE measurements were performed using a Newport 150 W
xenon lamp coupled to an Oriel Cornerstone 260 motorized 1=4 m
monochromator as the light source, and a 2936-R Power Meter to
measure the short-circuit current.
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Extending the Lifetime of Perovskite
Solar Cells using a Perfluorinated
Dopant

Under cover: Perovskite solar cells are
fabricated using perovskite active layers
doped with fluorinated imidazolium-
based molecules. These additives signifi-
cantly increase the stability of the re-
sulting solar cell device owing to the
electron-withdrawing character of the
fluorinated salt together with its hydro-
phobicity, and induce structural and
functional changes to the resultant per-
ovskite, leading to stable power conver-
sion efficiency.
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Towards extending solar cells life time: addition of a fluorous 

cation to triple-cation based perovskite films  
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Nazeeruddin,c Paul J. Dyson,d Shahzada Ahmad*a 

Abstract: Organohalide perovskites have emerged as highly promising replacements for thin film solar cells. However, their poor stability 

under ambient conditions remains problematic, hindering commercial exploitation. Here, we describe our investigation on the addition of a 

fluorous-functionalized imidazolium cation during the preparation of a highly stable cesium based mixed perovskite material 

(Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 and how it influences on the stability. The resulting materials, which vary according to the amount of the 

fluorous-functionalized imidazolium cation present during fabrication, display a prolonged tolerance to atmospheric humidity (>100 days) 

along with power conversion efficiencies exceeding 16%. This work provides a general route which can be implemented in variety of 

perovskites and highlights a promising way to increase perovskite solar cell stability. 

Introduction 

Recent years have witnessed an enormous growth in the studies 

of perovskite materials as light harvesters in solar cells due to 

their attractive electro-optical properties, cost-effectiveness, 

facile fabrication,with power conversion efficiencies (PCE) now 

exceeding 22%.[1]Consequently, perovskite-based solar cells 

have rapidly become one of the most promising technologies for 

solar energy conversion. However, perovskite stability remains a 

problem and research efforts are still needed to overcome this 

limitation. Several studies have attempted to unravel the origin 

of perovskite degradation, which has been shown to be favored 

by moisture, UV irradiation and high temperatures.[2–6] Various 

strategies to prevent perovskite degradation have also been 

reported including the use of carbon based compounds[7], 

inorganic materials[8–10], hydrophobic dopants[11] or the addition 

of an Al2O3 buffer layer.[12] Unfortunately, the addition of an extra 

layer affects the energy levels or the interface between the hole 

transport materials (HTM) and perovskite, and induces an 

increment of transport resistance leading to a reduction in the 

efficiency of the resulting solar cell devices. Perovskite 

deposition methods also affect film uniformity and low-pressure 

chemical vapor deposition has been shown to yieldperovskites 

with strong light absorption capabilities.[13] Another approach 

thatavoids exposure to water involves the encapsulation of 

perovskite devices in hydrophobic polymers[14], which helps to 

prevent degradation. 

Perovskite are highly versatile materialsin which both the 

organic cation and the anion can be varied. In this context, 

pseudohalidethiocyanateanions (SCN-) were used to improve 

the resistance of perovskites to humidity[15]. It was also shown 

that chloride- and bromide-based perovskite are more stable 

than those based on iodide[16],however, the resulting high band 

gap limits device performance. Although most studies have 

focused on the well-known methylammonium lead halide 

(MAPbI3) system, recent studies have shown that mixed cation-

anion perovskites are relatively stable and even exhibit improved 

operational conditions. For example, a triple cation, cesium 

based perovskite structure resulted in a more UV and thermally 

stable perovskite-based solar cell.[17–20] Fluorinated salts have 

also been shown to increase the stability of perovskite-based 

devices due to their hydrophobic properties.[21,22] For example, 

incorporation of a multifunctional fluorous-based photopolymer 

on the front of the device improvesstability as well as the 

photovoltaic performance.[23] Alternatively, incorporation of 

fluorinated dopants that modify the perovskite layer, without 

altering the interface between the charge selective contacts, 

could be a promising approach.[24] 

It has been shownthat even trace amounts of water packed in a 

closed system will decompose (at least inpart) a perovskite 

material. Following exposure to waterammonium ions in 

CH3NH3PbI3material will be rapidly deprotonated to form an 

intermediate phase of formula [(CH3NH3
+)n-1(CH3NH2)nPbI3][H3O]. 

This intermediate is unstable and decomposes[3,18] further to 

form HI, CH3NH2 and solid PbI2. The extreme vulnerability of 

perovskites to moisture has led to efforts to design the materials 

that defend against attack by moisture. Recently various 

approaches have shown that it is possible to induce structural 

stability of the material without compromising device 

performance. In the case of MAPbI3-type systems, MA+can 

discharge a proton under light irradiation, and the resulting 

proton will combine with I- to produce HI, which is 

corrosive,whereas in the case of formamidinium based i.e. 

FAPbI3 materials, FA+cannoteasilyrelease protons. 

MAPbI3systems have been studied most extensively for electro-

optical applications, although structurally related 

FAPbI3materials have a slightly higher tolerance factor (0.88) 

and radius compared to MAPbI3materials (0.83). The partial 

substitution of FA+ by MA+cationsalso increases device stability 

and efficiency by increasingentropyin (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15. 

The use of a triple cation system, e.g. 

(Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3,represents another 
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approach to increase the stability of 3D perovskites. It was 

reported that the stability of organohalide perovskites can be 

increased significantly by the application of three different 

cations with the inclusion of the Cs+ ionsuppressing the 

formation of the photo-inactive yellow phase. The MA+ cation 

stabilizes the formation of the black phase within FA+-based 

structure as it is smaller (ionic radius 2.70 vs. 2.79 Å). The Cs+ 

ionis even smaller with an ionic radius of 1.81 Å, which further 

suppresses reactions and increases entropy.[18] The addition of a 

small amount of Cs+ was reported to afford a stable perovskite 

and Cs+/FA+ mixtures were shown to enhance thermal and 

humidity stability, with PCEs of 16.5%.[18] Here we demonstrate 

that (Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3based perovskites 

enveloped bythefluorinated salt, 1-methyl-3-(1H,1H,2H,2H-

nonafluorohexyl)-imidazolium iodide (Figure 1),exhibit 

competitive stability without at the cost of device PCE. Notably, 

at low loadings (0.5% w/w) in the precursor solutiona significant 

increasein both the stability and the PV performance of the 

devices was observed. These homoeopathic additive based 

solar cells show improved stability,which can be attributed to the 

protection of the surface of perovskite grains by the hydrophobic 

ionic coating, thus preventing penetration of water into the 

perovskite crystal. The impact of FIm addition on perovskite 

microstructure, device PV parameters and electrical properties 

along with life time is being reported. 

 

Figure 1. Structure of the1-methyl-3-(1H,1H,2H,2H-nonafluorohexyl)-

imidazolium iodide (FIm) dopant used. 

Results and Discussion 

We added various concentrations of a fluorinated dopant (1-

methyl-3-(1H,1H,2H,2H-nonafluorohexyl)-imidazolium iodide, 

termed FIm, Figure 1) during the preparation of the 

Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 perovskite, in order to 

increase the stability of perovskite solar cells. The XRD spectra 

of the resulting doped perovskites under humidity conditions (55-

60% RH) were collected at regular time intervals and the 

patterns obtained after 33 days are shown in Figure 2 (Figure S1 

for diffractograms of the un-aged pristine perovskite layers). The 

characteristic peak at 12.6° corresponding to PbI2 and indicative 

of a water-based decomposition pathwaywas not observed in 

the perovskite prepared with the FIm dopant (1%) following 33 

days in a RH environment of 55-60%. In contrast, the 

perovskites without the FIm dopantcontained a strong peak at 

12.6°, indicative ofthe formation of PbI2 and essentially 

completely degraded within7days (Figure S1). The ‘homeopathic’ 

addition of FImretards the decomposition reaction, but does not 

suppress it completely.  

 

 

Figure 2. XRD patterns of different % (w/w) fluorinated dopant after 33 

days at 55-60%RH. (*) PbI2 main characteristic peak (12.6°). Figures S1 

in the supporting information shows the diffractograms as a function of 

time.  

Spectroscopic studies and device performance 

The absorbance spectra of the various perovskites are shown in 

Figure S2. It was foundthat varying the percentage of 

theFImdopant has negligible effect on the absorption spectra of 

perovskites, with no new absorption band observed. However, 

thedopant compromises the homogeneity of the layers at 

higherloadings, i.e. 2% (w/w), producing less uniform films 

withstar-like microstructures seen under microscope.[24] The 

absorbance spectrum remains unaltered even after 40 days of 

exposure (Fig. S2). Earlier we have also found that the water 

contact angle for the different compositional engineering 

perovskite thin films i.e. MAPbI3 and (MA0.15FA0.85)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 

increases systematically as FIm loading increase, however at 

higher loading film uniformity cannot be achieved and it was a  

trade off with device PV performance. [24] 

Table 1 and Figure 3 summarize the characteristic photovoltaic 

parameters of the devices. Notably, with 0.5% FIm the 

photocurrent and fill factor are improved, which indicates lower 

recombination losses or shunting paths into the solar cell device. 

Addition of 2% FIm affords a higher Voc (1050mV), compared to 

pristine or 0.5% FIm (1000mV) devices, possibly due to shifting 

of the Fermi level, but at the expense of short circuit current 

density (JSC). The decrease in short circuit current is due to 

inhomogeneity in the perovskite layers and, consequently, it also 

showed lowest fill factor (FF). The best FF and JSCwas shown by 

the cell based on the 0.5% FIm. Notably, a FF c.a to 75% was 
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obtained due to the optimal FIm inclusion in the perovskite 

lattice, which may be attributed to the formation of more uniform 

perovskite grains as the addition of FIm will modify the 

crystallization process. When performing the measurements 

after 30s light soaking the 0.5% FIm doped devices yielded an 

improved value of 16.82% (Jsc = 21.85 mA/cm2, Voc = 1060 mV 

and FF = 72.36) from 16.32%. Table S1 and Fig. S3 illustrates 

device statistics, which are fairly reproducible, except in the case 

of 2%FIm doped which shows higher deviation. To observe the 

hysteresis behavior, a typical device was also measured in the 

forward and reverse scan direction (Fig.S4), and a negligible 

degree of hysteresis was found. The hysteresis index (HI) was 

calculated (Table S2) according to standard method and almost 

no hysteresis was found, which also remains unchanged over 

the measured period of 50 days. The HI was also found to be 

independent of scan rate.  

Figure 4 shows the wavelength response of incident photon to 

current conversion efficiency (IPCE) plots for the different 

devices. The light to electricity conversion abilities in these 

systems approaches 90%, in the broad range of visible 

spectrum, except in the case of devices fabricated from 

perovskites with higher FIm contents, which show lower IPCE 

values. The secondary Y-axis represents the derived integrated 

current value, which is in line with the J-V measurements, and 

supports the legitimate PCE calculations. Relatively flat photon-

to-electron conversion profiles were observed between 400 and 

750 nm. As expected, 1% and 2% FIm materials, afforded 

devices with lower IPCE values. A drop in IPCE value in the 

range 350-450 nm was observed following the use of the FIm 

dopant, i.e. decreasing as the concentration of the dopant was 

increased. Nevertheless, these changes are in a very narrow 

spectral range (350-4500nm) and are not reflected in the overall 

PV properties of the devices. 

 

Table 1.Photovoltaic parameters of the devices under 100 mW / cm
2
. 

 

 

Figure 3. J–V characteristics for devices with different concentrations of the 

FIm dopant under 100 mWcm
-2

 AM1.5G irradiation. 

 

Figure 4. IPCE spectra of the perovskite solar cells under 100 mWcm
-2

 

AM1.5G irradiation. 

To obtain insights into the role of the fluorinated compound 

(FIm) in the improved perovskites, an array of techniques was 

employed. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was first used 

to examine the microstructures and surface texture of the 

perovskite layers containing theFIm dopant. As the percentage 

of FIm increases the perovskite film appears to become 

increasingly smooth (Figure 5a-c), probably due to the effect of 

the hydrophobic dopant. Grains in the pristine (0% FIm doped) 

sample (Fig. 5a) appear clearly faceted with sharp grain 

boundaries. The FIm dopant possibly acts as a 

passivationlayerat the surface of perovskite grains, smoothing 

the grain boundaries (Figure 5c), and protecting the 

perovskitecrystals from direct interaction with water. Figure 5d 

represents the SEM cross-section image of a complete device, 

which is in accordance with architecture adopted and represents 

well connected interlayers. Scheme 1 represents the possible 

interactions induce by FIm in a triple cation environment. 

 

 

Scheme 1: Representing the possible role and interaction of FIm in a triple 

cation environment. 

Doping ratio Voc(mV) Jsc (mA/cm
2
) FF (%) PCE (%) 

0% 1000 21.55 74.68 16.07 

0.5% 1000 21.69 75.19 16.32 

1% 980 21.02 72.52 15.06 

2% 1050 20.44 71.68 15.41 
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To elucidate the location of the FIm dopant, energy dispersive X-

Ray (EDX) analysis was carried out in the SEM microscope with 

only trace-levels of fluorine detected (for a representative 

spectrumfrom top view analysis of 2% FIm doped sample 

seeFigure 5e). Elemental map images obtained by SEM-EDX in 

cross section views are also shown in supporting information 

(Figure S5) for the complete device.   

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with an EDXanalyzer 

was used to further probe the samples(Figure S6). The 

perovskite films were scratched from the silicon substrate with a 

diamond pencil and deposited on a carbon coated copper grid 

 without the use of a solvent, i.e. by smooth contact of the grid 

with the powder. TEM images reveal well defined structures 

having different textures. The comparative analysis of different 

samples and textures conceals the presence of a clear peak for 

fluorine. However, atom segregation was observed (important 

variations in bromide to iodine signal ratios in different areas of 

scratched samples) which is in accordance with recent findings25. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. a-c) SEM images (top-view) of perovskite films with a) 0% b) 0.5 % and c) 1% of FIm dopant. d) SEM image (cross-sectional) of device fabricated with 

0.5% FIm doped perovskite (FTO/TiO2 mesoporous/perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD) and e) representative SEM-EDX spectrum from top view analysis of the 2% FIm 

doped sample.  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was also 

employed to determine the presence of fluorine dopant on the 

perovskite layer. Table S1 summarizes the atomic percentages 

obtained from quantification of elements detected, using 

standard Shirley background and atomic sensitivity factors. 

Due to the high difference in atomic weight between F and 

the main constituent of the sample (Pb, I), a differential 

sputtering process may have occurred in these samples, 

that will induce a lower level of light elements after ion 

bombardment, thus making the fluoride detection difficult. 

(Figure S8). The molecular interaction mechanisms in these 

homoeopathic additives based layers were difficult to 

elucidate, due to the diluted nature of the FIm molecules.   

With respect to the remaining the elements, it is also worth 

mentioning that the signal corresponding to O1s is quite small 

(c.a 3.0%), suggesting a high stability of the perovskite under 

atmospheric exposure. This level even decreases to 1.5 – 2.0% 

in the ion sputtered sample, confirming the purity of the obtained 

perovskite phase. 

To study the photo-physical processes occurring inside the 

different fabricated solar cells electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) techniques wereemployed (Figure S10). The 

device PV properties (J-V and IPCE measurements) showed a 

drop in current density in the devices containing the FIm dopant 

in higher amounts. Figure 6ashows how the recombination 

resistance varies depending on the percentage of FIm dopant. 

The perovskite device fabricated with 2% FImdopant exhibits a 

higher value which is in accordance with the higher values of Voc 

obtained in J-V measurements. Higher loadings of FImappear to 

minimize the recombination sites at grain boundaries, which in 

turn allow higher Voc values to be attained (Table S1).These 

results are also consistent with the percentage of FIm in the 
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perovskite stoichiometry. At close to open circuit voltage, 

identicalvalues of resistance to recombination were observed for 

all the devices, while the device without FIm shows lowest 

recombination resistance. 

Time constants for the lifetime of the carriers can also be 

derived from EIS and Figure 6bdepicts the lifetime versus 

voltage curves. At higher FImcontents,higher lifetimes were 

observed. Carrier lifetime was calculated from the recombination 

resistance and geometric capacitance. Since the capacitance in 

perovskite-based solar cells (Figure S9) remains constant, [26,27] 

the carrier lifetime shows a similar trend to recombination 

resistance.Thus, the device with 2% FImhas a longer carrier 

lifetime and, consequently, the addition of the dopant does not 

affect the recombination processes that occur in the perovskite 

layer.  

From the electro-optical (J-V, absorbance) measurements and 

the photo-physical (charge transport) experiments it is difficult to 

establish a clear relationship between the concentration of the 

FIm dopant and the drop of current observed in the IPCE 

spectra. The third contribution comprises the injection of carriers 

from the perovskite to the HTM or TiO2. 

 

Figure 6.a) Recombination resistance versus voltage of the devices with 

different FIm loadings, b) carrier lifetime versus voltage obtained by 

fitting the semicircle (w) on the Nyquist plot and c) low-frequency 

capacitance values versus voltage of different devices. Measurements 

were performed at 298K. 

As the decay was observed in the blue part of the spectra we 

focused our study on the low frequency range (Figure S9). The 

existence of surface recombination sites has been proposed 

when high capacitance values are observed at low frequencies. 
[28] This effect could be related to the hysteresis observed in 

perovskite solar cells. According to this model, capacitance is 

associated with exponential dependence on voltage with slope 

1/2kBT at 298 K. Thus, the existence of electron accumulation at 

the TiO2/perovskite interface due to a polarization of the surface 

caused by ion movement was observed. This phenomenon 

could explain the drop in current density observed in IPCE 
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spectra. Arguably, the FIm dopant could be positioned at the 

interface of charge selective contacts (TiO2/perovskite) due to its 

high surface affinity and interact with the TiO2 surface affecting 

the electron extraction from the perovskite layer.  

 

Device stability 

Long-term ageing studies under high humidity conditions (55-

60%RH)were conducted to determine the stability of the devices. 

Figure 7 shows the characteristic parameters of 0.5 -2% FIm 

doped devices. The unprotected devices were kept in ambient 

atmosphere (55-60% RH), notably the devices remain stable 

over >150 days with all the key PV parameters intact without any 

significant drop. The noticeable changes were observed (Fig. 

S12) in the value of current density and FF of triple cation based 

pristine perovskite, which can be ascribed due to lack of 

protection from FIm. The drop in Jsc is due to lower 

recombination resistance, and a lower FF due to the distortion of 

the crystal structure. 

 

 

Figure 7. Evolution of the photovoltaic parameters (PCE, JSC, VOC and 

FF) for devices doped with 0.5-2% FIm at 55-60% RH measured at 1 

sun. Note during 100-150 days the RH was 40-50 % due to winter 

season.  

The stability of the perovskite films was also evaluated using 

XRD (Figures S1). The perovskite samples were kept inside and 

outside a glovebox to assess the influence of humidity on 

perovskite films. Degradation of the films leads to the 

appearance of a peak in the XRD pattern at 12.6o corresponding 

toPbI2(Fig. 1). The perovskite film without a cesium cation 

rapidly deteriorated, even inside the glovebox. For the 5% Cs+ 

containing perovskite degradation was relatively slower. 

However, the perovskite doped with 0.5% FImdid not show any 

signs of degradation inside the glovebox, and the 1% FIm-based 

perovskite remained even more stable for over 1 month in 50-

55% RH.The iodide from FIm, will capture the vacant iodide 

sites, and will help to passivates the iodide vacancies on the 

perovskite crystal. This will retard the superoxide formation and 

allow improved moisture tolerance.[29]Recently, the use of 

quaternary ammonium halides was also shown to passivates the 

ionic defects[30], which allows to improve the stability. These 

findings are in accordance with our results. 

Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that the addition of the fluorinated FIm 

salt during the preparation of Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95 

Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3 based perovskites leads to solar cell devices 

which remain stable for >100 days when stored in atmospheric 

conditions (55% RH). A low amount of FIm (homoeopathic 

additivation) was sufficient to obtain stable devices, whichhelp to 

keep the crystal structure intact, possibly by acting as a 

hydrophobic barrier.Grains in the pristine perovskites appear 

clearly faceted with sharp grain boundaries, while with FIm 

modified perovskites shows sign of passivation layer at the 

surface of perovskite grains, smoothing the grain boundaries, 

this will help to protect the perovskite crystals from direct 

interaction with atmosphere.By so doing, the iodide from FIm will 

fill the iodine vacancies and delay superoxide formation. The 

FIm did not alter the way the charges are transferred at the 

interfaces while retaining device stability. Combined, these 

studiessuggest a general approach toimprove thestability of 

perovskite films for the fabrication of solar cells using 

hydrophobic fluorous-cations. 

Experimental Section 

Materials 

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received, 

MAI and FAI were obtained from Dyesol, while PbI2 was procured from 

TCI, and were used as such. 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-

methoxyphenyamine)-9,9-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) was acquired 

from Merck KGaA. Synthesis of 1-methyl-3-(1H,1H,2H,2H-

tridecafluorooctyl)-imidazolium iodide was based on a modification of a 

literaturemethod.27 

Device Fabrication 

Pre-patterned laser etched FTO-coated glass (TEC15, Pilkington) was 

used to fabricate the perovskite solar cells. Initially, the substrates were 

cleaned using Hellmanex® solution and rinsed repeatedly with deionized 

water and ethanol. Following this, samples were ultrasonicated in 

acetone, rinsed using 2-propanol and dried by using compressed air. 

Compact layer of TiO2 was then deposited on FTO glasses by spray 

pyrolysis at 450oCfrom a precursor solution of titanium 

diisopropoxidebis(acetyl acetonate) (75% in 2-propanol, Sigma Aldrich) 

using dry air as a carrier gas. The TiO2 blocking layer was then annealed 

for 30 minutes at 450 oC to acquire anatase phase. Once the samples 
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are cooled to room temperature, a TiO2 mesoporous layer (Dyesol, 

30NRD diluted 1:7) was deposited by spin coating (4000 rpm for 20 s) 

and were then annealed gradually at 450 oC. Subsequently a 1.4M mixed 

((FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15) layer was deposited, in a single step. The 

perovskite solution was spun coated at 1000 and 6000 rpm for 10 and 

20s, respectively. During the second step, 100μL of chlorobenzene was 

dripped as an anti-solvent approach on the spinning substrate (over the 

last 15 s). The deposited layer was then annealed at 100°C for 1h in an 

argon filled glove box to form perovskite layer. For the triple cation based 

perovskite (Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3), CsI was separately 

dissolved (1.5 M stock solution in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)), and added 

to the mixed perovskite precursor to achieve the desired composition 

(5%). Previously we have varied the Cs+ content and found that 5% 

addition provided better efficiencies.[31]In the 

(Cs0.05(MA0.15FA0.85)0.95Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3precursor solution FIm was added in 

different ratio (0.5 − 2%), and the solution was spun coated to yield FIm 

doped perovskite layers. 

 Once the perovskite layers were annealed and has acquired a 

dark color, the material was left to cool to room temperature (RT) and 35 

μL of a Spiro-OMeTAD solution was then spun coated at 4000 rpm for 20 

s. Spiro-OMeTAD (72.3 mg) was dissolved in 1 mL of 

chlorobenzeneusing additives: 17.5 μL of a lithium 

bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl)imide (LiTFSI) stock solution (520 mg of 

LiTFSI in 1mL of acetonitrile), 21.9 μL of a FK209 (Tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-

yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)cobalt(III)Tris(bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide))) 

stock solution (400 mg in 1 mL of acetonitrile) and 28.8 μL of 4-tert-

butylpyridine (t-BP). To complete the device, 80 nm of gold was 

deposited as the cathode layer by thermal evaporation under a vacuum, 

between 10-6− 10-5torr. All the solutions were prepared inside an argon 

filled glove box under controlled moisture and oxygen conditions (H2O<1 

ppm and O2<10 ppm). 

 

Characterization 

The transmittance spectra of the perovskite films were collected using a 

Cary 60 spectrophotometer. Current density–voltage (J–V) curves were 

documented with a Keithley 2400 source-measurement-unit under AM 

1.5 G, 100 mW cm2 illumination from a 450 W AAA solar simulator 

(ORIEL, 94023 A). This was calibrated using a NREL certified calibrated 

mono-crystalline silicon solar cell. A black metal mask (0.16 cm2) was 

used over the square solar cell active area (0.5 cm2) to reduce the 

influence of scattered light. 

Photovoltaic parameters including Jsc, Voc, fill factor (FF), and power 

conversion efficiency (PCE) were extracted from the photocurrent-

voltage (J-V) curves of the solar cells. The scan rate and the active area 

used for measuring the devices were optimized as such to calculate the 

real value for efficiencies without having hysteresis effect. (Active area: 

0.16 cm2, scan rate: 100mV/s). The IPCE measurements were performed 

using a Newport 150 W Xenon lamp coupled to an Oriel Cornerstone 260 

motorized ¼ m monochromator as the light source, and a 2936-R power 

meter to measure the short circuit current. Electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) studies were made with the help of Bio-logic (SP-

300), and were carried out under illumination of a white LED over a wide 

range of DC light intensities. Frequency response of the solar cells 

devices at different positions of the Fermi level, was fixed by the DC 

illumination intensity (open circuit voltage) to avoid voltage drop. A 20 mV 

perturbation step in the range 2 MHz – 1 mHz was used to obtain the 

spectra. Post measurements the data were fitted with the help of Z-view 

software in order to extract characteristic parameters of the devices. 

 For structural characterization, films were prepared by spin coating 

of solutions onto coarse glass. X-ray diffractograms were recorded on a 

Rigaku powder diffractometer using CuKα source. The measurements 

were performed in the Bragg-Brentano geometry. A scan range from 

10o−60o was selected with an acquisition time of 1 degree/min. A 

baseline correction was applied to diffractograms to compensate for the 

noise arising from the substrate. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

was performed with a high resolution FEG microscope HITACHI S4800 

equipped with an EDX detector (Bruker X-Flash 4010). The perovskite 

layers grown on glass or silicon substrates were directly analyzed in top 

view. Cleaved samples were used for cross section studies of the 

complete device grown on glass substrate. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) was performed in a Philips CM20 microscope 

operated at 200 kV and equipped with an EDX detector (Oxford 

Instruments X-Max80-SDD). The perovskite films grown on silicon were 

scratched from the substrate prior to the analysis (details in the results 

and discussion section).Conventional XPS measurements were taken on 

pelletized samples (c.a 100 mg) mounted on a stainless steel sample 

holder, after evacuation up to ultra-high vacuum (P < 2×10-9 mbar) at 

room temperature using a non-monochromatized dual X-ray source, with 

a hemispherical analyzer (SPECS PHOIBOS 100) working at fixed 

transmission mode and 50 eV pass energy resolution, with an energy 

step of ca. 0.1 eV. The binding energies were calibrated using internal 

references, such as the C1s (285.0eV). The energy calibration was 

necessary because surface charging occurred due to the emission of 

photoelectrons, although was always in the range of 1–3 eV. 
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5 Discussion and general conclusions

Chapter 1:
“Study of the effect in the selective contacts in the charge extraction process”

In Publication 1, we studied the influence of the hole transport layer on
the final performance of devices. Microscopy and spectroscopy techniques were
used to unravel the possible charge accumulation at interface due to a poor
charge extraction. Our main conclusions are:

1 The quality of the interface (molecular interaction) between the per-
ovskite and the hole selective contact has a profound effect on the photovoltaic
performance, in terms of better hole extraction and lower recombination.

2 The nature of the hole transport material (polymer or small molecules)
strongly affects the interface with the perovskite. Small perturbation-based
optoelectronic and electrochemical measurements reveal that the HTMs that
yield a higher open circuit voltage and low hysteresis values have a larger re-
combination resistance.

3 Among the investigated high-performance and stable HTMs, 2,2´,7,7´-
tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9´-spirobifluorene(Spiro-OMeTAD) and
5,10,15-trihexyl-3,8,13-tris(4-methoxyphenyl)- 10,15- dihydro-5H- diindolo [3,2a
: 3´,2c] carbazole(HMPDI) were found to be of significant interest for future per-
ovskite solar cells technology.

In Publication 2, we studied the effect of different electron transport layers
morphology in terms of charge extraction and stability. In this work, we com-
pare 3-dimensional mesoporous TiO2 and 1-dimensional nanoforest like struc-
tures of TiO2 with various lengths where the perovskite solution was infiltrated.
Our principal conclusions are:

1 Porous and homogeneous 1-D TiO2 thin films were fabricated through
facile and industrially scalable method with competitive power conversion effi-
ciencies.

2 When 1-D TiO2 nanoforest structure is employed, the improvement in
photovoltaic performance lies in their efficient charge collection/extraction as
supported by the impedance spectroscopy. Besides, when these nanoforest hav-
ing 200 nm lengths are used, less hysteresis and interfacial charge accumula-
tion is achieved, therefore improved efficiency was obtained.
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3 Ageing tests carried out on unsealed devices suggests improved stability
of these 1D-TiO2 as compared to 3-dimensional mesoporous structures.
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Chapter 2:
“Modification of perovskite composition towards efficient and stable solar cells”

In Publication 3, phase behaviour of mixed A-site cations methylammonium
(MA)/formamidinium (FA) were studied with the aim to improve stability and
improved optical properties. Our main conclusions are:

1 The addition of the formamidinium cation in the MAI lattice slows down
the crystal formation in perovskites and allows the formation of large crystals
and a high degree of order.

2 X-Ray and absorption measurements reveal lattice parameters and opti-
cal band gap modification when the bigger organic cation was added.

3 The addition of 15–40% FAI in MAI was found to influence the PV per-
formance and dramatically reduced the hysteresis behaviour. MA0.6FA0.4PbI3
(40% FAI) was found to be the best composition, in terms of device performance
and less hysteresis effect.

4 The presence of the smaller MA cation in mixed perovskite with FA im-
proves stability even in high humidity conditions, which could be attributed to
ten times higher dipole moment of the small sized MA cation than FA.

5 The addition of >50% FAI entails the emergence of δ-phase of formami-
dinium perovskite mainly due to the difficulty to annealed the samples at the
optimum temperature.

In Publication 4, triple cation based perovskite solar cells were fabricated in
order to unravel the role of cesium cation in the charge generation process. Two
different techniques were employed (kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)) to analyse the perovskite films.
The main conclusions are given below:

1 When we employ the KPFM techniques, it was observed that after the
inclusion of 5% Cs cation, the photocurrents are further improved, and have a
more uniform delocalized distribution across the surface.

2 In addition, the incorporation of Cs cation increases the contact potential
difference (CPD) between the tip and sample at nanometer scale, this CPD
further increases when Spiro-OMeTAD was used as a hole transport material.
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3 EIS demonstrates that presence of triple cations reduces carrier recom-
bination at the TiO2 /perovskite interface, which in turn allow achieving higher
VOC value.
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Chapter 3:
“Study of perovskite selective degradation mechanism under high humidity
conditions”

In Publication 5, we studied morphological and charge dynamics changes
when samples were exposed to humidity. Different perovskite composition as
well as various hole transport materials were used to unravel how the device
is affected under unfavourable conditions. Our central conclusions are given
below:

1 Cs0.05(MAPbBr3)0.15(FAPbI3)0.85) perovskite as the active layer and poly(3-
hexyl thiophene)P3HT as the HTM presented low degradation rate. However,
the effect of the moisture-induced degradation on the electronic processes de-
termines the photovoltaic performance of perovskite solar cells.

2 Although polymeric nature of HTM showed higher humidity resistance,
but the interfacial charge accumulation induced fast device degradation.

3 Therefore, after moisture-induced degradation, recombination process
changed from a trap-limited mechanism to the surface-mediated recombina-
tion, possibly due to an interfacial charge accumulation when crystal structure
is affected by degradation.
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Chapter 4:
“Improving the stability of the devices”

In Publication 6, a complete study was carried out when ionic liquid such
as1-methyl-3-(1H,1H,2H,2H nonafluorohexyl)-imidazolium iodide (FIm) or 1-
methy-3-butyl-imidazolium iodide (BMIm) were added in order to enhance final
device stability. A diversity of perovskite composition and deposition methods
was compared. Our central conclusions are following:

1 Between pure MAPbI3 or mixed (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15 perovskite
and sequential or one-step with anti-solvent deposition method, it was found
that mixed perovskite and one-step with anti-solvent deposition method pre-
sented higher efficiencies as well as better stability when dopants were added.

2 Remarkable perovskite film stability over 100 days was achieved when
only 1% FIm dopant was added. On the opposite, higher loads (e.g 5%) pre-
sented star-like coverage which provokes detrimental effects in devices as fast
degradation and low efficiencies.

In Publication 7, a complex triple cation based (Cs/MA/FA) perovskite was
fabricated. New perovskite composition in a one-step deposition process uti-
lizing anti-solvent method was used. It strongly improves the opto-electronic
properties of the devices. Moreover, a perfluorinated dopant (FIm) was added
in order to enhance moisture stability. We found that:

1 The addition of cesium (Cs) cation in the mixed perovskite environment
entails an improvement in thermal stability together with higher power con-
version efficiencies

2 A low amount of FIm was found to be sufficient to obtain stable devices,
which helps to keep the crystal structure intact over >100 days, possibly by
acting as a hydrophobic barrier.

3 Higher FIm load involves a possible interaction (due to its bigger size)
with the TiO2 interface, inducing charge accumulation and therefore higher
hysteresis index values.
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Part VII

Other publications

In this part, other publications related with my work are presented although
they must not be understood as a part of this thesis as a compendium of

publications.
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